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THE SHOCK IN 3U

YAMAHA

The sound of the 90's has been cut down to size.

What promises to be the most popular synth of the decade, the

ground breaking SY77, is now available in 19" rack -mount form taking

just 3U of precious rack space.

TG77 has all the tone generating wizardry that put the SY77 where it

is today. AFM (Advanced Frequency Modulation) and AWM2 (second -

generation Advanced Wave Memory). And that means crystal clear

samples combined with state-of-the-art FM synthesis.

But there's more. RCM (Realtime Convolution and
Modulation) synthesis brings the two different sound sources

together to create a third that is greater than the sum of its

parts. A whole new world of sound

that's unique to Yamaha.

With built-in drums, two stereo and 8
assignable individual outputs, TG77

becomes a powerful production tool. Add

the kind of software support that only

Yamaha can provide and you can be sure

your investment will be one for the

future as well as the present.

Come with us and see.

r
For further information on the TG77 and SY77, please complete this coupon and
send to: Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd., MI & Pro Audio Division, Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK I 11E.
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DIRTY CASH
AS THE BMF descends upon us once again, and halls

full of fatally attractive hi -tech gear call the faithful to

worship, the full impact of the sophistication of
today's musical instruments is likely to be brought

home to us in no uncertain terms. The electronic
instruments and ancillary equipment that have
become an integral part of making popular (and
some not -so popular) music is rumoured to be
second in complexity only to that used in modern

warfare. It seems strange, then, that so much
technology should be invested in producing music

that, to a large extent, will be consumed through the

medium of cheap transistor radios and cassette
players. Is it really justifiable - using Fairlights and

Synclaviers to make pocket -money music, most of

which will pass unappreciated and is destined to be

forgotten almost as soon as it is released?

Let's try to trace the flow of money that makes the

development and purchase of these instruments and

draw some conclusions. Let's say we've already
made a single - in a studio equipped with all the
latest gear and charging accordingly. The record's

cost a fortune, but it sounds good on transistor radio

and it's selling well. We've cleared the advance and

we - the musicians - are making money. That means

the record company are making money and can
afford to put up the cash for the follow-up single.

We take another advance and make the follow up.

We spend money on more studio time (same studio),

hiring a producer, programmer and engineer, and
getting the new single mastered. Then there's the
sleeve design, distribution and promotion. Once

again we score a direct hit; Radio 1 playlist it from its

release and it goes to No. 1 the week after its
release. The advance is cleared and we're making

money again (as are the record company).

In the course of our success we've put work the
way of the producer and engineer. We've also
enlisted the services of the design company that
produced the sleeve, the record distributors and
promoters and the recording studio - the studio that

originally spent a lot of cash on hi -tech equipment.

As long as we (and other popular artists) continue

to support this kind of studio, they can continue to
buy state-of-the-art gear. And while they're doing that,

the companies that invest their resources in
pioneering music technology can continue to do so.

It's here that the first spin-off appears: the advances

made in building state-of-the-art instruments
invariably allow cheaper instruments to be built that

make use of those advances. Let's call this a
technological benefit.

The second spin-off arises from our support of the

recording studio: while we're spending cash
generated through high -volume pop sales with them,

they can offer the same facilities to more "serious"

and less wealthy areas of music. We'll call this a
cultural benefit.

This is, of course, a simplified account of what
happens in real life, but the next time a show like the

BMF threatens to overshadow your music with its
technology, or you wish a Top 40 placing carried the

death penalty, it might be a fairy story worth
remembering. Tg
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When it comes to creating sounds

on the D-70 the only limit is your
creativity If its standard sounds you

want, you'll find the internal ROM con-
tains tones from multi -sampled pianos.

choirs and strings to synths and drums:
and you'll find traditional synthesis tech-

niques like filters and LFOs.

But the D-70 will appeal to those who want to
break new ground. The raw elements of invention

are there. not just in the form of basic waveforms
and noise spectra among the 128 RS-PCM tones but

rough innovative technology like Differential Loop
dulation. The unique DLM process can be used to
cate a waveform and process it with loop modulation,

ing the creation of thousands of new. distinctive wave -

from the original PCM wave. All you have to do is to let

gination run riot

nce features in the 30 -voice D-70 include real-time
board effects and full MIDI controller facilities. And in

elocity and aftertouch you'll even be able to control
om the 76 -note keyboard.

and - we'll leave that to your imagination...

.td., West Cross Centre, Brentford, Middx TW8 9EZ
Fax: 081-847 1528 Telephone: 081-568 1247

Ire details on the D-70 Super L.A. Synthesizer

vss
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COMMENT
Cash: where does it come from and where

does it go? Tim Goodyer looks into the flow of

money in the music biz and asks if pop music

is worth the money spent on it.

NEWSDESK
Hot on the heels of the news of England's

World Cup win comes news of equal
importance about the hi -tech music industry.

(Well, this was written in early June.)

COMMUNIQUE 10
The studio that house built - a gear list for
making music. . .what's the point of
editorials. . .what's up with Akai's ads.. .

It's all in Communique.

COMPETITION

FREE ADS 83
Better than the January sales - Music
Technology's free classifieds offer the biggest

selection of the best music bargains in print.

Ignore them at your own risk.

Appraisal

MIDITEST 5 12
When is a MIDI lead not a MIDI lead? Vic
Lennard looks at MIDI leads, the problems

they can cause and an inexpensive way of

solving them - the MIDITest 5.

16 SMPTETRACK II
HYBRID ARTS

14
Bring your studio right up to date in this age

of MIDI and recording integration with this
month's exclusive MT competition prize - a

Tascam 644 MlDlstudio.

SOFTWARE 36
The software viruses continue to do their dirty

work - so we must all continue to fight back.

MT's Vkiller will provide you with effective

defence against the virus menace.

Software upgrades mean there can never be

a definitive review of a program. David
Bradwell keeps track of the latest Hybrid Arts'

SMPTETrack updates.

ROLAND S770
In the final instalment of this three-part
review, Simon Trask takes a look at the most

important aspect of Roland's super sampler -

the sampling itself.
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ROLAND D70 38
The latest addition to Roland's D -series synths

is its new flagship - the D70. Simon Trask puts

the "Super LA" synth through its paces and

discovers its new Analogue Feel facility.

CHEETAH SX16 56
After much pre -publicity, Cheetah's first
venture into the world of samplers is here. It's

16 -bit stereo, reads S900 disks and is
reviewed by Vic Lennard.

TWELVE TONE
SYSTEMS
SOUND GLOBS 66
Somewhere between human composers and

sci-fi music systems of the future are the
algorithmic composition programs of the
present. One of the few such programs for the

IBM PC finds favour with Ian Waugh.

DR T'S COPYIST
APPRENTICE 74
Dr T's programmers probably sleep as often as

rust. Ian Waugh boots up the latest version of

the successful Copyist scorewriting program -

and finds that it's running on his Amiga.

IM u s i e

COLDCUT 30
Responsible for establishing artists like Yazz

and Lisa Stansfield, Coldcut also have a

reputation for being one of the most innovative

production teams around. Tim Goodyer learns

about their new LP and the future of computer

graphics.

CHICK COREA 62
Chick Corea has helped pioneer the use of
electronic instruments in jazz music - now 49

LPs down the line, he believes there's still
more ground to cover. Scott Wilkinson talks to

a musical legend.

DEMOTAKES 72
Back from a well-earned holiday in Beirut,
resident readers' tapes reviewer Skum is
refreshed and ready for anything the MT
readership can commit to tape.

d

ART MULTIVERB III 48
As even the most modest MIDI studio
becomes a powerful tool for the creation and

recording of music, sound processing
becomes a more essential part of it. Tim
Goodyer checks out ART's latest multi-fx
processor.

e c h n o I c) g Y

ON THE BEAT 24
Traditionally the musicians' worst nightmare,

the drum solo is now all but extinct (except in

heavy metal circles, of course). Nigel Lord re-

examines the lost art with modern technology

in mind.

PROPHET 600 50
While Sequential's Prophet 5 will always be

regarded as a milestone in synthesiser
technology, their Prophet 600 is almost
forgotten already. Gordon Reid attempts to
correct the history books.

PATCHWORK 80
With so many disappointing sounds currently

being sold as the work of "professional"
programmers, it's reassuring to find a
selection as good as Valhala's International

Gold cards for the Korg Ml.
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THE TELSTARMAN
Even if your earliest memories of
popular music are of T -Rex or the
Bay City Rollers, you're likely to
have heard of 'Telstar' - though you

probably won't remember The
Tornados, who performed it, or
indeed Joe Meek, who wrote and
produced it, and who was the
presiding 'genius' behind a spate of

pop acts during the early '60s - the
Pete Waterman of the pre -Beatles

era?

But perhaps this assessment
does the Legendary Joe an

injustice; John Repsch's
meticulously researched (and
independently produced) book, The

Legendary Joe Meek - The Telstar

man, delves deep into the life

and history of Joe Meek, and

reveals a surprisingly interesting
and innovative engineer/producer,
handicapped by an unfortunately
stormy personal life.

If you thought musical and audio
innovation was confined to the hi -
tech '80s and '90s, think again; in
an era dominated by sugary

harmonies and conventional
instrumentation, Joe Meek's
productions stood out as bizarre
and different, influenced in no
small part by his highly secret
dabblings in formative audio and
musical technology.

The Legendary Joe Meek
provides not only a fascinating
insight into an embryonic (and
somewhat unsavoury) music
industry, but also the oddly
compulsive story of a man who
started out as a TV repair engineer
and ended up at No. 1. Well worth
a read.

The Legendary Joe Meek (ISBN 0

9514738 0 8) is published by
Woodford House Publishing Ltd, 110

Chertsey Court, Clifford Avenue,
London SW14 7BX at £6.95 and is
available from most good

bookshops. Also available direct
from Woodford House Publishing at

£7.50 including p&p. Dp

S I_J D I C3STARS
If you've ever been in the market
for a good -quality, flexible mixing
desk, you'll almost certainly have
encountered the name of
Studiomaster, whose Session Mix,
Proline and Mixdown ranges cover
almost all recording eventualities
and situations.

This year's British Music Fair
will see the showing of the
upgraded versions of these
ranges, all of whom have acquired
the suffix "Gold". All models
feature new high -spec pots and
faders, custom -designed knobs,
standard XLR pin wiring and
extensive RF suppression. These
are just some of the many
changes that have been made,
with all Session Mix gold desks
having phantom power, phono tape

In/Out connections and mid -sweep

EQ, Proline Gold having EQ cut,

extra line inputs and talkback mic
on some models, and Mixdown
Gold having talkback mic, group
inserts and an option for MIDI -
controlled muting.

Also on show for the first time
to the UK public will be the UFEX
range of 1U -high 19" rackmounting

effects units. There are five
models in the range, namely
Digital Delay (with modulation)
(1339), Stereo Digital Reverb
(1327), Dual Stereo Compressor,
Dual Parametric Equaliser and
Dual Stereo Gate (1195 each). All
prices include VAT. More info on
any of the above can be obtained
from Studiomaster at stand B26 at
the British Music Fair, or from
Studiomaster plc, Studiomaster
House, Chaul End Lane, Luton,
Beds LU4 8EZ. Tel: (0582)
570370. Dp

MONEY BACK MUSIC
The cautious PC dabblers amongst
you will be relieved to hear that
Digital Music are so confident in their

range of PC software that they are
offering a money -back guarantee on

their Midipak 1, which consists of the

Prism PC sequencer and the Music

Quest PC MIDI card. In addition, they

are also offering free membership to

The Music Network, worth £45.

Other PC products exclusively
imported by Digital Music are also
available with a money -back

guarantee.

For further details, contact Digital

Music at 27 Leven Close, Chandlers

Ford, Hants S05 3SH. Tel: (0703)
252131. Dp

JOIN THE Q
Q -Logic are pleased to announce
the release of the MIDI Metro. No,

it's not a car, the new Metro is
based on the MIDI Metro XPS, a
digital metronome which enables
drummers and other musicians
who use click tracks to play along
with sequencers by using a visual
display instead of an audio click.

The introduction of the MIDI
Metro is a result of requests for a
unit with an internal power supply
received at Q -Logic's APRS debut

and is now the standard model at
a cost of £239 plus VAT.

Contact Q -Logic at East Haugh,

Pitlochry, Perthshire, Scotland
PH16 51S. Tel: (0796) 2001. Dp
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New GAJITS HIGH VAULTAGE
In the wake of their budget
Sequencer One Atari ST sequencer,

British software house Gajits have
announced the release of CMpanion.

Those of you familiar with
Roland's "CM" range of modules will

already have guessed that
CMpanion is an editor and librarian

program for use with the CM32L LA

module, CM32P sampler replay

module and CM64 LA/Sample replay

module.

The program is to be distributed
by Roland and will be available for
both the Atari ST and Commodore
Amiga computers. Gajits reckon that

CMpanion will cost less than a ton
(£100 to you). If all this isn't
enough, CMpanion also includes 64

sounds -free. Tg

Total Ecstasy
To make the already extensive
Masterbits CD sample collection
even more comprehensive,
distributors AMG have announced

the availability of the Climax
Collection CDs.

This collection is not, as you
would be forgiven for assuming,
samples of assorted creatures
caught in the act of copulation, but
600 -plus vocal samples designed
to add a "human touch" to your
music. Samples include all the
usual "oohs" and "ahhs", samples
called "black power" and "rock
lady", vocal percussion samples

along the lines of "doo-dap" and
even operatic and yodelling
samples. If all this isn't enough,
there are also "over 100 samples
specifically selected for voice
sequencing".

AMG reckon this is just Volume 1

of the collection (costing £45), so
what is to follow in subsequent
volumes is anybody's guess. If
Masterbits have got it right, these
disks could be essential sampling.
Watch out for MT reviews soon.
More from AMG, Hurst Farm Barns,

Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr Alton, Hants

GU34 3PL. Tel: (073088) 383. Tg

New company Intrinsic Technology,

born, if we can believe the hype,
over a Tandoori Tikka Massala, are

announcing their new equipment
range and a competition which is

to run in conjunction with the new
launches.

First up is the MixIT, a handy 4
into 1 passive mixer with sliding
faders, housed in a compact steel
case. It features minimal signal
degradation without the hassle of
batteries or external power
supplies. Applications range from
increasing the number of inputs
and effects returns to creating
auxiliary sends. The price? A
piffling 35 quid.

Joining the MixIT is the CableIT,

a complete range of audio and
MIDI cables. In addition to the
standard range of cables, a

professional series is also
available using lower capacitance
and metal connectors. Prices are
from £3.

And finally, TestIT, the MIDI tool

kit, is "an indispensable item for
any MIDI setup", providing a visual

check of MIDI data. The kit also
contains a MIDI lead, lead ident

labels, an adaptor to join MIDI
leads and a MIDI guide, all for £10.

IT have another 12 new products
imminent - we wait with bated
breath, chaps.

IT are also running a

competition, the prize for which is a

£50 voucher against IT products.
Questions are as follows:

1. What does the IT in MixIT
stand for?

2. How many Indian meals have
the directors had since the
company was formed?

3. What would you consider as
the most useful musical accessory
(hardware or software) that you do

NOT own?

Entries should be sent to Dept
WinIT (Music Technology), Intrinsic

Technology Ltd, IT HQ, 4 Auckland

Court, London SE27 9PE. The
closing date of the competition for

Music Technology readers is 31st

August.

IT products are available from
music and computer dealers
nationwide or mail order from IT
HQ, telephone 081-761 0178. Dp

Attention owners of Korg's Ml,
M1R, T1, T2 and T3 synths,
because it is for you that The
Voice Vault has been conceived.

Representing a new and
ingenious approach to marketing
sounds for synthesisers, The
Voice Vault offer the following
service: for one year's
subscription (claimed to be less
than the price of one ROM card)
you will receive a guaranteed
minimum of 800 voices for your
chosen instrument. The sounds
will be created by "professional
programmers using feedback from
Voice Vault members" (an M1
parameter the reviewers all
overlooked?), and are promised to

be of a very high standard.

Another interesting aspect of
the Voice Vault project is that
membership remains with the
synth rather than the owner, so
enhancing its secondhand value -
that's the theory, anyway.

There are also plans to make
the Vault responsive to the
requirements of its members; if
the demand is there for a Bank of
sounds made up purely of drum
kits, it will be made available. It all
sounds good in theory, but it'll
need your support to succeed.
More information can be obtained
from The Voice Vault, 128 Boyce
Road, Stanford -le -Hope, Essex
SS17 8RJ. Tg

POST PRODUCTION ENO
Brian Eno, occupied increasingly
over the last few years with
production work for such artists as
U2 and with the presentation of a
series of unorthodox audio-visual
installations around the world, is
shortly to release his first solo
album since 1985's Thursday
Afternoon. Hot on the heels of this
September release - which
promises to be a very definite move

away from Eno's hallmark ambient

sound - will be a Brian Eno/John
Cale collaboration featuring Eno's
first songs in 13 years, due for
release on Land Records in early
October.

Eno's recent ventures include

two exhibitions this summer in
London. The first, Contemporary
Data Lounge, features hi -tech
geometric video sculptures emitting

continually -shifting washes of light,

accompanied by waves of sound
from a combination of signals
including short-wave radio, and an
original Eno piece. The second
exhibition, the Tropical Rainforest
Sound Installation, forms part of
the Friends of the Earth Rainforest

Festival, and combines natural
sounds from the Columbian Amazon

and Cameroon rainforests with
Eno's own original music.

Look out for the albums - we
will. Dp

WINNING WAYS
Good news for five MT readers is
that they have been chosen as
winners of our "Testing 1, 2. .."
competition.

For those of you with short
memories, the competition prizes
were five Studiomaster MA36 MIDI

Analysers. The questions were
pretty easy (it seems) but the tie
breaker question asking for
suggested names of the MA36
produced some surprising
responses. One entrant wanted to

call it Sam - Studiomaster
Analyser of MIDI - (neat idea, but

making something like Brunhilde
fit the bill would have been more

likely to make it a prize winner),
another suggestion was The MIDI
Mischief Micro Mole (is this your
first time on drugs RL Pearson of
Marlborough?)

The winners were Jen Allen of
Blackstone, Henfield; Gareth
Edwards of St Albans; David
Campbell of Dumbarton, Scotland;

Rob Shaw of Tyldesley and T
Karaman Of Maidstone, Kent. And

not a multiple entry from any of
them.

Prizes are in the post as this
news item goes together. Thanks
to all entrants and to

Studiomaster. Tg
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Firing
on

From (recent) modest beginnings as

a sampling house, The Engine
Factory has expanded its sphere of

operations to cover a number of
MIDI/recording requirements. TEF's

first volume of samples has proved
"enormously successful" with users

of Akai S1000s and Syquest
removable hard drives. Two further
volumes of samples are to follow:
Orchestral and Sounds of the World.

Each will cost £170 + VAT. Users of

Ensoniq EPS/EPSm and Cheetah
SX16 systems will also be able to
avail themselves of these samples,

and TEF reckon to be able to
accommodate you with their
specialist sampling services.
(Satisfied customers to date include

Jean Michel Jarre, Paul McCartney,

Hans Zimmer and Dave Stewart.)

TEF have recently opened a MIDI

pre -production suite. This facility
houses "all the major synths,
samplers and effects processors",

and offers a choice of computer
systems to work with it. The Lone
Wolf fibre optic MIDI networking
system is also installed, as are
direct to disk and DAT recording
systems, making it "arguably the
most comprehensive MIDI recording

facility in the country". (TEF are a
system house for Lone Wolf, Lynnet

and the ADAC direct to disk
systems.)

Another service will cost you
£150 (+ VAT) and get your MIDI
sequence (from a disk supplied by
you) arranged, produced and
recorded onto tape. This could then

form the basis of further recording
or as a demo in its own right.

Training services are another in -

Factory service and a range of
instructional videos are in the
pipeline.

For more information The Engine

Factory would be pleased to hear
from you on 081-650 1033. Tg

THE GOOD, THE BAD

& THE DI
Two bits of news from Uni Sound:
one good, one not quite so good.
Firstly, Uni Sound are pleased to
announce that they are shortly to
open a hi -tech rock 'n' roll store
at 69 Chatterton Road, Bromley,
Kent, telephone 081-313 1161.
The shop will be fully operational
by mid -July and will be in addition
to Uni Sound's other branches at
Kilburn, NW6 and Chatham, Kent.

Not so good is the news that Uni
Sound recently had a Fostex R8 8 -

track reel-to-reel recorder. serial
number 0700976, stolen from
their Kilburn branch. If you happen
to come across said machine
going cheap, or have access to
any info that might help recover it,

it would be much appreciated if
you'd call Uni Sound on 071-624
3900. Dp

MIDIHELPFUL
Vic Lennard's MIDIHeIp service is
now able to offer data recovery at
lower rates for users of Steinberg
and Hybrid Arts software. The
costs for these are now 50p per
1K of file for the first 150K,
followed by 10p per 1K after this,
per disk. All other data is at a cost
of 50p per 1K of file. Hard drive

recovery is negotiable and costs
for all recoveries are quoted
before recovery commences.
MIDIHeIp are able to recover data
from IBM or Atari ST files.

For more information, contact
Vic Lennard on 081-368 3667 or
Eric Northwood on (0733)
322311. Dp

ALESIS UBER ALLES
Alesis are announcing a spate of
new products and upgrades to
their existing range, including the
new Microverb III, enhanced SQ
software for the Datadisk and a
software upgrade for the
Quadraverb.

The Microverb III offers 256 all
new 16 -bit reverb, delay and
special effects, stereo
input/output and 15kHz
bandwidth, all with the promise of

the same user -friendliness and
instant accessibility which won the

original Microverb many devotees.

In addition, the Microverb Ill
allows you to fine-tune programs
by using EQ before the signal is
effected, and it's now 19"
rackmountable.

The useful Alesis Datadisk will
have the benefit of a major
software upgrade making it even
more useful. Datadisk will now be
Datadisk SQ - and will be capable

of recording and playing back MIDI

performance data (not just SysEx
data) in real time. This allows you
to record a MIDI sequence from a
sequencer and play it back live
from disk at a gig. You can also
play your MIDI keyboard or other
controller directly into your
Datadisk, then download the data
into your sequencer for editing.
This major enhancement to
Datadisk is available in the form
of a replacement chip at minimal
cost for existing owners.

Last but not least is the
software upgrade to the
Quadraverb, making it the
Quadraverb Plus. Features added

include the ability to use the
Quadraverb's 1.5 seconds of
delay memory for sampling any
audio source. The sample can be
looped, its start and end points
edited, and it can also be

triggered over MIDI. When

triggered in this way, the sample's

pitch will follow incoming MIDI

notes for a range of two octaves -
one up and one down. Multi -tap
delays can now be created and
combined with chorus and 5 -band

parametric EQ. Each tap of the
delay has independently
adjustable delay time, volume,
feedback and panning, allowing a
wide variety of spatial effects.
Programmable panning can now
be used in conjunction with
reverb, chorus or flange, delay and

3 -band parametric EQ for a total of

five different effects
simultaneously.

A new ring modulator
configuration allows ring
modulation to be combined with
digital delay and reverb.

Finally, a new resonator
configuration combines multiple
resonators with digital delay and
reverb. The resonator causes a
user -defined frequency to be
heavily emphasised. These
frequencies can then be controlled

polyphonically (5 voices) via MIDI,

allowing vocoder-type emphasis to

be placed on any input signal.
Once again, this major upgrade
comes on a user -installable chip
for very little cash. Good on yer,
Alesis, tomorrow the world?

As MT was going to press the
first rumours of a major upgrade
to C -Lab's Creator/Notator were
coming through. Version 3 of
these industry -standard
sequencing and notation programs

will come in the form of a

complete new package - including

a rewritten manual which will
replace the existing one. The
Notator upgrade also includes a
new font disk. More details will
follow as soon as they become
available.

Details of any of the above can

be obtained from Sound
Technology, 15 Letchworth Point,
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1ND. Tel:
(0462) 480000. Dp
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For thousands of successful musicians, arrangers and
producers C -Lab is the heart of their system, providing the
ultimate in 64 -track MIDI recording and music -scoring
software for the Atari ST computer. Whether you choose
Creator or Notator you can start recording, arranging and
editing your music immediately. C -Lab software and its great
hardware peripherals, allow you the total control and creative
freedom which is so important in making great music.

Simple to use but with the power to run up to 96 different
MIDI channels on up to 6 separate outputs, you will never be
limited by the C -Lab System and, with the high recording
resolution of 1/1536th notes, Creator and Notator will always
faithfully reproduce your performance.

Notator provides all the features of Creator plus realtime
notation editing and professional score writing - all in one
program.

C -Lab's famous Priority Multitasking now extends to

include Softlink, an environment which can allow up to 8
other programs of virtually
any make to run interactively
with Creator or Notator.

Unitor is a SMPTE box with

a difference. Designed

specifically for locking
Creator and Notator to tape,
Unitor locks the internal
computer clock direct to

SMPTE, making for great
accuracy and instantaneous

lock up. An almost unlimited number of tempo changes and
other important information can be automatically stored
along with song data. With two extra MIDI Ins and two extra
MIDI Outs, each with its own independently addressable 16
channels, Unitor is the only choice.

Human Touch is an audio trigger module for Unitor,

allowing control of tempo from up to four different audio
sources, with C -Lab you can even synchronise to old
recordings without timecode.

C -Lab evolves with you, exciting new versions are regularly

produced and with the additional facilities of the other superb
hardware peripherals such as Export and Combiner, C -Lab
offer a music production system which is simply the best.

IT'S NOT SIMPLY THE OUTSTANDING SOFTWARE

THAT MAKES THE C -LAB SYSTEM SO SUCCESSFUL

Sound Technology plc
15 Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1ND

Tel: 0462 480000 Fax: 0462 480800
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what's in the
house?
I wish to start making and recording

house music on a budget of £1500. I

already have the Roland TR808 or

TR909 drum machines in mind, could

you suggest a keyboard I might use?

Also, what sort of recording machine

should I be looking for?

J Rose

Brighton

If you're going to make house
music the TR909's the boy - the 808

is strictly hip hop. But then if you're

on a budget, the 909 could be a
luxury. You're rather vague about what

you're looking for so we'll make a few

assumptions. On your £1500 budget,

let's go for a keyboard/sampler,
mixer, cassette multitracker and
microphone.

A secondhand Akai X7000 sampler

should cost you around £500 and
would give you the ability to work with

everything from drum loops to
"conventional" piano samples - that

way you can leave the drum machine

until later. The Sansui MR6 recorder

is currently changing hands for
around £600 (new), that will give you

six tracks on which to build up your

music. To mix and EQ the sounds

(and to allow for future expansion) an

Alesis 1622 mixer would be useful,

and will set you back about £600.
Running total: £1500; add a Beyer

M300 mic and you're up and running

just over your target. You'd have to

monitor and master your recording on

your hi-fi (use That's EMX tapes
without noise reduction), but you're

making music.

From this setup you could consider

adding that TR909 for around £300 -

or a new Roland DR550 (1199) if

money's tight. If you want to get into

MIDI sequencing then an Alesis
MMT8 sequencer (1250 new) would

be a cheaper alternative to an Atari

ST and sequencing software.

To get away from your hi-fi and into

more accurate monitoring you might

no mt, no comment
After reading your latest editorial, I felt that it was time I sent you a brief note

to compliment you on your ability to cover many of the thoughts and ideas that

cross my own subconscious whilst using some of the latest hi -tech gear. You

are, without doubt, continuing your usual very high standard of thought -

provoking and very relevant comment.

Many of the editorials in magazines in the music and computer field that I

read every month (five other magazines) seem to be written almost as a

formality - however, yours is the exception. Keep up the good work, as they say.

A de Findlow

Norwich

Norfolk

Another thing they say is that you can judge the quality of a magazine (or

newspaper) by the quality of its editorial. Where would The Times, for

example, be without its comment?

Some magazines do regard their editorial column as a formality and then

don't really know how to fill it. Others use it as a platform for fatuous self-

congratulation, constantly telling you what they want you to believe about the

publication itself rather than crediting you with the intelligence to draw your

own conclusions (a neat way of distracting you from conclusions they'd rather

not have you draw, incidentally). Neither of these approaches actually benefits

the readership.

In MT's Comment I attempt to cover topics that concern music, technology

and the people involved in using one to make the other. I don't ask that you

unconditionally agree with what I have to say - in fact I welcome your response

to help me further my own thoughts and understanding of what is going on

and where we're going wrong.

Ultimately MT is your magazine. Thank you for your praise but whatever you

have to say, let's hear it. Tg

consider a pair of JBL Control 1s
(about £150) and a reasonable amp

(Les Adams uses a Rotel). A better

alternative would be JBL TLX9s at

£240 per pair. Having got that far,
you'd certainly find an effects unit
handy - the ART Multiverb LT sounds

pretty good and will give you 192

preset treatments for your £249.
Total: around £2600.

I would suggest you check out the

available gear for yourself before

spending your cash - but the above

setup will give you access to the sorts

of sounds you've indicated reasonably

cheaply. Tg

akai - the new
There I was, thumbing through the

June issue of (I quote) "the world's

premier hi -tech music magazine" - a

claim with which I have no quibble -

and there it was: page 23, the Akai

ad. Oh dear, not to put too fine a point

on it, what has a male model with hair

sprouting gleefully from every

available orifice got to do with the
S950?Are Akai trying to imply that if

you buy an S950, you get a naked -

from -the -waist -up, gelled to the gills

muscular male in with the deal (if so,

is Soho Soundhouse the best place to

buy it)? How do they think this will

influence our decision to buy an
S950?

In the ads for the XR10, there is a

similar person doing circus tricks with

a pair of skin bashers. At least here

there's some musical connection with

the product. As far as I could see,

there's no connection between a
sampler and a naked man inspecting

his genitals. As a final touch, the

message "for more information,
contact. . ." printed surreptitiously

underneath the model's left armpit

could lead to some interesting
misunderstandings.

I suppose I should have spoken to

Akai on this matter, but what the hell.

Do you want to see MT turn into the

MI's answer to Penthouse? Answers

on a sex aid please...

Mark Harrison

Manchester

Akai's Dave Caulfield replies:

The first priority when planning an

advertisement campaign is to get

people to notice it, so the visual
styling is very important. You have

not only noticed the ads, but have

formed some kind of attraction for

the model (!).

The message in this case is that

nothing comes as close as the Akai

S950, and the model is holding it at

arm's length to complete a fairly
striking picture (the XR10 concept is

similar). We can then get on with the

job of telling you more about the
product in the text - known in
advertising circles as "copy". At Akai

we normally have adverts running in

"campaigns", in other words, a series

of ads in a similar style so that the
company image is presented in a
familiar manner.

Normally we brief our advertising

agency on which products we want to

feature and when, and they come

back to us with concepts that are
then discussed. The final result is

what you see. Some companies opt

for the grainy black and white, award -

winning style ads, whilst others
prefer the street trader approach. All

kinds of approaches work up to a

point, but what we are all seeking is

to find a style which sells our
products, combined with an

acceptable company image.

You're quite right about the staff a

Soho Soundhouse; they're always in

great demand for aftershave and

jeans commercials, and it's all the

shop manager can do to make them

keep their shirts on in the shop!
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MEGA HOT NEWS . . . NEW
MANCHESTER BRANCH
NOW OPEN . . . ALL THE GREAT DEALS
NOW AT DOUGIE'S MUSIC
275 DEANSGATE Tel: 061-835 2127
E- U PROTEUS 1 PROTEUS 2

PERFORMANCE 1 u VOICE
TRUE STEREO

PRESETS

PERFORMANCE 1 PLUS

E -MAX II

MINI -RACK
PIANOS ONLY

MINI -RACK

3 2
PRESET PIANOS PLUS BASSES/VIBES/ELECTRIC PIANO

THE BEST PIANO SOUNDS IN THE WORLD? . . . available August . . . .

XCLUSIVE NORTH-WEST DEALER

:enscinici
180 INTERNAL SOUNDS

SCI -1 ON DEMO
16 -TRACK SEQUENCER BUI -IN DIGITAL EFFECTS

5_15713 L,)99 £2399

KCMG WAVESTATION I T2 / T3
EXPERIENCE THE NEW ARRIVALS AT BOTH STORES

ATARI All software packages possible

ALESIS Quadraverb/Midiverb III/1622 Mixer etc

CITRONIC All decks and DJ accessories
FOSTEX X26/280/R8 etc
C -LAB Creator/Notator etc
BOSS DR550, All pedals etc
AI(AI S1000, 5950 etc
ZOOM Main stockist
DIGIDESIGN Soundtools II up on demo

P/EXCHANGE
H.P.

ALL
CREDIT

CARDS
CASH

DISCOUNTS

MIDI GADGETS YOU NEVER
KNEW YOU NEEDED!
MIDITEMP PMM-88 £449
MIDITEMP MP -44 £899
XR1 XR300 £275
XR1 MIDILITE £399
XR1 XRM1GS £449
XR1 XR20 £199

PHILLIP REES RANGE ALL IN STOCK

MACINTOSH SE COMPUTER
+PERFORMER

As New £1450 (+ VAT)

THE WORLD-BEATING ENSONIO VFX SD
It puts the competition in its place! Check the Specs!

 61 -note (C -C) weighted -action keyboard (polyphonic aftertouch)
 Internal 120 programs and 40 Perfomance presets
 Cartridge for 60 additional programs and 20 additional performance presets
 21 dynamically assigned voices
 Instant selection of alternative voices/Fully multi-timbral
 up to 3 programs can be saved as a preset
 24 -bit signal processor/20 effects
 Sequencer has 24 polyphinic tracks
 60 Sequence/Song structure/Resolution of 96 PRO
 Post-quantization/Step editing/automated mixdown feature

3.5" micro floppy disc/MIDI sys-Ex dumps from any MIDI device to disk
 80 -character display

'THE MOST USER-FRIENDLY SEQUENCING KEYBOARD BAR NONE"

u1 V

ti

15 7 CHESTER ROAD,

NORTHWICH. CHESHIRE

TELEPHONE (0606) 782522 783629

OPEN 10am-6pm LATE NIGHT THURSDAY

THE DEDICATED KEYBOARD CENTRE

0%
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ?
In short, it s a simple and inexpensive method of buying selected items.
Simply divide the price of any article by 12 and there you have the
monthly payment. Through mail order it is even more attractive;
without leaving home it can all be done the same way! It must be said
that the mail order system is designed to help people geographically "in
the sticks" as regards good music shops, arid is not intended to 'steal'
business away from any local store as long as the local store supplie.
exceedlingly good cakes like ROLAND yummy), E -Mu iscrummy),
ENSONIO (slaver, slaver) etc. . get the drift?
PHONE THE BAKERY on 0606-783629 for friendly recipes and advice !
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MIDITEST
RECENTLY, I WAS called to a studio to help sort out

a problem. The MIDI equipment had been going
haywire for ten hours, the in-house engineer was

baffled. The problem was one faulty MIDI lead.

We take MIDI cables for granted - after all, what

can be complicated about a length of cable and a

couple of 5 -pin DIN plugs? Consequently we tend to

buy whatever the local music store has in stock. Is

there any reason for spending £12 on a

professional three -metre MIDI lead when you can

pick up a hi-fi lead for £2?

The actual pin configuration of a MIDI plug,
viewed from the plug end, is as follows: pins 1 and

3 are not connected, pin 2 is used for the screen,

pin 4 carries 5v DC and pin 5 the MIDI signal.

The MIDI specification states that MIDI cables

"shall have a maximum length of 50 feet" and that

"the cable shall be a shielded twisted pair, with the

screen connected to pin 2 at both ends". Precise

enough - time for a little explanation.

Cables exceeding 50 feet are likely to be too
capacitive and could cause serious degradation of

the MIDI signal. This will lead to MIDI information

being lost. Symptoms could be hung notes, due to

the loss of a MIDI note off, or even loss of note
triggering. The twisted pair is intended to protect

the signal lead from external electrical fields. The
screen serves a similar purpose, but it's better to

be safe than sorry.

So what do you get for your £12? Probably Klotz,

or some other high-grade, microphone cable - which

is, indeed, a twisted pair - and something like
Neutrik plugs with pins 1 and 3 removed. The cheap

alternative is likely to be a 5 -pin DIN cable with

moulded plugs at each end and five -core cable,

each core being individually screened.

A couple of years ago a company, who shall
remain nameless, decided to use two -core screened

cable and solder one lead across pins 1 and 4 and

the other across pins 3 and 5 (I suppose it is easier

to slop a lump of solder between two pins rather
than aim it carefully at one). They then had the
audacity to print MIDI on the side of the cable. This

shouldn't really have caused any problems but Atari

had used pins 1 and 3 on the ST MIDI Out socket

as a MIDI Thru (to save on a third socket). The
result when using one of these leads with an ST

was chaos.

There are various ways to check MIDI leads.

The first is to look at the connections by taking
the cover off the DIN plugs. Unfortunately, many

manufacturers now use moulded plugs. . .

Secondly, you could use a resistance meter to
see whether pins are soldered together. The
problem here is that it's rather awkward to hold
the probes to the pins without shorting against
the metal casing of the plug. The third option is
the MIDITest 5.

MIDITest are a new, East London -based company,

and the MIDITest 5 is their first venture into music

technology. The unit allows you to check the precise

connections within a MIDI lead. The MIDITest 5
consists of a small black plastic case with two MIDI

sockets at one end and two sets of LEDs (one
green, the other red) each in a semi -circular
arrangement. These resemble the pin layout of a

MIDI plug - with one extra yellow LED in the centre

of the arrangement. A rotary switch with its six
positions labelled, corresponding to the MIDI plug

pins, completes the arrangement. Power comes
from a PP3 battery, accessible from the back of the

box.

The only instructions necessary for use are to
plug in a MIDI lead and start turning the switch. The

LEDs from each pin layout light up showing which

pin is connected to which other. The central yellow

LED checks for any connection between a pin and

the casing of the plug. Bona fide MIDI leads will

only have the pairs of LEDs for pins 2, 4 and 5
lighting up. Five -pin DIN cables that are suitable for

MIDI applications will light up all five pairs of LED's.

The tester immediately picks up on the four most

common faults: the mirror -image lead used by some

audio equipment where the LEDs in one set will
rotate in the opposite direction from the switch; the

incorrectly -soldered leads mentioned above
(selecting pin 1 will have pins 1 and 4 lighting up on

one of the sets of LEDs); a broken connection will

only light up one of a pair of LED's; and a pin
touching the casing lights the yellow LED (this will

cause problems because most MIDI equipment has

the socket casing earthed). It's difficult to see how

the operation could be made simpler or easier to

perform.

And at an RRP of £14.50, this little device is a

necessity for anyone with a burgeoning collection of

MIDI leads - it'll put you one up in the battle against

the lost or hanging MIDI note.  Vic Lennard

Price £14.50 (mail order) plus £1 p&p.

More from MIDITest, 176 Burges Road, East Ham,

London E6 28S.
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CASIO rrp £1450
ABC price £899

FZ1 OM

16bit sampling for under £900!! This amazing rock mount
sampler offers the following high spec features:

 8 note polyphonic, 8 banks, 64 voices

 16bit Linear sampling with 2 meg RAM + 3.5" disk drive.
 Keyboard split velocity split, individual outs.

 Comprehensive editing, looping.

 Backlit graphic display.

Yet another ABC Exclusive Deal!!

YAMAHA rrp £1900
ABC price £899

TX16W

With unique Dynamic Digital Filtering system, 32 -point stereo

sampling at sampling rates of up to 50kHz, voice layering
capabilities, individual outs, LCD display,16 note polyphony and

a massive 1.5meg Ram internal memory the Yamaha TX16W is

a bargain at this super ABC deal.

Our package includes a FREE library of disks.

Additional items such as more Ram (up to 6Meg!) are available.

ABC knocks over £1000 off the rrp.

Cheetah

F

SX16

NEW
ABC price £799

WOW!!
The amazing new sampler from Cheetah Marketing really sets the

cat amongst the pidgeons. This 1U high rack mount 16bit
professional sampler has all the usual editing features including

looping, MIDI splits etc.

However what sets this machine aside is it's unique ability to ploy

disks from the Akoi 51000 library. - And as you know it's quite

a library. Coll for a demo today! !

KORG

M3R

rrp £899 inc vat
ABC ex vat £595

The M3R uses the some ultra high quality sound generation as the

acclaimed MI synth. It features 16 megabits of waveform
capacity, has two on board stereo digital effects processors, drum

and percussion samples and multi timbral functionality.

All this means you can hook up the M3 to a keyboard or sequencer

and play 8 different polyphonic musical parts simultaneously.

- No need for further instruments.

A MUST for the sequencer user.

YAMAHA was £799
ABC price £Call

AMAZING!! The Yamaha SY22 Vector Synthesizer is fast

becoming the keyboard of the year. Just look at these features:

 61 key initial and after -touch responsive keyboard

 AWM & FM synthesis genetration

 64 preset ROM voices & 64 user presets

 External memory card facility

 16 internal digital effects
 Programmable 8 part multi -play mode.SY22
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EXETER SHOP NOW OPEN
68 Bartholomew St West. Exeter. Tel: 0392 425125

sip

Exeter. 68 Bartholomew St West

Bristol. 32 Alma Vale Rd.

Kingston. 56 Surbiton Rd.

Oxford. 44 St. Clements

Slough. 324 Farnham Rd.

Addlestone. 14-16 High St.

Tel: 0392 425125

Tel: 0272 238200

Tel: 081 546 9877

Tel: 0865 725221

Tel: 0753 822754

Tel: 0932 854871

5mins J11. M25

DYNAMIC
DEALS
Roland D10 £785 £649
Roland E20 £1195 £699
Roland W30 NEW £1599

Yamaha SY77 NEW £1995
Yamaha SY55 NEW £1050
Yamaha TG55 NEW £699

Yamaha TQ5 £399 £259
Kawai K4 £899 £699
Kawai K4R £699 £525
Kawai KI R £399 £249
Korg MI R £1399 £999
Cheetah MKV £299 £185
Cheetah MKVII £399 £279
Casio VZ8M £399 £199
Akai 51000 NOW £2799

Akai S950 NOW £1299

Ensoniq SQl NOW £1099

Ensoniq EPS-M £Call

Emu Proteous IN STOCK

DRUM MACHINES

Boss DR220

Roland TR505

Roland R5/R8

Yamaha RX5

Yamaha RX8

Alesis HR16B

NOW £89

NOW £129

£Call

NOW £399

NOW £229

NOW £299

Sib

ROLAND D50
rrp £1350

ABC price £999
The LA synthesizer that started it all. With it's blend of super
tones, built in reverb and 61 note touch sensitive keyboard, this

ultra high quality instrument has become a standard for professional

musicians the world over. ABC now offers it at a 'never to be
repeated' price. + 2 Free ROMS

CASIO VZ1
rrp £899

ABC price £399
One of lifes bargains. The Casio VZ1 offers unique iPD sound

generation coupled with a super quality 61 note touch sensitive

keyboard with three mod wheels and a great MIDI spec. We have

sold many of these instruments as controlling 'mother' keyboards,

(The super synth being a bonus), as it's that good.

KORG M1
rrp £1575

ABC price £1299
The MI is a real gem featuring rich Al synthesis, 2 digital effects

processors, PCM drum samples and a built in sequencer. A Music

Workstation.

KORG Wavestation
NEW...NEW...NEW

Advanced "Vector Synthesis" and "Wave Sequence" are the
buzzwords. Featuring 32 digital oscillators, 32 digital filters, 64

envelope generators, 64 LFO's, 16 channel Multi-Timbral Sound

Source, built in stereo digital effects and ROM card slots this new

mega synth from Korg is ready to take on the world

You must try one today!!

ROLAND U20
rrp £1050

ABC price £Call
Acclaimed RS-PCM sound generation techniques gives the Roland

U20 amazing tone quality. Digital effects are standard and the

huge variety of on board sounds can be complemented with

U -series ROM cards.

YAMAHA V50
rrp £1199

ABC price £899
The Yamaha V50 is an 8 timbre, 16 note polyphonic, FM synth

with super quality DSP for digital reverb and other on -board
effects. Also in the package are quality PCM drum samples, a

16,000 note, 8 track sequencer. A rival to the W30 and cheaper.

PEAVEY DPM-3
NEW...NEW...NEW

It looks typical with it's 3.5" drive and 16 voice table synthesis

plus built in sequencer and digital multi effects but this new

innovation from Peavey is anything but. Apart from having fresh

new sounds and a snap of a user interface, what makes this

unique synth so special is that it's totally software based. ie

changes to the synthesis method, the loading of new wave
samples and hopefully any future synthesizing techniques should

be available as software floppy disk upgrades.

Will it stop the cycle of obsolescence?

FREE SY Synthesis Demo
Featuring NEW Sy Series synths - TG55 + TG77 + SY77

In Store at the Oxford branch July 12th, 7pm
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HYBRID ARTS

SMPTETRACK II V5.09
THE PROBLEM WITH choosing a software sequencer
package is that it takes so long to get to know one program

well enough to fall in love with it, that you rarely have the

chance to make a fully informed choice. On top of that,

there are now so many sequencers on the market which

offer "incredible" facilities that it's easy to overlook the
small points which make working with a computer
enjoyable. Equally as important is the ability of the
manufacturing company to continually offer upgrades to
keep their program as up to date and as powerful as
possible.

One company making quite a habit of just this kind of

support is Hybrid Arts, who have now just released version

5.09 of their flagship SMPTETrack sequencer. It's so far
advanced from the first version (released in 1986) and its

subsequent upgrades, that it's now referred to as
SMPTETrack II. Its hardware -free, and therefore SMPTE-

less, counterpart EditTrack has been re -named EditTrack II,

and production of its FSK-sync'ed sister, SyncTrack, has

been suspended, if you excuse the alliteration. Version

5.09 contains the same features as its immediate
predecessor (v5.0, released last year), but works
approximately three times as fast.

The most obvious apparent difference between
SMPTETrack and SMPTETrack II is the Control Column

which runs like a gash through the middle of the main
screen. This works in conjunction with the fader (also new)

to make changes to controllers in real time. Like most of

the other improvements, this is designed to make the job

of programming songs even easier and quicker than it was

before. The whole program is designed with
responsiveness in mind, so you can spend more time being

creative and less worrying about the boring technicalities

that can stifle inspiration.

The Control Column allows you to view the activity of

controllers 0-120, patch changes and pitchbends on up to

16 different MIDI channels simultaneously. Clicking on the

value for any channel brings up the fader at the bottom

right-hand corner of the screen. Any changes made here

are saved to the keep buffer and can in turn be saved into

any track location just like other forms of keyboard data.

In this way it's possible to perform and record MIDI
automated mixes in real time with exceptional ease and

flexibility. Once you've worked with the Control Column for

any length of time you come to depend on it more than you

would ever first imagine.

The same can be said of other SMPTETrack features,

such as the Graphic Screen. Interaction between Graphic

and Text editing modes has been simplified with the

addition of a Flip box in both to toggle between the two.

Clicking both mouse buttons on any track number
automatically takes you into either edit mode, depending

on which one you have chosen in the new User Preferences

section.

Other new features, which are fairly self explanatory,

include auto-quantise, aka Quantized Record, and Cycle (or

loop) Recording, both of which clear up areas which were

lacking in previous versions of SMPTETrack. There are new

choices for visual indication of track activity, and the track

scroll bar shows used tracks offscreen. Delete Track
deletes all related information such as MIDI channel and

output port. Clicking the Keep Box not only saves what was

in the buffer memory, but automatically assigns the correct

channel and output, and unmutes muted tracks.

If you feel the urge, you can construct complete Sets

and then perform them - in other words instruct the
computer which songs to play and in what order. All of the

songs need to be on the same disk, but if you have a hard

disk you can produce a whole live show at the touch of one

button.

Unmixing tracks by channel or key zones has been vastly

improved and simplified. Tracks can be transposed and

given timing offsets in real time, or have their timespans

altered. Optimize Every thins out controllers to save
memory, while Record Filtering allows you to either record

all events, notes only, or absolutely nothing in Rehearsal

Mode.

These are just some of the new or enhanced features

which reassert SMPTETrack's challenge to the

Cubase/Notator throne. There is a shortage of space to do

sufficient justice to its SMPTE sync facilities, the possibility

of 64 discrete MIDI channels with Hybrid Arts' Midiplexer or

all of the other features which make working with the
program a joy. Planned revisions for the next update
include Group Track Editing, to edit multiple tracks
simultaneously, 192 -tick resolution, a completely enhanced

Graphic Screen and sequencer transport control from a
MIDI keyboard. If Stefan Daystrom and his workmates keep

true to form, there will be a host of surprises on top of
these that leave you wondering what they could possibly

think of next.

The only thing lacking, apart from these, I can imagine,

is a MIDI effects section, to create delay or other effects

via MIDI note commands (including automated grooves).

Apart from this, SMPTETrack has to be one of the best -

specified, and easiest to use software sequencers on the

market. It's quick, flexible, intuitive, inspirational and not

even slightly boring. A round of applause for Stefan please,

will somebody buy that man a pint.  David Bradwell

Price SMPTETrack II, 1499; EditTrack II, £79. Both prices

include VAT.

More from Hybrid Arts UK, 24-26 Avenue Mews, Muswell

Hill, London N10 3NP. Tel: 081-883 1335.
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WOW! SANSUI MR6 SIX TRACK RECORDER - £399 PLUS VAT!!
Yes - It's true! Due to a special bulk purchase, the amazing Sansui MR6 rackmount 6 track
recorder is now available at less than the price of most portastudios! If you already own a
mixer, its ideal (why buy a portastudio and pay extra for a mixer you don't need?) If you do
need a mixer we can supply the 8-2 Nomad Reddimix for £153 + VAT, or a full feature Sansui
12/6 console for the same price as the recorder - £399 + VAT!.Another £99 + VAT buys you a
synchroniser which locks 2 machines together, interfaces with a computer or sequencer and
acts as a full remote control. Amazed? You should be!

NEW STOCK
Whilst we do not pretend to carry EVERY item from EVERY manufacturer, ( as some shops
seem to - ever teed putting it to the test?), all new equipment is tested in one of our three
working studios, and if we like it, our buying power can usually ensure that we have it in
stock at all times (even when your local dealer might have run dry!). In addition, if we
recommend an item, we will REFUND YOUR MONEY if you do not agree with us.
In fact we are the largest pro audio dealers in Britain for Alesis, Korg, Drawmer, Casio,

Fostex, Seck, Yamaha, TOA, Tascam, Studiomaster, Allen & Heath, C -Lab and a good many
more! (Last year we sold nearly 700 new 8 & 16 track packages and around 300 s/h
machines I!). It's always worth ringing us for a quote on new equipment and if you're still
unconvinced, ask yourself why we became the biggest in such a short time (or better still
ask the rest!)

If you are bewildered by the vast amount of multitrack recording products
currently on offer, Thatched Cottage fax packs should make the job of
choosing the right equipment that much easier. There are 5 in the series;
P.A. - Portastudios -8 Track - Financial advice and MIDI. To obtain any of
our fax packs just phone or write.

24 TRACK OFFERS
Studiomaster Trackmix 24:12:24 (their brand new 24 -track MIDI console) plus Tascam
TSR24 (revolutionary 1" 24 -track) inc plugs/cable package price £9499 + VAT
Allen & Heath Saber 24:16:24 (Britain's best selling small professional console) plus Tascam
TSR24 inc plugs/cable. Package price £13999 + VAT

When it comes to new equipment you may have noticed that we
don't say 'phone for the best deal, POA, or "lowest price gurantee"
(Ha! Ha! if the prices are so great why don't they just print them
and amaze us all). Our bulk buying policy can usually guarantee
that a telephone call to us will not be wasted and in any case we
can throw in those "hidden" extras - cables with multitracks.
patchbays with desks, (By the way, next time a dealer
"guarantees" the lowest price and then can't deliver, try reporting
them to the local Office of Fair Trading - it will teach them not to

To be honest though, if you spend all afternoon on the telephone the chances are you might
find someone somewhere who will undercut us by a pound or two. The difference at
THATCHED COTTAGE is if your E16 breaks down on a Sunday morning or your Drum
Machine blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you CAN ring us, we'll be here and we WILL
do something about it - 365 days a year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside
shop hours? If you are serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that
makes the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away'

16 and 8 -TRACK DEALS
Tascam 238 cassette 8 -track + Reddimix
Fostex R8 + Seck 12:8:2

£925 + VAT
£1599 + VAT

Fostex R8 + RSD Pro -line 16:4:8 £1775 + VAT
Fostex R8 + Seck 18:8:2 £1899 + VAT
Fostex R8 + RSD Proline 16"8"16 £1899 + VAT
Fostex R8 + Mixdown 16:4:8 £2099 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + Seck 12:8:2 £2249+ VAT
Tascam TSR8 + RSD Proline 16"4"8 £2425 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + Seck 18:8:2 £2475 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + RSD Mixdown 16:4:8 £2549 + VAT
Tascam MSR16 plus RSD Proline 16/8/16 £4275 + VAT
Tascam MSR16 plus Seck 18/8/2 £4099

All packages include plugs & cable

MUSIC & TECHNOLOGY SCHOOL
We have expanded our prospectus to take on two new MIDI courses. Each course is held on
site, in our purpose built teaching studios with a maximum class of eight. Basic
accomodation is usually available.
Course 1 (one week) Running a small studio (8, 16 & 24 track - practical + business)

£200 + VAT
inc accomodation.

Course 2 (one day) MIDI - basic £55 + VAT
Course 3 (one day) MIDI - advanced £55 + VAT
(Both courses are on consecutive days and may be taken as a single unit for £100 * VAT.

THATCHED COTTAGE DIGITAL (T.C.D)
In order to cater for the increased demand for advanced multitrack systems we have lust
opened a new division - Thatched Cottage Digital. Housed in a brand new purpose designed
building, it handles 24 -track analogue (including the new Tascam MSR24) and all digital and
leading edge installations (such as the new Yamaha digital Multitrack)
If you are considering any kind of professional set-up and feel that the legendary T.C.A.
service value is of interest, contact us on (0223) 208110 or ring the normal T.C.A. number for
full details of what we can offer (including our second-hand and ex -demo list)

STOP PRESS - TCA TRAVEL!
In case you didn't know, our fully equipped, ABTA/IATA Thatched Cottage Travel Agency has
been up & running for some time expanding our high standards of service and great value
into the trravel industry. Whether you are organising a tour, visiting a trade show or simply
booking a holiday, just give us a call - what have you got to lose? Contact Gill Scott or Nick,
Brazier on 0223 314577 or 0860 450499 (mobile) ABTA no. 89156

SOME SECONDHAND AND EX -DEMO BARGAINS
Alesis Midiverb II reverb/echo
Tascam AQ65 (autolocate for MS16)
Tascam RC65 (remote control for MS16)
Symetrix 511A single ended noise reduction
Fostex SPA11 100 watt self powered monitor
Teac AX75 (2w x 75 watt amp)
Teac 3440 4 track - excellent condiition
TC2290 - the ultimate processor
TC1210 - spallal expander/chorus
Korg M1R (racked M1)
Aka, MX73 mother keyboard
Roland D110 expander
Akar S900 Sampler
TOA MASA (8 track routing box) for MR8T
Fostex 3180 reverb
Fostex 2016 line mixer (16:2)
Fostex X-30 portastudio
Digitech chorus/delay (rack)
Yamaha MT2X portastudio (6 input)
Bel BD8OS stereo sampler (8 sec)
Fostex 4030 synchroniser
Fostex 4010 reader/generator
Fostex 4011 character generator VTSE unit
Fostex 4020 events controller
RSD Mixdown 16:4:8
Atari 1040 plus Steinberg Pro 12 Sequencer & Monitor
Alesis HR16B
Oberheim DPX1 sample player
Yamaha 0100 monitors
Sony DTC1000 ES DAT
Yamaha FX500 multi effects processor
Aphex Type C Exciter
Seck 12:8:2 Mixer, Mint
Fostex R8 8 -track (demo)
XRI X300 SMPTE Generator
Drawmer LX20 compressor gate
Alesis HR16
Alesis MMT8
Alesis Quadraverb
Roland D50
Korg M1
Yamaha GSP100 guitar processor
Roland U110
Alesis Midiverb III
Roland D5
Yamaha MT3X 6 input portastudio
Tascam 103 (3 -head mastering cassette) dem
Yamaha QX21 2 -track sequencer
Art Multiverb II (four effects at once)
Korg M3R
Tascam 38 -i- full noise reduction
Roland TR808 drum machine
Allen & Heath 16-4-8 inc flight case
Yamaha TG55 sample player (used)
RSD 16/6/2
Seck 18/2 (demo)
Revox B77
Yamaha SPX1000 multi processor
Roland 0550
Akai ME35T MIDI Trigger
Yamaha SPX900 multi -processor
Toa D3 8 channel keyboard mixer
Yamaha RCX1 (Remote for SPX900 and 1000
Tascam Porta 02 - hi -speed (used but full guarantee/mint)
Tascam 22-2.7/15s IPS 1/4" mastering
Fostex t60 portastudio demo
Alesis Microverb II (as new)
Akai PEQ6 programmable EQ

This list represents only a fraction of our current secondhand and demonstration stock. Call us for a full I isting
prices exclude VAT

£150
£499
£299
£375
£199
£139
£399
£999
£399
£699
£399
£375
f799

£99
£50

£150
£150
£125
£249
£499
£899
£499
£399
£399

£1199
£399
£289
£299

£89
£999

. £250
£199
£699
£875
£160
£199
f175
£175
£275
£599
£899
£115
£399
£199
£435
£399
£175

£75
£225
£525

£1099
£299
£599
£499
£999
£500
£650
£650
£599
£185
£399

£99
£75

£399
£399
£275

£99
£99

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW)
FOSTEX - 4050 remote/autolocate SMPTE for E16 (RRP £899) £399 + VAT
TANNOY DC100 monitors (per pair) £120 + VAT
AKAI S950 hi" meg memory expansion boards £125 + VAT
KORG P3 Combo kit card (sax, bass & drums etc) £15 + VAT
RAUCH DVT25 100 + 100 watt amp £199 + VAT
SECK 18:2 £525+ VAT
AIWA DAT recorder inc digital in/out, A/D+ D/A module + full remote + free tape

£649 + VAT
ATARI 1040STE + monitor + C -lab creator £625 + VAT
ACCESSIT 2x15 watt amp (ideal for small monitors/headphone systems) £25 + VAT
REVOX B77 £999 + VAT
JL COOPER miximate automated 8 track mixing via insert points £225 + VAT
CASIO DA2 £540 + VAT

THATCHED COTTAGE SERVICE
At our fully equipped in-house service centre we can service all types of equipment (esp. 8-
16 tracks) Every reputable daler should have one on site (don't let anyone tell you any
different). Believe it or not, some retailers actually sell complex electronic equipment from
their front room or garage (nothing wrong with that of course - we all had to start somewhere
- when you are successful though, you outgrow it pretty quickly!). It does though tend to
suggest a lack of back up facilities. So if your multitrack needs a service or the heads looking
at. give us a call before it's too late.

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial studio we've come up
with three packages, each containing everything you will need for your first paying session.
from the Multi -track Machine right through to DI Boxes and Cables. The price of the 8 Track
System is £4,599 + VAT, the 16 Track is £7,800 + VAT and the 24 Track is £15,750 + VAT. At
Thatched Cottage we proved it could be done, and we have helped many new studios to
open and makingslar moneT - our experience could help you. Give me a ri an/ Laveacrwhahaveyougottoose,ilusFgThatchetagecordngh000urse
to package buyers!!

The third issue of FOLDBACK, our free magazine is now available. Write or telephone for your copy.

Thatched
Cottage Audio

Telephone (0223) 207979 Fax (0223) 207952
Access

VISA TCA

Thatched Cottage Audio, North Road, Wendy, Near Royston, Herts.



FUTURE SHOCK
IT'S QUICKLY BECOMING a tired line, but when the MIDI
standard was first proposed few, if any people regarded it as

anything more than a comfortable means by which one keyboard

could be made to control another - or at the very most, a
standard by which one manufacturer's sequencer could control

another manufacturer's synth. Since then MIDI has evolved as a

pretty sophisticated control protocol that has given birth to
graphic editing, patch librarianship, mix automation and so on.

Most recently we're seeing MIDI -controlled lighting systems

starting to appear.

And while a "modular" approach to MIDI allows you to
construct a completely personal system, an "integrated" MIDI

recording system would offer a tidy, easy to operate, but
immensely powerful direction to take. And it's just this
philosophy Tascam have taken with their MlDlstudio series.
When the 644 MlDlstudio was reviewed in July's issue of MT,

Nigel Lord said "it's a machine of immense importance" - and

there's no hype in an MT review.

Briefly, the Tascam 644 is a four -track cassette multitracker

with built-in mixer and MIDI/FSK sync facilities. Each of the eight main mixer channels possesses three -band equalisation and two

independent auxiliary sends. Signal routing is programmable (with 99 internal "Scene" memories) and uses an LCD matrix to

graphically display what routings are set up in each Scene. Also contained in each Scene are details of the mixer channel mutes.

The 644 also boasts a video editor -style shuttle control that makes locating any part of a recording very quick and easy.

The list of the 644's facilities is long, and to exhaust it here wouldn't leave any questions for the competition. So here we go...

41
Does the sync code used by the 644 support MIDI Song Position Pointer?

Q2
How many audio input channels does the 644 offer (excluding effects returns)?

Q3
What piece of Tascam equipment does the 15 -pin serial port allow connection to?

They're not the easiest of questions, you'll agree, but you've already had the first clue to where the answers lie. For those of

you attending the British Music Fair, the Tascam stand could also prove an invaluable source of information, as could any Tascam

dealer. Come to that, you could ring Tascam HQ and ask a few well-chosen questions. However you choose to find the answers,

the 644's £1000 (well, almost) asking price ensures your efforts will not be wasted. You never know, you might even find one of

the latest MIDI/recording units a useful addition to your setup...

ENTRIES SHOULD BE sent on a postcard only, please, to arrive no later than second post on Tuesday 14th August. The address

to which to send your entry is "Future Shock", Music Technology, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7 4AF.

As there have been no multiple entries to any MT competitions for some considerable time now, it would greatly assist judging if

all correct entries were submitted on plain white postcards, and all incorrect entries on coloured or picture cards. Thank you.

Many thanks to Bob Thomas at Teac (UK) who put up a fine struggle before donating this month's prize - it was worth the wait.
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Calf in Confidence
081-769 5681 081 -690 8621

KORG T3
Extra PCM samples, 200 programs, Disk drive, 50,000 note memory sequencer, dual MIDI outs (32 channels).

KORG M1
Music Workstation, 100 programmes.

Rack mount version of the M1

£2,300 RRP

£1495

£POA

Sample player keyboard with FX. 6 instruments and 4 separate outputs, 31 note poly, New D to A sound filter offers improved

Signal to Noise ratio and cleaner sound. Great guitar sample. Expandable by PCM card library. £1,050 RRP

ROLAND U220
Rack module version of above.

16 bit samples, filter, built in FX, sounds superb

KAWA! K1 I
Based on the ever popular K1, with the added bonus of a separate drum sound section and effects

ROLAND D70
New LA Synthesizer powerful live performance keyboard - multi-timbral effect, 76 keys .

YAMAHA SY55
8 Track Sequencer, 16 bit AWMZ sounds, 64 preset voice ROM 64 voice internal RAM memory, 34 high quality effects.

EMAX II PROTEUS AND 1 XR AVAILABLE AND ON DEMO!
TG55 16 voice, 16 note poly, 32 FX, 2 meg sample memory, expandable cartridge ports for extra PCM samples

£665 RRP

£899 RRP

£665 RRP

£1699

£1690

£749

TRACKMIX 24
by Studiomaster. 32/12/24/2 Modular/MIDI

Console, if you're thinking of going 24 track it's
going to be well worth your while checking out

this console, see it now at Gigsounds along
with the new Gold range mixdown and Proline

Consoles.

EFFECTS PROCESSORS
ALESIS Quadraverb Multi FX

ALESIS Midiverb III Multi FX.

LESIS Microverb II 16 bit reverb

YAMAHA DR100 digital reverb

YAMAHA FX500 Multi FX

YAMAHA SPX900 Multi FX

YAMAHA Rev 7 digital reverb

RECORDING SPECIALISTS
4/8/16 & 24 TRACK SYSTEM PACKAGES
TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

24

Track

Recorder

on

1"

tape

£8,399
inc VAT

TASCAM MSR24

11=11111=11

APPOINTED AGENTS FOR THE
NEW FOSTEX G16

This latest version 16 track, offers
features with a new level of

intelligence, which open up new
opportunities in all areas of music

and post production.
£4995 INC VAT

STUDIOMASTER IDP7 programmable processor/gate £470

£439 STUDIOMASTER Studio FEX full range

£299 ROLAND R880 pro digital reverb £2100

£175 ROLAND G8 remote for the R880 £545

ROLAND E660 Pro digital parametric EQ £1299
£149

DYNACORD DRP20 Pro reverb £999
£349 ART Multiverb £399
£599 P & R Audio dual noise gate fader panner £225

£499 ROLAND DEP reverb/delay £225

NEW TA SCAM 644 NEW TASCAM 688

Tascam 688 High speed 9.5cms. 20 inputs. 2 aux sends,
4 aux returns, unique scene display shows system set.
Peak LED meter bridge. 3 Band EQ with mid sweep 8

Tascam 644 dual speed 4 track. 16 inputs. 2 aux sends. tape + 8 group outputs under 2K. Phone for details.
Onboard MIDI tape sync. Real channel mute and much £2149
more £999

86/88 MITCHAM LANE
LONDON SW16

081 769 5681/6496
20/22 RUSHEY GREEN

LONDON SE8 4AB
081 690 8621/8622
FAX: 081 769 9530

TWO NEW MUSIC COMPLEXES IN LONDONAlso available at 30 IPS Call for details



ROLAND Digital Sampler

We end this three-

part review by

looking at the heart
of the S770 - its

sampling facilities -

and at how it

presents itself to the

user. Review by

Simon Trask.

S770

ART ONE OF this review provided an
overview of the S770, while in part two

we focussed on the sampler's
Performance, Patch and Partial levels -

which leaves this concluding part to
consider the final level of the hierarchy: the Sample

level. If the S770 was a restaurant, its menu would

offer up to 64 meals, each meal would consist of up

to 32 courses, each course would consist of up to 88

dishes, each dish would consist of up to four
ingredients chosen from a possible total of 512 - and

all the ingredients would be assembled and prepared

at the Sample level. So without further ado, let's
head off to the kitchen...

SAMPLING
FIRST OF ALL, an update: Roland are now making the

RAS770 memory board for the S770 available free, but

in the process they've removed the 2Mb of memory

which came with the board when it was going to retail

for £899. Now, as you may recall from part one of this

review, the S770 can accept standard SIMM chips,

which come considerably cheaper than Roland's own

OMS770 memory upgrades. For this reason the
company have decided not to stock the OMS770
upgrades, but instead recommend a source of SIMM

chips in the UK. Currently this source is

MacWarehouse, who are selling SIMMs at a very
reasonable £59 per Megabyte; consequently, upgrading

the S770 to its full 16Mb sample memory capacity will

cost you £826 - considerably less than it would have

cost if you'd had to buy the OMS770 upgrades.

The Sampling level on the S770 is accessible via

the Edit Sample option on the Sound menu, or via the

Loop, Sample and Sampling keywords on the Index

page (see below). There are five pages at this level:

Sampling, Loop, Truncate, Smooth and Normalise.

You can select either analogue or digital sampling,

and in the case of the latter adjust the Digital
Attenuator parameter if the input signal is distorting.

Also, for digital sampling the sampling frequency
must be either the same as or half of the the
frequency of the incoming digital signal - so for CD

sampling via the optical input on the S770's rear
panel you can sample at 44.1 or 22.05kHz.
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With analogue sampling the S770 allows you to

freely select from four sample rates: 22.05kHz,
24kHz, 44.1kHz and 48kHz. Sampling can be in
either mono or stereo, and is of course 16 -bit linear

(while D/A conversion is 20 -bit and internal
processing 24 -bit linear). Unlike Roland's previous

samplers, which split their memory in half for
sampling purposes, the S770 allows you to sample
freely into its entire memory.

You have to give each sample a name of up to 12

characters before you can go ahead and sample, and

no two samples can be given the same name. To
name a sample (or any other item of S770 data) you

first click on the Name field. This calls up the ASCII

Keyboard window, which as its name suggests allows

you to click on numbers and letters which are
organised in a typewriter keyboard layout, complete

with spacebar, backspace and carriage return
functions. It's a neat idea which works well in
practice.

In addition to selecting mono or stereo sampling,

input type and sampling frequency, you can select an

Original Key for sample playback (adjustable at any

time), a sample time, a pre -trigger time for catching

those sharp attack transients, sampling type (auto,

manual, previous or one-way), trigger type (level, MIDI

Note On message or footpedal) and - where relevant -

the trigger input level. Additionally, with Monitor
enabled the S770 will pass the incoming analogue

signal on to its stereo and headphone outs (in
contrast, digital input signals will only be passed to

the digital outs).

Auto sampling waits for the specified trigger, while

Manual starts whenever you click on Start; however,

both incorporate the pre -trigger time. Presumably the

S770 continuously samples for the pre -trigger
duration, then goes into the main sample when
sampling is activated. Previous sampling is an
extension of this principle, in that it allows you to
capture the sample input for the specified sample

duration before you click on Start. Previous sampling

can come in handy when you're sampling off tape,

vinyl or CD, as long as you're prepared to be
generous with the sample time and then Truncate the

sample down afterwards. Finally, One-way sampling is

like Manual, except that it ignores the pre -trigger time

- but then it doesn't introduce any waiting time
between sampling and being able to play the sample

back.

The S770 provides you with an onscreen level
indicator (stereo or mono accordingly) which goes into

the red when the input signal hits distortion level. You

can adjust the L/R record level and the overall input

sensitivity from front -panel knobs. Once sampling has

finished, the S770 switches to a graphic display of

the sample waveform and offers you six choices:

Next, Retry, End, Loop, Truncate and Norm. At this

point you can play the sample on the keyboard, or if

you don't have a keyboard hooked up, you can trigger

it from the front -panel Sound Play button (the playback

note and velocity can be set from System PRM Page

1). If the sample hasn't worked out, clicking on Retry

deletes it and returns you to the Sample page and the

same parameter settings. Next sets you up for the

next sample, End takes you to the Sound menu, and

the other three options take you to the relevant
pages.

The other pages at the Sample level all provide you

with the same sample graphic in the lower half of the

screen, but the Loop page additionally provides X and

Y Zoom parameters which allow you to progressively

zero in on selected areas of the sample for editing
purposes. However, the S770 has no facility for
editing the actual sample data, which can be
singularly frustrating if you want to remove a click
from a sample taken off vinyl - not

to mention the fact that the absence

of sample data editing removes a

whole area of experimentation.

What the S770 does allow you to

do is alter the start and end points

of the sample and define both a
Loop Start point and Release Loop

Start and End points. Additionally

you can select interpolated Loop
Start and Release Loop Start
sample points for finer control of
looping, and adjust the tuning of
each loop ±50 if it needs bringing

into line with the pitch before the
loop. There are two ways to adjust

the sample start, loop and end
points: by incrementing and

decrementing the numeric

parameter values, or by "dragging"

horizontal bars and lines immediately above the
sample graphic using the mouse; generally speaking,

numeric editing is best for fine adjustments while
"dragging" is greatly preferable for making speedy

coarse adjustments. The S770 can update the loop

points in real time while a sample is playing, so you

can instantly hear the results of your edits.

X Zoom offers x1 (no zoom), x4, x16, x64 and Max

magnification on the x-axis of the sample graphic,

while Y Zoom offers the same amounts on the y-axis.

The X Zoom amount affects the resolution of numeric

scrolling; at Max, scrolling is at individual sample -

point resolution, while the resolution at other amounts

depends on the length of the sample and on the
sample rate; the clarity of the sample graphic varies

for the same reasons.

At greater than x1 magnification the graphic divides

into two halves separated by a vertical bar. If you

select Point display, the graphic will display the
sample either side of the currently -selected position

parameter; if you select Loop, it will "dovetail" sample

segments before the Loop or Release Loop End point

and after the Loop or Release Loop Start point in the

graphic. The idea of the Loop display is that you can

see graphically how the sample "flows" from the end

of the loop back into the beginning, and therefore
more readily locate suitable looping points. The
graphic can help you to find suitable zero crossing

points and waveform matches, which is a good thing

because the S770 has no auto -finding routines.

Roland's sampler has five types of looping:
Forward, Forward + Release, Forward + One, Alt and

Rev; additionally, you can select OneShot or Reverse

"As well as providing

many samples of

familiar percussion

instruments, Roland

have also included

examples of the less

familiar, such as

pandero, surdo

and dumbek."
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"By allowing you to

move the mouse

anywhere around the

screen the S770

improves on its

predecessors, which

force you to step

sequentially through

their parameters."

OneShot for no looping. With Forward selected, the

main Loop applies even after you release a note,
while Forward + Release kicks in the Release Loop

when you release a note and Forward + One plays

through the Release Loop data once when you release

a note. Alt, as its name
suggests, alternates
between forward and

reverse playing of the main

Loop data, while Reverse
reads from the Loop End
point to the Start point and

then repeatedly reads from

the Loop Start point to the
Start point - so a reverse
loop requires different
settings to those of a

forward loop.

The Loop page includes a

particularly neat feature in
the form of Loop Lock. With

this turned on you can slide

the Loop around within the

sample by scrolling the End

point, which makes it very
easy, once you've satisfactorily looped one or more

beats of a sampled rhythm, to experiment with looping

different parts of the rhythm. Smart.

Another aspect of the S770 which could lead to

some interesting experimentation comes into play
with stereo samples. Remember that a stereo sample

is actually two samples which are phase -locked
together and require two voices to play. Now, you can

separately loop, truncate, smooth and normalise the

two "sides" of a stereo sample, which means, for
instance, that you can experiment with forward
looping one side and reverse looping the other side -

someone's bound to use it on a record soon. You can

also experiment with combining different loops from

within the same rhythm sample; loops don't have to

be the same length, either. You can use the Set
Stereo command to combine any pair of mono
samples into a stereo pair (and conversely split a
stereo sample into two mono samples), the only
proviso being that they must be of the same length -

which needn't be a problem, with forward planning.

The Truncate page allows you to lop portions off a

sample outside From and To points (these default to

the Start and Loop End values), with a Fade Length

parameter allowing the sample to be faded in and out

over a specified range to avoid unseemly popping

sounds at the truncated points. You can get the S770

to make a backup of the original sample, which is

effectively the only way that you can extract more than

one sample from a longer sample ie. by successively

truncating different parts of the original.

The Normalise page can come in useful where a

sample's recorded level is too low, as it expands the

sample data over the full 16 -bit range, effectively

making it louder. Again, you can make a backup of the

original if you wish.

Finally, the Smooth page is actually our old friend

crossfade looping. This can be applied separately to

the main Loop and Release Loop, and to each side of

a stereo sample, and allows you to adjust the length

of the crossfade. The crossfaded sample is saved as

a new file with an "N" suffix. In practice crossfading
needs to be applied judiciously, and can result in a

noticeable fluctuation in amplitude if overapplied,
thereby accentuating rather than smoothing the loop -

a fact which makes me suspect this isn't the most
sophisticated crossfade implementation around.
Ensoniq's much cheaper EPS sampler has much more

to offer in the crossfading department - and the S770

should have, too. While we're on the subject of
shortcomings, there's no ready way on the S770 of

pasting samples together to create a new combination

sample.

One advantage of having an onboard disk drive is

that the S770 is able to come with a a healthy
complement of samples as standard. These are
divided into Piano & Harp, Strings, Acoustic Guitar,

Basses, Voices, Mallets, Drum Kits, TR808 Kit and

Percussion categories. Wot, no TR909? Shame on

you, Roland.

In fact, out of some 300 samples in total, just over

half are drum and percussion samples. Percussion is

the biggest single category, both in terms of sample

time and number of samples; as well as providing
many samples of familiar instruments (eight cowbells,

15 congas and 13 bongos), Roland have also included

examples of the less familiar, such as pandero, surdo

and dumbek. With the S770 being able to reproduce

drum and percussion sounds with such crispness,

clarity and punch, it's good to see that Roland have

provided such a large collection of sounds to get you

started.

At the same time, if it's panoramic pad sounds

you're after, the Voices category has its fair share of

luxurious, spacious, breathy stereo vocal samples -

the kind that sound so heavily produced they'd make

even the average bedroom Portastudio production job

sound like it was done in a top-flight pro studio (well,

maybe not). Among these, 'Spacy Voxs' is the crème

de la crème (otherwise known as "creamy"). In fact,

listening to the clarity of the vocal samples, it's all the

more surprising to discover that they were sampled at

24K.

OPERATION
IT'S HARD TO underestimate the importance of how

an instrument presents itself to the user. Just think,

FM programming might never have acquired the
stigma of intellectual complexity that it did if Yamaha

had made all those obscure parameters more readily

available - allowing you to manipulate them
interactively in real time from front -panel knobs 'n'

sliders, for instance.

In the world of computer software, the WIMP
environment has revolutionised not only the way in

which software presents itself to the user, but also

the way in which the user can interact with it - as

anyone who uses sequencing software will know.

Roland have been providing their samplers with a

mouse and (optional) monitor, and utilising a WIMP -

type environment, ever since the S50 - and the S770

isn't about to prove the exception to the rule. In fact,*
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HOT TECH AUG/SEPT

\J/J\ id 13 :_)1.1
DAT in stock as you read this. Same digital
I/O but now with 44.1kHz.
Rock bottom price. Call us. Also

NEW CASIO DA7, DENON D113

ParrSX
E16 replacement takes 16 track into the MIDI
Age Control transport & track select your
Atari  New cam action transport  Spot erase 
Extensive memory auotlocate on removable
front panel  We are central London's exlusive
G16 dealer.

£2,520 FOR YOUR USED E16

AGAINST A BRAND NEW "G"

FOSTER svorokey

(7

16

Exclusive to Turnkey,
the Gold Seal E16

is a top quality
pre -owned
machine,
checked
(primarily for
head wear) by

, us at
purchase.Thenf actory

reconditioned & quality
controlled by Foster. It carries a warrantee
identical to that on a new machine and our
extended warrantee is very cheap.

PRICE ? i2,513)
Limited Monthly

Availabilty

71. ,

A KA] Din Dbfj
4 track direct to optical disk recorder/editor 
Reads & writes SMPTE (LTC/VITC)  State of
the art audio editing  a new standard  Lower
price than originally announced. Alongside the

complete AKAI DIGITAL RANGE
including ADAM, A/V patch bays plus the
NEW S1100 from Akai's largest U.K. dealer

16 track digital workstation  Non-destructive
sequencer editing Full 24 bit effects 
Acoustic samples, analog, & transwaves in an
integrated, multi-timbral synthesizer, all for
£1,034 plus VAT

ALSO NEW EVS1 / KORG WS

Amongst our new private studios is the Roland
Room (not pictured here) fully equipped with
S770 / R880 reverb, & the new D70, which is
our favourite of the new crop of synthesizers.

114.116 CHARING CROSS RD.,

LONDON. WC2 ODT
(Oppostie Foyles Bookshop and 100
yards from Tottenham Court Rd. Tube)

Tel. 01.434-1365/01-240-2041

Fax. 01-379-0093

3 GOOD REASONS
nhke our competitors we carry every product from all the major

(4_, manufacturers on PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION. Comparing
the bass drum from 11 different drum machines - through 15
different reverbs is routine. Our air-conditioned demo -booths are
Integrally wired for MIDI -purpose built to enable the rapid set-up and
demonstration of complex systems by our highly trained specialists

espite what you may read elsewhere, Soho Soundhouse. over
L. J-1 the last 6 years have consistently offered the lowest prices

WORLDWIDE. We operate our legendary PRICE SMASH policy in-
store and from credit card telephone carers. Our breadth of product
coverage and experience from MIDI hardware and software to
recording equipment makes us the No. 1 PACKAGE specialist

(We offer demonstrations outside normal hours, equipment
arlfiinstallation, studio design consultancy, various trial/rental
purchase opttons. INSTANT 0% CREDIT/FINANCE
We Routinely Ship Worldwide  VAT FREE EXPORTS a speciality.
We welcome Musicard holders. Home ere. scheme. No visit to
us required

* 0% interest free credit is available on selected items,
(interest bearing credit is available on all items) both
subjected to status. Soho Soundhouse is a licensed
Credit Broker under the Consumer Credit Act 1974.

SPECIAL OFFERS
YAMAHA WX11 WT11 Mldi wend °'n'°""

synthesizer

4siAirt$4:04.1

With the WX11 8 WT11 wind
players have been able to take
advantage of the new advances

muss making technology The
WT11 is a purpose built sound
module for the 9/X I 1 complete

elm lun.ng breath pressure and hp pressure oboes to enable you to
quickly setup 8 customise the WX11 to your style or playing It also
has 96 performances (32 user definable) - 4 operator 8 algorithm
FM synthesizer 8 note polyphony  10 digiral effects  Back le
display  MO In. Out & Thru. The WX11 has light action keys using
standard Boehm lingering  Ls pressure on the reed enables vibrato
8 pitch control from the mouth piece 7 octave range Key hold
Mature
One off, unrepeatable, scoop purchase on the only Midi Wind
System available. Limited stock EXCLUSIVE FINAL OFFER
RRP £620 PLUS

£299 vz
carriage

NEW BOXED

ROLAND GE -131 BALANCED 31 BAND GRAPHIC
Until now budget
graphics have been
se e ly I m led both

in sound quallty and number of bands The Roland GE131 offers
the lull 31 bends of 201420klaz control
Maturing dual XLR connections as well £75

a
PLUS

ring
1 4' racks (T4$ 10d8) and so $s Add

suited for studio use Also fealures carriage
Footswitch bypass and hum cancelling LIMITED OFFER
RRP C249 NEW BOXED

KORG M3R =itTsTeRTCVSLAI'APLE PLAYER

The M3R is ...ay
a Korg Mita without
sequencer and with

less ores. mernorer 35 instead of 144 PCM MurbSamples Ana.
Transients. DWG Synth Sounds. PCM Drum Samaras, The sound
generation chip specilicatron is identical Ia 16 note poly. 16
oscillators and the onboard sounds combine the best 01 Mt and
emarkably the new T -series sounds as well All sounds can be
ited and modal. using IT sores) filters and artier.. and stored

in 100 parch memories (Instant recall of laclory sounds I 8 pan
rnual.mbral plus 100 combination memories 34 16.It digital muff,
enacts including reverbs chorus delays ex.er rotary speaker etc
Combine up to 4 effects 44 PCM drum samples All with editable
:..3n tuning ellects volume elc 19'

T mounting 4 assignable sap ours
..vy user Iremdly Huge library ayaiiabie

cards
rbe legendary Korg sound at an
...Ole once only price Orders .11 be
process. strstly first comefirsi serve
basis Includes 2 free midi cables

R P

OFFER PRICE

£515 PLUS VAT

NEW BOXED

 E6 PAP

J. L. COOPER F,M-29TE-D,
ALL SMPTE

'" FORMATS MIDI
TIME CODE 8 SP

POINTERS  PROGRAM CUES. PROGRAMMABLE TEMPO
CHANGES  UNIOUE RECORDER PUNCH IN/OUT CONTROL
Although this unit lists at over £500 it SCOOP PRICE
probably the most comprehensive 8 up to ex. VAT
data unit at any less than E2.000 At our £129 Add £6
priced coats less than most basic FSK Carriage
davces. making it cheap enough even lore NEW BOXED
Pack ARP C5.25

ROLAND D-110 T.t?,V.I':;:,-ht=

81111 the synth
expender of first
choice. 32 voice,

separate output, multhlimbral synth, with 63 drum sounds
digital reverbs  256 state -of Theart PCM samples including 63
drum and percussion sounds Fully programmable synthesizer with
built in Time Variant Filters. Amplifiers and LEO functions  M. PCM
samples with faL analog waveforms to create rich and accurate
sounds 128 Presets$64 user memories. using any combination of
PCM and synthestzed sound partials  8 on board dig., revert,
algonthms with decay and level parameters for each patch  Any of
the mph! separate timbres can be assigned. with dynamic voice
allocation. to any 16 Midi channels and 8 separate audio outputs.
while mastainIng individual control of velocAy, prch bend. modulation
or program change. to make it en ideal partner for your sequencer
You can have up to eight areas on a single keyboard. even if it

docent have a splifikey functron, making it a perfect Inc performance
rnstrument. Huge sound library on cards or FREE on disk (amok
300 sounds) for Atari owners. Still the WE HAVE TIE LAST FEW OATS
sweetest sounding synth at any price ex. VAT
and the only one under E1.000 with the r147 E6

separate outputs essential for flexible Axis/ carriage
mixdown of multi -part synth/drum
arrangements RAP£615 NEW BOXED

mmMAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

CLASSIFIED
40% OFF  SECOND

over rm....
Yamaha TX802 C899

tf-PtUrblAJIVIL/.
Yamaha Spot 000 0608

Yamaha Sy's 0% IFC Yamaha REVS C780
Korg M1 demo £899 Yamaha FX500
Roland 25 srh E313 used E216
Roland D110 sin C325 Yamaha SPX90 II E299
Roland D20 £782 Nomad Axeman s.hC139

Yamaha TG55 NEW C434
Roland DI 0 demo
Ensong VFX sh

£495 Dod DSP128
An SGE NEW

£173
[345

o VZ1 £283 An MuMverb 11 C345
, VZ8M. £169 Lexicon PCM70 E950
Tong ES01 C499 Lexicon LXP1 C299

Korg M3R demo £499 Roland 20k Rob', £260
Cheetah MS6 POA Roland SDE 3000 E565

Roland R800 s.h E1550
SAMPLERS/PLAYERS Roland DEPS 0249
Akal 5900 s/h E795 Boss BE5 Et 73
Aka S1000 sal £1650 Akai 70C CompOT £99
5950 750k card E119

Cheetah 16 bit sampler £695 or less
51000 2meg card £195 Symmetnx 525 £320
EMU Prole. sh IC599. Symmemx 202 E130
EMU Prol OR sh 1E749. Korg A3 £520
Erna. SE rack C899 Valley Anenuator C69
Roland W30 demo £999 Valley Booster E69
()tern DPX output MIC80 Valley Comp £79
Roland S330 used £780 Valley Noise Gate E79
Roland U20 demo £564 Valley Noise Red C79
Roland U220 IN STOCK Zoom In Stock NOW!
Roland U110 sin C369

ART 19" Video Monitor new E129

MOTHER KIDS
Roland 480 demo £1039
KX88 £913

PIANO KINIMODS
Rhodes MK80 POA
Yamaha EMT I 0 £173

DRUM MACHINES
New Boss DR550 is in,
Roland R8 C500
Roland R5 £321
Aless HR16 £189
Ale. HRIEB £219

MICROPHONES
Shure SM58 new POA
Shure SM57 new POA
Electrovoce PAO £75
Bruel )(Jeer 4003 C345

PORTA STUDIOS
Foster X26 . E191
Foster X15 £155
Tascam Pone 2 HSL421
Tascam Porta 5 HSE260
Tascam 688 dernoEl 390
Tascam 644 used E651
Sans. MR6 £399
Vesta Pocket StudioC26

Roland MC300 a MRC S'ware £339
Akar MPC60 dem C1477 Vestax MR10 2152
Akar XE13 new. pack E156 Yamaha MT3X E399
Roland TR 505 E130 Yamaha MT1001I 0273
Cheetah MO8 E69 Akal MG614 s/h £550
Korg DOD 1 £199
Korg NPR 77 E65 8,16,24 TRACK
Simmons Tr.. 0520 Fost RBSeck1882E1849
Ob. DX expander E60 Fos! R8 Seek 1282E1599

Tascam TSR8dernE1$177
SEQUENCERS TSR&Se.1282 E2249

Akar AS010 E599 ISR8Se.1882 C2475
Alesis MMT8 C149 TS% Studiomaster
Roland MC300sh E319 Proline 164.8 £2425
Kawai 080 £390 MSR24'Studsmaster

Sock 21 2 REIF 01295 OFFER £699
COMPUTERSA

SOFTWARE IM) Mac
Atari 1040TCreator £625
Atari 1040.Notator £799
Atari 1040,Pro 12 C309
Atari 1040 & Mon
with Cuba. £775
040 8 Mon dem £399

Alan. Colour MonitorE199

W. a. tioil 8.618X Crab
Store, Help line. best
prices Creator. Notalor.
Unit.. Edam's Export.
Combiner. Human Touch

Trackmix £9500
Studmmaster Miedown
16$4$8 C1199
Praline 24/8/16 £1399
Sack 121662 £685
Seek 18/8/2 C875

DAT RECORDERS
Sony DTC1000ES
TCD Portables. Casio
DA2 Aiwa HDX Tascam
DA30. NEW Denon

GUARANTEED UK 'S
LOWEST PRICES

Casio VZ1 £295 VZ1318 £173 Both New
Roland CM32P dernE303
Roland CM32L demE260 OTHER MIXERS
Atari Trackball £20 Tascam MM1 20,2 POA
Apple Mac From E1195 Foster, 2016 162 POA
U220 Editor for S I C42 Ale. 16212 £520
Chameleon univ ed E79 Sansui 12/6 £399
Commadore w. Midi Int Seck 62 8 122 POA
& C -LAB Seq E109 Sack 24:2 MegadealE699
Cuba. £343
Avalon [174 SYNCHRONIZERS
C -LAB Creator C199 (roster, 4030 C875
C -LAB Notator £330 Foster 4035 tP0A
BBC.UMI seq £87 091300 £160
Opcode Vision £344 JL Cooper PPS I L152
OPCOde Cuei (M) £430 JLC PPS 100 SMPTE.
Opt. MIDI pack £185 MTC . E129

ART SGE Processor NEW C339
Opc D50/0X editor £90 Yamaha MSS1 newC195
Cpc Tirnecode £132
H Arts ad track C104 MONITORS
H Ans Genpatch £99 Yamaha NSI OM prE149
St bg DMP7 ed E65 JBL Control 1 sh £129
St bg DX/TX ed £77 Yamaha A100 ampC165
St bg EMAX ed. E65 JBL Control 5 C213
SrSt bg Ms1r Score £89 JBL Control 10 e d £519
MOTU Composer IM) Carlsbro 45 comb [149

C170
Drgidesign Solt syntE202 AUTOMATION
Dig Snd Des Emax £202 Megamix 24 Cl' dbxE695
GgrD PCM70 ed £80 WIND
Coda Finale (M) C690 Yamaha WX7 E199
DigiDesign 0 sheet £t83

New Alan Packages - See Computers
Dion Turbosynrh £232 Aka, EVI 8. synth £413
Metrasound P Gorges
H Maas & Stockhausen MIDI GUITARS
D50 ROMS £30 Roland GI350 GK2E608

EFFECTS
Yamaha 010 10C C695

An 1E0 Mid, EC) £249 UTILITIES
Ale. Enhancer C75 CD,Rom payers Sony.
Ate. Ocadverb NEC tram £599
Alesis Gate '88 Anatek Pocket MergeC49
Atoms Limiter C86 j L Cooper MS13. £155
Aless 2$31 EC) new 0169 ASK 70 %7000 eep C49
Ales* Midi Verb III C173 32 way patch bay £30
AlesisMoroverbEH E DX7 Expander ma
Aphex type C sh C149 4u soh carry case CM
Yamaha FX500new 034
Yamaha SPX900 £413
Yamaha 8100 £75

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

CIN003S  JdO °/00t7
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

NAME & ADDRESS

Our long established mail order department documents your order from receipt to despatch. Send
cheques, postal orders, Access or Visa orders, Bankers draft. Building Society cheques, Cash in reg. env) GOODS REQUIRED
to SOHO SOUNDHOUSE FREEPOST 38 LONDON WI 60Z. NO STAMP REWIRED. II0 clay clearance for
personal cheques) All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch Telephone Orders Welcome.

CREDIT CARD NO.

SPECIAL OFFERS
AKAI xEs arzLre,..

Thh Akry SIOOrI. M M PIPC ,h
way ihn

e
most con

sOurce of drum sounds in prolessional five recorchng enyhomvh,,.
In theses uatons once PS open or concern We can now
every woo, player 'hese sounds al around one len. of the cost
The Aka. X Eli 1 meg int memory or 16 16. samaras 2 Fitt.
meg Rorns /16 sounds each  It. percussion °room., blast,
use Iwo cards simultaneously ftwo sr.,  Sere any ie soma.
one or 32 programs  assignable key nom 0 /27 play urea:
Cymbals become gongs etc  lat. sounds to your requnem.
yanalhe hold and decay

lin).

ie g gales) reverse varia. sw,
Bight punchy drum sounds are the round or any mi. dna
and again the average drum macnine lust down I cut it m the sh,
The XE 8 gives you customizable 16 bt drum samples to 11.01,

32 tracks of your MariCLabsequencer set up into a super
slate or the ad drum machine Altern.v expandery ,ise a to expa .

drum machine or now trom arum pin, ()crape,' velocoy snn.,
keyboard etc etc
Hurry Wearnv a sinail uuantoy
Package vicluer, 1, HEE .'

Ions C Lab drum pallet n GMs VAT
package mi. with C Lab seq.., £1 59 AddRRP

NEW KAU,

ART PROVERB 200 MULTTI-EESIAllgCrisRFEZERtais.

r7.-411PV  W.'  -4.- r'ar gme Moet

sellingOesl
d e

effects and the untt
of 1si choice for the high quality natural sounding reverbs associated
with American studio processors costing thousands rather than
hundreds lalgOnthrns uniquely structured to eliminate the harshness
and brittleness of the other budget units)
 200 programs including 120 REVERES Porn Early Reflections.
Plates. Studio and Live Vocals. huge Halls (up to 25 second decays)
and Rooms, all in a wide range from warm to bright. to Reverse and
20 various GatedtCompanded Gated Stereo FLANGE and
CHORUS ECHOS and MULTI -TAP DELAYS STEREO IMAGING.
PAN and SPECIAL EFFECTS  COMBINE multiple effects 16 be
lull bandwidth processing 80c03 dynamic range (extremely quiet) 
Great MIDI spec MIDI PROD numbers assignable to any program
16 MIDI channels or OMNI. compile your own patches etc. Cont,,
nom kbd or seq or use I ootswitch/MECOS for ,we proof.
advance.. random selection respectrvely  19' rack mounting
This XCLUSIVE offer represents an

plod vATunrepeatable opportunity to purchase a £155 Add 26
beautifully natural sounding commercial .mage
quallty revrb at a fraction of cost
We expectedsell out very quickly RRP £345 NEW BOXED

Korg Z3 & ZD3 HMI Guitar System, Multi -
Timbers! Synthesizer

16 bit
processing &

custom LS1 with
pitch extraction
algorithm 16
bit onboard
dgilal reverb 
Digital Tuner 
128 Preset
Sounds with 4Digital

Oscillators per Voice 6 part Muni timeTimbral  The me lag probe.
aSSoplated with Midi guitar systems is eliminated in the Z3 by having

dual CPU's to cope with both pitch extraction sound generation a

hIgh speed 0 to A convertor from the ZD3 pickup and last processing
coupled with the custom LSI to gwe instanl converbon to MIDI. The
internal sound module is Icily multTomberal and so can be hooked
up to any Midi sequen.r for instant song arrangements As it has
lull conn.tems 0 can be integrated SCOOP PRICE
rnto an misting systemwrthoul any plus VAT
fuss or allow you lo play your Add E6
synthesizer though the Z3 Superfast

unequalled playabirrly 5 me NEW BOxEE,
legendary Korg Sound RAP E980

JBL GS115 STUDIO REFERENCE
MONITOR.

All Atter more than 10 years

0 installations we were acutely
supplying small studio

aware of the lack of an
affordable u. properly suited
to recording The GS115's have
been developed by JBL.
fxclusivrey for Turnkey to cater
or the smarter studio
The most common complaint is
the lack or

at
low end response

Panicularfir low volume We
this in mind we selected the

U.S made JBL 115 bass driver The voice coa diameter and magnet
mass are exceprionally rarge fora unit of this size They are
resonance matched to a very high density ported enclosure Witch
results in an accurate punchy bass at hgh levels AND low volume
when we leer is absolutely unique The JBL 044 Titanium tweeter is
also U S made 8 was developed for digital It reproduces the most
complicated high frequency signals w& accuracy and even after
processing with tcdays lull bandwidth effects. highs remain clear. well

defined and easy on the ear We also paid spec., attentionto
dispersal & stereo imaging
The GS115's represent a purpose bulit studs monitor constructed
around U S made JBL Professional drivers. and due to our died
.15 purchasing are less than half the pr. ExLUSWE OFFER
of anything with equivalent performance Plus
Work with them 8 ii you're nor convinced £229
return the units to us within 14 days for a
aux. and couneus round

NEW BOXED

STUDIO RESEARCH
KEYBOARD/ME
RECORDING
MIXERS

Remarkable range
of professional.
stereo Into 2)
connotes. Available
in 6, 12 or 16
channel versions
Very quiet. great
sounding E 0
rugged sleet
construction for

geed shielding etc  have channel has 114- line 8 balanced XLR
input.ga,n hrgh. mid 8 low E 0 .2 urethanes pan 8 long throw fader
 Auffilmw master gain. E 0 & pan. Bar graph metenng. headphone
monitoring etc etc
The range of applications for stereo mixers is growing last e.g
Mullihm synthrsamplerrdrum
machine mixing  Ltve main/sub PACKAGE PRICES
mixing 112 channel 700W PA.
systems complete for under E900) 6.2 £1 69 p1" VATMix your Atari/synth arrangements
direct to DAT for C D quality
demos.
Available at a fraction of the list
pace Exclusive Ltd stocks

16.2 £319 Plus VATIncludes FREE monitoring .

headphones and 24 tour Carnage NEW BOXED

12:2 £259 plus VAT

)TOTAL £

NEM



"It's not just a mouse
and a colour monitor

to work with that
makes the S770 so

user-friendly - the ease

with which you can

navigate the software

pages is just as

important."

by allowing you to move the mouse anywhere around

the screen the S770 improves on its predecessors,

which force you to step sequentially through their

parameters.

For everyday use, a colour monitor in preference

to the S770's monochrome monitor option and its
LCD makes a lot of sense, not least because then

you can take advantage of the colour coding which

Roland employ in their displays. If your preferred

method of working is with the mouse and a monitor,

you can get the mouse to track and the screen to
update more quickly if you disable the LCD (by
setting a System parameter rather than putting a

brick through the screen).

But it's not just the fact of having a mouse and a

colour monitor to work with that makes the S770 the

user-friendly beast that it is - the ease with which
you can navigate its world of
software pages is just as

important. There are four options

available to you: Mode, Index,
Jump and Command. Mode takes

you via the Mode Change menu

to the Perform, Sound and
System menus, from which you

can select options which each
have between 1-5 software pages

associated with them - for
instance, the Disk Tools option
on the System menu has Load,
Save, Copy, Delete and Util pages

associated with it. You select
which page to display by clicking

with the mouse on the page
names listed on the bottom row

of the display, or by pressing the
relevant front -panel Function

button (the sampler defaults initially to the page you

were on when you last left each option). Clicking on

Exit or pressing the Exit button takes you back to the

menu from which your choice was made, while
clicking on Mode takes you back to the Mode
Change menu - or you can select any mode directly

by pressing the Perform, Sound and System front -

panel buttons.

An alternative way of negotiating the S770's
software pages is offered by the Index window, which

is accessed logically enough by clicking on Index or

by pressing the Index button. This window provides a

list of 32 keywords which are ordered alphabetically

within three categories: Sound, MIDI and System.

Clicking on these can take you directly to selected

S770 pages, windows and parameters - in the case

of parameters, sometimes via a sub -menu which

lists the various pages on which the parameter
occurs. Index is useful when you're learning to find

your way around the sampler's world, and when you

want to undertake a specific function, but its
flexibility is (unnecessarily, to my mind) limited in

several ways: the only way out of a page is back to

the Index window, you can't Mark a page for the
Jump function, and - perhaps most importantly of all

- you can't select a page's Command menu (a menu

which offers context -sensitive commands such as

Copy and Delete).

Thirdly, there is a Jump function, which is
becoming an increasingly common feature on Roland

instruments. This allows you to select, or Mark, five

software pages which you can then Jump to from any

other page in the system; pages which are Jumped

to aren't subject to the restrictions of the Index path.

To Mark a page you call it up via the Mode path,

click on Mark or press the Mark button to call up the

Mark menu, then click on one of the existing entries

in the menu to replace it with the new page. With
this method you can readily alter the list at any time

to suit your current working situation. To Jump to a

page, you first call up the list of Jump pages by
either clicking with the right mouse button on the
bottom row of the screen or pressing the Jump
button, then click on the relevant name or press the

relevant Function button to activate the Jump.

Finally, the Command menus provide a quick way

of climbing up and dropping down through the Patch,

Partial and Sample levels. Starting at the Patch
level, selecting Partial from the Command menu
drops you to the Partial level, where you can then

select Sample from the Command menu to drop you

to the Sample level. Then to retrace your steps back

up through the levels you just keep clicking on Exit.

The various paths and shortcuts that I've just
described allow you to move around the S770's
many software pages and windows with great speed,

while comprehension is greatly aided by logical page

organisation and clear page layout - the latter above

all with a colour monitor. Which isn't to say that
there isn't room for improvement. For instance, if

you get tired of running through certain sets of
operational actions repeatedly (as I did), why not be

able to "record" them as sequences which could
then be run through automatically by the S770 when

you selected them ? You could build up a library of

operational sequences on disk, and perhaps swap

sequences with other S770 users. A version of such

a feature already exists on Roland's R8 drum
machine as the User Function.

FINALE
IF THIS REVIEW WAS AN OPERA it would probably

have been written by Wagner. Come to think of it, The

S770 Cycle has a certain ring to it. There again,
Wagner probably wouldn't have given you the
conclusion at the end of the second act. Woe is me.

As it is, while the S770 might cost almost as much

as it does to get into Covent Garden these days, it is

an extremely professional production, offering plenty

of power, scope and versatility and showing every

sign of lasting for more than a few acts. In fact, you

could say that it'll be some while before it meets its

GOtterdammerung.

Prices S770, 14860; M07 Magnetic Optical Disk
Unit, £5225: CD5 CD-ROM drive, £1340; RC100
Remote Controller, £250; all prices include VAT.

More From Roland (UK) Ltd, Amalgamated Drive,

West Cross Centre, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9EZ.

Tel: 081-568 1247.
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ON THE

THE DRUM SOLO - THE

DRUMMER'S ULTIMATE REVENGE

ON THE REST OF SOCIETY. CAN A

DRUM MACHINE MEET THE DRUM

TECHNICIAN ON HIS OWN TURF?

COULD IT EVEN BETTER HIM?

TEXT BY NIGEL LORD.

THERE'S A SOMEWHAT different flavour to

On The Beat this month - a move away from

the more structured themes of recent
articles and into the realms of greater
experimentation. But before those of you

who like to be spoonfed a handful of new

patterns each month start turning the
page, let me just say that you can, if you

wish, copy this month's examples verbatim

and stick rigidly to the instrumentation I've

outlined. However, you might find some of

the rhythmic ideas I've touched on rather

limited in application if this is the approach

you choose. Why limit your options just for

the sake of another few minutes of
programming time?

The idea behind this month's article
came about as a result of the very definite

opinions I have had occasion to air on the

subject of drum solos (in my time as editor

of MT's sister mag, Rhythm). As a member

of MT's rather erudite readership, I'm sure
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the subject of drum solos has rarely
crossed your mind. You probably believe

the days of the 15 -minute extended drum

break while the rest of the band went off

for a fag are but a dim memory of the
excesses of the '70s. But believe me,
there is an alarming number of people for

whom this sort of unfettered indulgence is

still an acceptable form of entertainment.

While editing Rhythm, I was keen to

exact swift and damning retribution on

anyone who even came near to claiming

that the drum solo had any entertainment

value whatsoever. The problem was, the

demands of courtesy (and circulation
figures) meant that I was forced into
offering sound philosophical arguments to

support my rejection of drum solos and

those who sought to perpetuate them.
Pre-eminent amongst these was the fact

that in all the hours of drum soloing I had

been subjected to over the years, none of

the players ever took it upon themselves

to actually play a coherent rhythm - you

know, the sort of thing you could tap a
foot to or (perish the thought), perhaps
even dance to.

All I ever came across was drummers -

often with incredible skill and technique -

playing one tricky exercise after another.

The only thing that seemed to separate a

"good" solo from a "bad" one was how
well each of these exercises was welded

onto the next. What's wrong, I argued,

with the idea of a drum solo where the
drummer actually starts with a good solid

rhythm and then develops various themes

within it, moving, perhaps, into related
areas, but always maintaining a basic
groove which audiences could respond to?

And that, dear (patient) reader, was the

thinking behind this month's article. You

could wait a lifetime for a drummer to
come up with this idea themselves (I
never managed to sell it to them), so why

not entrust it to our old friend the
beatbox? But hang on - if you think this is

my cue to introduce a half dozen extended

rhythmic compositions for drum machine,

forget it. We haven't got the space and

they don't pay me enough money. What I
cc

fl2 have included is a handful of quite
0 individual patterns which are not intended

fi to provide a well-defined beat, as is the
case with most contemporary rhythm, and

. which aren't simply technical exercises
2 designed to show off your programming

g technique.

(4 Instead we find patterns in which the
bass drum can play fast rolling figures
throughout the bar and where cymbal
sounds can be layered to create

interesting textures. Snare drums lose
their pivotal role of providing the pattern's

rhythmic pulse and are used simply to
accent and colour the overall sound. Once

underway, the beginning and end points of

each pattern often become obscured and

the rhythm is given a more cyclical feel
from which it may be developed into all

sorts of interesting areas. But that, in
case you haven't already guessed, is
where you come in. Where each one of
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I PATTERN No:la

BEAT: 3 4

Clsd HiHat

Open HiHat

Ride Bell

Side Stick

Snare Drun

Bongo High

Bongo Low

Bass Drun

TIME SIG: 4/4

4

8

8

0

8

9

9

8

. ........ . ..  . .

O

f

fI

a

TEMPO: 165-125 BPM

3 4

8

9

I

0 0

8

4

8

9

PATTERN No:lb

BEAT: 3

TEMPO: 185-125 BPM

4

Clsd HiHat

Open HiHat 0
Ride Bell 8

Side Stick

Snare Drum

0 8 f
Bongo High

Bongo Low
0

9

8 8

Bass Drum 0 0# 8

TIME SIG: 4/4

PATTERN No:2
,.

'. : A TEMPO: 95-128 BPM

BEAT: 1
2 3 4 s 6

Clsd

:::: 0 !

0

Cleves
# °

1/

. ).0
.

Snare Drum

/
0

Side Stick 0 0 0 0
Bass Drun $ 40 $ K 4
TIME SIG 6/4 :.: .... .

. . . ._.. a

PATTERN No:3a

BEAT: 3 4 a

TEMPO: 160-260 BPM

3 4

Clsd HiHat

Open HiHat
$ 4

Ride Bell

Cabasa

Snare Drun
0 0

0
0

Cl ayes

Bass Drum 0 0

0

o 4 44
TIME SIG: 4/4

these examples is eventually taken is very
much up to you. Program them in, take out the

bits you don't like, extend the bits you do. Chop

them in half, splice them together, try layering

the parts from two or three different patterns -

the possibilities are enormous.

Above all, try experimenting with the
instrumentation. With most modern machines

(and, of course, sequencer -based systems) it's
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simplicity itself to program in the notes and
then select the instrument to which they are

applied. I have assigned some of the parts
from these patterns to instruments as
disparate as heavy ambient bass drums to fast

stroke cabasas and got excellent results from

both. Clearly, there's no way I could list all the

possibilities or the range of combinations for

each example. All I can say is that these

una
SOUND

HIGH TECH ROCK 'N' ROLL

WHAT'S THE

DIFFERE CE

between an SY77,

a D70 and a

Wavestation?

Its no joke,

especially if you're

about to make an

important decision.

We're

seriously helpful.

New Store Opening
In Bromley, Kent.

215 Kilburn High Rd.
London NW6 7JG

071-624 3900

48 High Street, Chatham,
Kent ME4 4DS
0634 844068

Fax 0634 829459
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PATTERN No:3b

BEAT: 3 4

TEMPO:160-200 BPM patterns, more than any I have included in

this series so far, warrant the time and efforta 4

Clsd HiHat 4
Open HiHat

Ride Bell

Cabasa

Snare Drum

4
a

0 0 0 0

4

0

Cleves

Bass Drun

0 0

0s 0 0 0
0

TIME SIG:4/4

PATTERN No:4a

A BEAT:

Ride Bell

a 3

4

4

I TEMPO: 150-198 BPM

Ride Cynb

Bongo

Side Stick

Hi Tom Ton

Mid Ton Tom

Lo Tom Tom

Bass Drum 4

0

a

0

4

0

0

0

0

4

a

TIME SIG: 4/4

1 PATTERN No14b

BEAT:

Ride Bell

Ride Cymb

Bongo

Side Stick

a

a

4

04 a 4

0 4 40 0

4 4 4 08
Hi Ton Tom

Mid Tom Tom

Lo Tom Tom

Bass Drum 4 a 4s

a

0

1 TEMPO: 150-190 BPM

3

4

0

0

4

TIME SIG: 4/4 AI

PATTERN No:5a I TEMPO:150-190 BPM

BEAT: 3 4 a 4

Clsd HiHat

Open HiHat
0 0 # 0 0 0

Ride Bell a
Snare Drum

Side Stick 0 a
Bass Drum 44 a 0

TIME SIG: 4/4

PATTERN No: Sb ra 1 TEMPO:150-198 BPM

BEAT: a

Clsd HiHat 0$
a

) 6
4 a 4

0 0 0
Open HiHat

Ride Bell a
Snare Drum 4
Side Stick 0 a a
Bass Drum 4 a a #
TIME SIG: 4/4

involved in choosing the right instruments.

Enough said, let's get down to Pattern 1.

An interesting pattern, it features a rather
distinctive "call and response" figure
provided by the side stick and ride bell parts.

(Just to recap, this is the domed central area

of the cymbal which produces a cleaner,
more penetrating sound which is less
intrusive on the hi -hat parts than the
conventional ride.)

Contrary to my remarks earlier, the snare

does appear to play a fairly conventional role

in this example, but as you'll see if you take

it out, the pattern is perfectly capable of
standing up without it. Perhaps the most
obvious instrument to change would be the
bongos, which could be substituted for
virtually any tuned instrument(s) such as a

cowbell or agogos.

Pattern 2 is rather more unconventional
and is written in 6/4 time. This gives it a
pleasantly insistent feel which is emphasised

by the rolling bass drum figures in the early

part of the bar. This part is a prime candidate

for experimentation, and there are

comparatively few instruments which couldn't

at least be tried in its role (sorry). It would

also be worth sifting through a few different

snare sounds, as these can have a dramatic

effect on the overall pattern - particularly as

the instrument is cast in such an

unconventional role here.

Rhythmic interest in Pattern 3 is again
provided by the bass drum, but the combined

effect of the hi -hat, cymbal and cabasa
voices produces a very distinctive layered

effect which also works well in the context of

this rhythm. If, after programming, you decide

the bass/snare figure at the end of bar four

sounds a little odd, don't worry, it's
supposed to. In fact, if you run it slow enough

you'll hear that it doesn't quite fit. But at the

normal tempo it's quite an effective way of
bringing the bar to a close. Drummers do it

all the time, but of course you can't slow
them down to see how well it fits.

Speaking of which, the pattern is capable

of running at an exceptionally wide tempo

range, though I prefer a fairly brisk pace. See

what you think.

In Patterns 4 and 5 we come across our

old friend the triplet once again - though each

pattern has its own quite distinctive feel.
Pattern 4 with its subtle tom tom parts and

its rippling bongos, has a decidedly jazzy
flavour to it, punctuated rather nicely by the

ride bell. Pattern 5, on the other hand, has a

more up -front feel which should make it
useful in a variety of situations. Though the

snare is quite prominent and marks the beat

throughout the pattern, the ride bell is
probably the more important instrument and>
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should certainly be given its head in the mix.

You could try losing the snare part
altogether if you prefer a slightly lighter feel.

Finally we come to the pattern which
represents my personal favourite for this
month. A robust, full-blooded rhythm, this
one rolls along beautifully with some really

effective accenting courtesy of the toms and

a neat foot closing hi -hat marking time
throughout. Actually, I suspect this
instrument might prove a problem for some

machines (I know the HR16 has one), but

this is one occasion where there is no
obvious substitute. As in Pattern 1, the
bongos could be swapped for any tuned
instrument - aim towards something like a

third (three semitones) spacing between the

two voices.

As you can see, most of this month's
examples have been spread across double

grid lengths. This is simply to make things

more legible, particularly for instruments like

the bass drum and hi -hat which require
some quite detailed programming. Your best

guide in terms of beats to the bar and
relative tempos are the small figures over

the main grid in each pattern. These also

make it easier to see what's going on in the

triplet -based patterns.

Next month, we'll return to specific
rhythmic styles, so stay tooned...

PATTERN No:6a TEMPO: 100-125 BPM

BEAT: 1
3

Clsd HiHat

Foot HiHat

Side Stick

Bongo High

Bongo Low

Snare Drun

Hi Ton Ton

Lo Tom Tom

Bass Drun

1111111111 11111
TIME SIG: 4/4

I PATTERN No:6b TEMPO: 108-125 BPM

BEAT: 2 3 4

Clsd HiHat 0 6a
a 3 4

0 0 0 0

Foot HiHat 4 4 4 6 4
Side Stick 4
Bongo High 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bongo Low

Snare Drun

0

Hi Ton Ton 4
Lo Ton Tom

Bass Drum
4

044$ 0$4 ', 0e

0

.4
.01 40

4

TIME SIG: 4/ BAR. 4

They won't let us tell you
about the newest products
on Stand B3 at the British
Music Fair . . .

(. . . except to say that no musician
need have problems hearing
himself play - ever again!!!)

So come to the PLASMEC stand and you
can be among the first to try this
revolutionary technology from Lone Wolf!

Plasmec Systems Ltd
Telephone: (0252) 721236
Fax: (0252) 712718

PLASMEC
Broadcast and Studio Products
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They helped to start the sampling

revolution; they've helped to launch

several musical careers; now they're

predicting an explosion of "video

sampling". Ignore Coldcut at your own

peril. Interview by Tim Goodyer.
FOR A PARTNERSHIP THAT HAS ENJOYED
so much chart success over the last two years, Coldcut

have maintained a remarkably low profile. In spite of

the exposure Yazz and, more recently, Lisa Stansfield

have received, only 1988's collaboration with Junior
Reid, 'Stop This Crazy Thing' directly carried the
Coldcut name. But it was Coldcut's production of
Yazz' The Only Way is Up' and Stansfield's 'People
Hold On' that put both artists on the map. These and
many other collaborations with artists as wide ranging

as Eric B & Rakim (whose 'Paid in Full' launched Ofra

Haza in Britain) and The Fall's Mark E Smith, firmly

establish Coldcut as one of the most (healthily)
influential forces currently operating in the dance/pop

arena.

Now, with two albums already under their belt (the

'88 compilation Out to Lunch With Ahead of Our Time

and '89's What's That Noise), Coldcut are about to

30
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release LP number three: Some Like it Cold. Again it's a

disparate collection of excellent music, featuring the
current Queen Latifah single, 'Find a Way', some strong

house cuts, like 'Bass 4 Love', and the latest chapter in

the reworkings of Ash-Ra's `E2 -E4' in 'Mi Sueno'. At a

point in their career where many bands using
"conventional" instrumental lineups face their first crisis

(the popularly termed difficult third album syndrome),
DJs Matt Black and Jonathan More, and their computer

and sampler are as resourceful and refreshing as ever.

Catching them mid -session with Youssou N'Dour and
Daniel Lanois in Studio 1 at London's Townhouse
studio complex - for their second conversation with MT

(see MT, November '88) - I put it to them that the
constantly changing lineup was one of the factors
helping to keep them young.

"There are very few people who can go on being
fresh and re -inventing themselves on a day-to-day
basis", says Black, "but I'd like to think that Jon and I

have got the strength and the background to be able to

keep changing. It is a fairly deliberate policy. We see our

place in Coldcut as being the men who do the beats,
and there's usually some other face there fronting it -

Lisa or Yazz or someone."

"I think it gives other people an opportunity, which

is a healthy thing", adds More.

"But we didn't make Lisa Stansfield", asserts Black,

"her mum and dad made her. And Ian and Andy, her

two partners, worked long and hard with much
heartbreak - first in Blue Zone, then to do 'People
Hold On' - to launch her. Now Lisa looks like being
the first major white soul artist in quite a long time,
which I'm reasonably proud of. But it wasn't that much
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to our surprise, really, because we knew she was very

talented. She deserved the success, she just needed a
little education in the laws of dance."

Dancing lessons over, isn't there a danger that a
production team turning out strings of hits fronted by
different faces could become the next Stock, Aitken &

Waterman - tilling the charts with records that all sound

the same and give little to the artist or their audience?

"I suppose on the surface it might seem that it's all
us", replies Black, "but we know differently. We don't

suffer from the profusion of material which is The Shit

Factory. Every song, each project has been lovingly
crafted, with blood, sweat and tears.

"We're not a sort of incredibly well-oiled machine

turning out identical songs. I think that saves us. We
have to have that communication with the artist,
otherwise we're not going to get something that's
worth sweating for."

More claims that the artist's input is essential, but a
difficult thing to quantify.

"We rely on the artist's input quite a lot, but not in
the way the artist might expect", Black elaborates.
"Junior might be singing along to a track with
something he thinks is really good, and then ad lib one

bit. And Jon and I will both light up and say 'can you
do that bit again', because it's struck some particular
chord."

More: "We handle a lot of the direction and stuff,
and we can be quite tough sometimes - if we don't
want something in, and it's unanimous between the two

of us we'll fight pretty hard."

Black: "I guess that's us in the traditional producer's

role. We're working on a new song with a guy called
Roots at the moment - it's one of our major projects.
He can sing and chant reggae style, which very few
people can do with any degree of skill. He came up with

this new song and it was obvious to us that the verse
was the chorus and the chorus was the verse. It was a
very simple change -around, but it took him a while to

accept that that was the way it was going to be."

ALONGSIDE THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE
technology that makes their music possible, Black and

More rely heavily on their knowledge of recorded
music. It shouldn't be a surprise as both began their
musical careers as DJs, but the extent of the Coldcut
record collection is frightening: currently something
over 10,000 records, and increasing daily.

"We feel that all music is there for us to party with",

begins Black in explanation. "I don't know if we can
make each party a national hit, but as long as we're
having a good time, that's the main thing. There are
plenty of pastures new. We're moving into reggae at the

moment, having subliminally soaked up certain tapes

that we've got - old favourite reggae tapes we've
collected over the years. Now we're trying to work out

a few ideas in that direction. Tip of the week: doing a

decent -sounding dub reggae track is almost as easy as

doing a house tune. Suddenly you're a 'scientist', which

is a great feeling."

"I don't think there are any boundaries to where you

can look", continues More, "when you hear what
you're looking for, you know it. We tend not to sample

the obvious, we leave that to somebody else to do.
Quite often we sample ourselves - we use a bit of one of

our other records. But I don't think there's any
uncharted territory in terms of records. I'm a big fan of

all sorts of music - although heavy metal really does me

up, and German slag music can be a bit heavy
sometimes."

It seems that even the classics aren't safe from the
Coldcut Akai 51000.

"'Beats + Pieces' had Vivaldi's Four Seasons on it",

reveals More. "We've messed around with some ideas

for doing other classical stuff, and there are a couple of

TV advertising themes that I quite fancy slurping. And I

like stuff like the stabs from News at Ten. All those
sorts of things we use. With Eric B and Rakim, a lot of

the stuff we used I just taped off the radio - I've no idea

really where they came from, I just snatched them."

Having the vinyl resource is one thing - cataloguing

it and using it successfully is quite another. The secret,

according to Black, is "knowing one's music", but the

sheer quantity of music can still make life hard.

More: "It's very difficult when there's such a range

of stuff to go through - what you're looking for might

be on some '60s trash LP or Led Zeppelin, whatever.
Let's face it, ploughing through heavy metal records
isn't the most enjoyable experience.

"But either something in the track will make you
think 'oh yeah, that will fit' or you preview loads of
stuff until something drops in. We tend to pull it out,
stick it on the turntable, sample it off and try it."

"It's actually quite fascinating the way one makes
those musical connections", comments Black. "It's like

finding a keyboard part really, except that keyboard
parts are better mapped out. If you were down a club
last week and you heard this old reggae tune, then you
might remember that for a tune that you're working on

at the moment."

Necessarily, the process of finding an excerpt of
music perfectly suited to some new setting involves
listening to a lot of music that wouldn't ordinarily find

its way onto your turntable.

"I do spend quite a good percentage of the time
listening to stuff I don't like", agrees More, "but
there's always something there. It's amazing where you

can get ideas from - I did some DJing recently in
Covent Garden and one of the other DJs played some
old tunes that I haven't heard for years and there were

two little bits that I thought `yeah...' and they've locked

in there now until there's something of ours to make
sense of them. It can be pretty hard work, particularly
when you're spending a lot of time on the drum
programming, keyboard programming and all the other

bits and pieces that we still like to do ourselves."

And then there's the problem of keeping track of
what you've taken from where, and who it belonged to

originally - for more reasons than just paying the
copyright due.

"Quite often we can't remember where things have

come from, because it's done in the heat of the
moment", says More. "It's all very well saying you're

going to write it all down and keep data sheets on
everything you do, but who wants to do that when
you've got a good idea going down? We do do it quite

a bit, we've got quite a lot of records, or we go back
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"There are more

possibilities in
the world of

samples and

their possible

combinations,

that there are

in the

combination of

12 notes."

and try to do it when we've finished, because it is good

to know who you've sampled. I know Norman Cook
never keeps anything - he's got a multitrack, and that's

it - that's great in a way, but it's a different attitude to

Matt and me.
"When we were doing this last LP we did an eight -

track recording with a lot of scratches on that we
wanted to transfer to 24 -track; we were recording stuff

and it was all pretty hectic, and somehow we managed

to wipe some of the SMPTE code. We managed to
repair that, so that was one nightmare over, and then
we loaded up the sample disks and they'd gone. Then
we loaded up the sequences and the hired gear trashed

the sequence disk. So we'd lost it all. But we'd kept a

library and a data file of all the samples, and I'd actually

been messing around with the song a couple of weeks
earlier and made another song from it - and saved it as

the other song with a lot of the original data in. By
using that and the library we were able to re-establish

what we had and get it recorded in two days. If we
hadn't kept that data and I hadn't kept a record of the
fact that the other song was derived from this one we'd

have been fucked. So it does pay off."

Coldcut's recent acquisition of a Syquest hard drive

for their S1000 has enabled them to pre -prepare
samples on a large scale and have them readily accessible

to the S1000. Although this hasn't replaced the
approach of searching for samples to suit specific
applications, it has raised another important question.

"I've recently started to ask myself how many
samples you actually need", Black reveals. "Certainly, of

loops there is no end, but how many kick drums do you

need? A drummer doesn't change his kit every time he

plays a different song. You can say this is a different
song, I'm going to use different drum sounds, but do

you want to say that?

"I don't think there's any value in having more
sounds than you can get your head around. KRS1 said

that for the Criminal Minded samples he went through
loads of old funk records and stuff and derived a kit and

used that for his whole LP and a lot of other
productions. It's like a drummer having a basic kit - if

you've got your basic kit you can then say 'I'm going to

put an electro clap on the snare and change the feel of

it.

"On the Youssou track we're doing at the moment
Daniel's got the bass player from his band, Darryl,
playing drums. Although every time he hits the snare

drum is very slightly different, the sound is so good that

you don't have to do what we often have to do, which

is spend a lot of time sculpting sounds together. These

already fit together because they're 'real'. Sometimes
having different sounds from different sources makes

sense because it's weird, but sometimes it doesn't make

sense because a real kit isn't like that."

"It's getting the right balance between the sampler

and the real thing", observes More.

When MT spoke to one of the instigators of the
Detroit techno movement, Kevin Saunderson (MT,
September '88), he warned that the increasing use of
samples was going to inhibit musical development.
"What's going to be the music of the future if people

keep on sampling all this stuff from the past?" he
questioned. As original pioneers of the sampling

movement, I put the question to the Coldcut duo.

"Theoretically, if you only sampled, things could get

a bit sterile" Black concedes. "But actually the amount

of recorded music that you could sample is so great that

the number of possible permutations is infinite. But that

isn't going to happen because people are still playing
their own sounds as well.

"There are more possibilities in the world of samples

and their possible combinations, than there are in the
combination of 12 notes. many of the combinations
have already been covered - jazz is all about that. It's

variations on a theme. Does that mean that the whole
of jazz is valueless and can be reduced to the original

riffs it's all derived from? Bollocks.

"Kevin's got a point, but as long as one spreads one's

net far and wide, with an intent to try any fish one
might catch, no matter how weird -looking they are, one

will make an interesting fish finger."

WHEN CONFRONTED BY THE BREADTH OF
knowledge of music possessed by More and Black, it's

easy to forget that they are also extremely capable of
handling the hi -tech equipment that makes their
activities possible. It's worth restating that Black is an

Oxford science graduate as well as having spent time as

a computer programmer with Logica. He is also
rumoured to have learned the Atari ST/C-Lab Creator

sequencing system still used by Coldcut in a single
evening. Perhaps it is because he has a better
understanding of what he thinks he can expect from
technology that Black is never short of a story in which

the gear has failed to deliver. Where other musicians
may accept the situation, both Black and More are
ready to criticise.

Using hired equipment seems to be one major source

of trouble. In the last MT interview, a hired SRC
Friendchip had given them syncing problems and a
Nomad synchroniser had wreaked havoc with their
Creator sequences. This time a hired 51000 has trashed

the contents of their hard drive.

Perhaps most worrying of all is their discovery of a
major failing in samplers in general, as Black reveals:
"We were listening to a reggae track one day and we
sampled it into the Casio FZ1, played it back and the
bass had disappeared. We thought it couldn't be right
so we A/B'd it with the record and yes, the bass had
disappeared. So we thought 'Casio, you've served us
well, but it's the end of the line. We're big boys now,
we're going to get an S1000. We got the S1000,
sampled the same record, A/B'd it and the bass had all

disappeared.

"So samplers don't really work very well with bass. I

couldn't believe it - I must be so naive even after all my

years with computers. I thought samplers were
supposed to record sound, but they don't really record

much bass."

But the news is not all bad - the TR909 has given
way to a new Roland R8 with a full complement of
sound cards and something called a Dynamic ("a cross

between a harmoniser and a sex aid") has provided
them with a lot of entertainment.

"I bought it in a shop in New York" explains More.

"It's red and looks like a cross between a microphone
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You've just got to hear it
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COLDCUT'S
EQUIPMENT LIST

INSTRUMENTS
Akai S1000 Sampler (8Meg with
45Meg Syquest Hard Disk)

Casio FZ1 Sampler

Korg MS20 Analogue Synthesiser

Roland JX8P Analogue Synthesiser

Roland MKS50 Analogue Synth
Module
Roland MC202 Microcomposer (with
MPU101 MIDI/CV interface)
Roland TB303 Bassline

Roland TR808 Drum Machine
Roland TR909 Drum Machine
Roland TR727 Drum Machine

Roland R8 Drum Machine

Studio Electronics MIDIMoog
(Customised Minimoog)

SEQUENCING
Atari 1040 Computer (Marconi RB2
Trackball)

C -Lab Creator Software

C -Lab Unitor Synchroniser

C -Lab Human Touch

RECORDING
Denon DCD1500 II CD player
GBS Spring Reverb

Fostex Model 80 8 -track

Korg Stage Echo

Maxim Delay

Nakamichi CR1E Cassette Recorder

Numark DM1775A Sampling Mixer
Seck 18:8:2 Mixing Desk
Sony DTC1000 DAT Recorder
SPL Psychoacoustic Enhancer (x2)
TC Electronic 1128 Digital Graphic
EQ (x2)
Yamaha laW202 Cassette Copier
Yamaha SPX90 Effects Processor

And lots of records

and a sax and it's for kids to make noises like spacemen

really - but you can get some of the most outrageous

sounds out of it."
Black's preoccupation with computers led him to use

computer -synthesised speech on 'Ride The Pressure',

off Some Like it Cold, in the absence of a suitable
vocalist. It has also taken him into the realms of
computer graphics.

Late last year Coldcut released a video collaboration

with a team called Hardwire. Entitled Coldcut's
Christmas Break, all the images in the sequence had
been generated using an Atari ST, Commodore Amiga,

Acorn Archimedes and Apple Macintosh instead of
more usual professional computer imaging equipment

like the Quantel Paintbox. As More steps back into the

session in Studio 1, Black explains about his venture

into computer graphics.
"I've got an Amiga 200 and quite a few toys for it - I

got that rather than a Mac so that my four grand
budget would stretch to quite a lot of software and a

frame grabber, Genlock, a black and white camera and

things like that. The Hardwire guys we've been working

with, Miles and Rob, use Mac and Archimedes, and
each of the computers has its strength.

"I see what's happening with graphics as being
totally analogous to what's happened with music.
You're as likely to come up with something wild and
imaginative sitting at home as someone sitting on a
Quantel Paintbox at £16 an hour. I've been waiting 15

years - literally - for computer graphics to get down to

this kind of level so that I can afford to get in there.
I've got a bit more money than I had a few years ago,

so I've leapt in there and got going. I know not many
kids are going to have £4000, but one reason I got the

Amiga is because it's what a lot of kids have got. A lot

of kids have Amiga 500s with memory expansions, and

a lot of those kids spend all their time doing demos and

computer graphics. It's an underground culture - I

don't think many people realise how big computers are

with kids.

"I see the whole computer graphics thing as being
analogous to the dance revolution - which is where a lot

of the effort in sampling and a lot of the technology has

gone. For various reasons dance forms a parallel to
graphics - I'm now sampling pictures off video or using

the camera from a book, or of me or my girlfriend or
whatever. I'm grabbing those things in and mashing
them together. I can take them into Deluxe Paintbox
and mess about with them - change the colours, erase

the original drawing and just leave an outline. . . That's

analogous to sampling and scratching. Then there's also

an 'acid' thing where you can just draw abstract
patterns and let them cycle, colour cycle, strobe. ..

"All the Stakker stuff (see MT, March '90) is done

on the Fairlight CVI, and people in the know tell me

that those things are what the CVI basically does. When

that sort of tech gets into the hands of kids, they're
going to start doing some pretty weird shit. It isn't
quite there yet; it's going to need another year or two

years to really, really get going, but in the next year it'll

start moving. And we're going to see more people
Setting involved in it."

Fine, so we've got the technology and the manpower

(kidpower?) to produce a video sampling revolution.

But sampled music had a ready-made market in
nightclub culture, where does Black see the outlet for

sampled video?

"Obviously there's TV and video. We're going to
release our next album on CDV - just to make a
statement, really. I don't know if that's the medium of
the future, but it stands as good a chance as any of
them at the moment. What it really needs is a new way

of projecting computer images, and we think Hardwire

have invented a way of doing it. I can't say any more

about it now, but it's a cheap, rather clever, simple way

of projecting video and computer images big. We're
working on that with them.

"Aesthetically I think audio and video go together
anyway, so it must work. I don't see why people in a
couple of years, instead of putting out house records on

their own dodgy white labels, shouldn't be putting out

a video of half-hour mad, chaos cut-up images and
some beats that they've done as well. And they can be

doing it on an Amiga or on a Mac. They're doing the
music, they're going to be doing the fucking visuals.

"Maybe I'm just a freak, but I've always been into
both things. There are so many analogies between the

way the two areas are developing, and the way you can

get in there and hack, and the way that you can sample.

You can grab a Picasso head in, draw over it and you've

made it yours! I spend whole evenings doing this sort of

shit. I just sit in front of the TV, flick through the
channels, record onto videotape and sample 50 frames

off it. Once you're playing it at seven frames -per -second

it's almost subliminal. There's no way you can say
`that's from. . Or maybe you will, who knows? The

legal aspect is pretty serious. I'm sure it's going to cause

some problems, but it's going to be the old argument.

Theft is nothing new. Picasso got his style off some
Cretan sculptor or something, know what I mean?

"Also, it's much more easy to hide your sources in

graphics than it is with samples. If you play a James
Brown sample backwards it doesn't really sound so
good any more. But if I flip a picture from side -to -side

it's just as effective. If I take a picture I've sampled in,

draw over it in loving detail and then erase the original,

what are you saying now?"

When it comes to trying to condense Coldcut's short

career into a few pages in a magazine, the task is harder

than is the case with many longer -established, more
readily recognised artists. That Coldcut's catalogue of

music is so varied and resourceful is a tribute to their
understanding of what makes good listening. And the

fact that they fit so badly into any convenient category

themselves further underlines this.

"We're crossfield" says Black, when asked to define

Coldcut. "We're our normal, schizophrenic selves. We

think we've got a license - we think everyone's got a

license - to do any kind of music they want. Everyone.

If they want to stick to one thing because it's what they

think sells, or it's all they can do, or that's all their fans

want them to do, that's fine. But we like to have a little

dibble here and a dabble there - you've got to pick a

pocket or two. We pick the lot."

"It's a triumph of the distiller's art", quotes More,
reappearing to drag Black back to work in Studio 1. As

I leave the Townhouse I can't help but feel I'm missing

out on something very good indeed.
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"OK Norman, so the sounds are great. But
what about the Image?"

Usually you wouldn't take much notice of Norman's opinions but his choice of sounds for his Korg MI is spot on. Recently an
International Musician review proclaimed that the Valhala International Gold Card was 'a killer batch of sounds' that 'knocked
the parameters off the standard library cards'. Whilst Sounds suggested 'If you have an Ml and want to see how it should be
done...buy them and weep' so Norman is not exactly sticking his neck out. So whether you own a synth or a sampler, AMG
have a range of peripherals that will allow you to enhance your creative possibilities without having to break the bank. By
supplying you directly from the manufacturer AMG is able to bring you the highest quality products at only a fraction of the
cost of what you would normally expect to pay.

Valhala International Gold ROM Cards
Korg M1 (2 Cards Available)
Korg M3R (2 Cards Available)
Korg T -Series (2 Disks Available)
Roland D50 (2 Cards Available)
Roland D5/10/110/20 (2 Cards Available)
Ensoniq VFX (1 Cartridge Available)
Yamaha SY-Series - Call for details

£45 each
£45 each
£45 each
£40 each
£40 each
£POA
£POA

Korg WaveStation & Peavey DPM-3 - Available soon
Valhala Studio Series ROM Cards - £40 each
Seven ROMs for the D50 and D5/10/110/20 in seven
categories - PCM, Digital, Analog, Top 40, Orchestral,
Effects and New Age.

Valhala Korg ROM Cards - £45 each
Four ROMs for the Mi/M1R, M3R and T -Series in four
categories - Top 40, Rock, Classic and New Age.

Valhala RAM Cards
MCR-03 for Korg M1,M3R,A3,etc. £65

M256 for Roland D70,D50,D10/20,R8,etc. L55

Yamaha & Ensoniq RAMs expected soon.

To order by Visa, Access or Amex call:

073088 3

New from MasterBits - The Climax Collection
Volume', - Vocals - 664 Samples, 60:35 mins.

Add a 'human touch' to your productions with this
superb range of vocal multisamples, different timbres,
vocal percussion samples and expressive freestyles in a
wide range of styles. Just £45 - In stock now!
Sampling Collection 500 - 528 Samples, 71:45 mins.

M1  D50  K1  K5  DX7 Mk.2  K1000  ESQ-1  PPG 2.3  FZ-1
MOOG  TR808  Alesis HR -16  Simmons SDS5  Linn 9000

Sampling Collection 600 - Over 600 Samples, 72:35 mins.

Waldorf Microwave  Ti  Proteus XR  S1000HD  K4  VFX SD
Prophet VS  Xpander  CR-78

Sampling Collection 800 - 830 Samples, 73:54 mins.

VFX  E2  PX1000 Plus  HX1000  Roland R8  Matrix 1000
VZ-1  MKS -70  FZ1OM  M1R

CD's are £29 Each or £75 for all Three
For details on our full range of peripherals

ask for a FREE copy of our catalogue
i

3Ctras
Please send cheques/PO's made out to AMG to our address at the foot of the page. AU prices
quoted are fully inclusive of VAT at 15% and delivery. All orders are sent out 1st Class recopied
delivery and are usually completed within a week. However please allow up to 28 days for
delivery. If any products are out of stock we will not debit your credit card until they are
despatched to you. All trade names are the property of their respective hoklers.

For Synths & Samplers Call ARC on 073088 300

Available Exclusively from Official UK Distributor
Hurst Farm Barns - Hurst Lane - Privett - Nr. Alton - Hants GU34 3PL FAX - 073088 390



soft lure
Welcome once again to Music Technology's software service, a facility
designed to maximise the use of both MT and your Atari. Here you'll find

demonstration versions of some of the software you've read about and may

be considering buying. You will also find two virus killing programs (Vkiller for

general use, Penicillin for cleaning out disk boot sectors) and a number of

fully -working utilities (like Hollis Research's D50 librarian and Quinsoft's
MIDI rechanneliser) which are COMPLETELY FREE. Please make use of the

virus -killing programs, as viruses are an ongoing problem which continues to

threaten your work and your equipment. Vkiller is quick and easy to use and

may save you a lot of time, trouble and money.

The disks have been arranged to make best use of the available storage

space, so the combinations of programs on any disk are a result of this

attempt to make the service as friendly and cheap as possible, not for any

other reason. Please note that not all the programs will be accessible to the

520ST due to the nature of its disk drive, but the disks will run on all other

STs. If you're using a 520ST we will supply each "Disk" on two single -sided

disks, thus ensuring all programs are accessible to you.

DISK 1

Vkiller, TDM Prodigy, Mididrummer.

The original virus killing program by George Woodside (written in May '89

and able to cope with almost all viruses currently in circulation). Also
includes demos of TDM Prodigy (reviewed MT, April '89) and Mididrummer

(reviewed MT, June '89) with only save routines disabled.

DISK 2

Flu, Hybrid Arts Ludwig.

Flu (written by George Woodside) is a simple program which demonstrates

some of the less -harmful screen symptoms of viruses currently circulating.

Ludwig (reviewed MT, April '89) is Hybrid Arts' powerful algorithmic
composition program.

r
Please send me the following disks for which I enclose a cheque/postal I

order for £

e

Disks required

520ST format (please add £1.50 per disk)

Postcode

Send to MT Software, Music Technology, Alexander House, Forehill,

Name

Address

Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF. Please allow 28 days for delivery.

DISK 3

Gajits Sequencer One, Keynote Chameleon, Dr T's Proteus Editor.

All recent software: Sequencer One (reviewed MT, March '90) is a
comprehensive entry-level sequencer, Chameleon (reviewed MT, Dec '89) is

a new -style generic patch librarian that will run as a desktop accessory and

Proteus Editor (reviewed MT, March '89) is Dr T's editor for E-mu's popular

sample reader.

DISK 4

Intelligent Music Realtime, Dr T's X -Or.

IM's Realtime (reviewed MT, April '89) is an "artificially intelligent"
sequencing program which is designed to encourage the gentle art of

experimentation; X -Or (reviewed MT, November '89) is Dr T's powerful

generic patch editor.

DISK 5

Hybrid Arts EZ Track Plus, Quinsoft Trax studio accessories.

EZ Track Plus (reviewed MT, Dec '88) is a budget sequencer which retains

the feel of Hybrid's upmarket Edit and SMPTE Track packages; Trax is a new

nest of studio management programs: track sheet, cuesheet, cassette

labelling, address book (including industry contacts), invoicing forms...

DISK 6

Hollis Trackman, Quinsoft FB01 & 4 -Op FM librarians.

Trackman (reviewed MT, March & Dec '89) is Hollis Research's friendly,

cost-effective 32 -track sequencer (demo includes fully -working D50 librarian

and 500 6 -Op FM patches). Quinsoft's Price is Right librarians for Yamaha

FB01 and 4 -Op FM synths (reviewed MT, Feb & March '90 respectively)

includes fully -working MIDI channel and controller accessory.

DISK 7

Penicillin, Passport Mastertracks Junior.

Penicillin is a virus killing utility written by George Woodside - it specialises

in cleaning the boot sector of infected disks - use with care! Mastertracks

Junior (reviewed MT, June '88) is a 64 -track budget sequencer which retains

many Pro features.

Disks cost £5 each (please add a further £1.50 if you want software
supplied on two single -sided disks).

NB:' This is the library available at the time of writing. More disks will be

added to the list as soon as they are ready - keep an eye open for free synth

sounds soon to come. This service is to help you try out software before you

buy - we will continue to run it as long as you support it. This is not a profit -

making venture on behalf of MT.
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FANTASTIC NEW SYNTHS IN STOCK
ROLAND D70
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KORG WAVESTATION
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ROLAND Super LA Synthesiser

Roland's

replacement for the

D50 as flagship

of the fleet has been

a long time coming.

Emerging from

port into stormy
seas, is it going to

sink without trace?

Review by

Simon Trask.

D70

ANUFACTURERS SEEM TO take

it in turns to have their moment

of glory - that wonderful
moment when they produce
one synth which stands out

from the rest. Think of Sequential with the Prophet
5, Yamaha with the DX7, Roland with the D50, Korg

with the Ml... all instruments which set a standard
for their time and achieved a degree of success
which was the envy of other manufacturers.

So, is 1990 shaping up to be the year in which one

manufacturer will take the lead over all the others?

On the evidence so far, it seems unlikely - everyone

seems to be attempting to trick a new variation out of

the same level of technology. But it takes more than

a technological edge to create a great leap forward: a

conceptual edge is just as important, if not more so,

in deciding who the winner will be. For example, it

was the Americans who invented the transistor but

the Japanese who saw what could be done with it -

and look where they are now.

In a sense, technology is just so much worthless

junk until someone comes up with a concept that will

give it life. Looked at another way, technology is a
time bomb waiting to be exploded by the ingenuity of

the human mind.

But there is a third component in the equation:
cost. New technology has to meet not only right
concept but also right cost - a cost which can be
absorbed, ultimately, by the market for which the
application of that technology is being produced. Here

the equation runs into a tricky variable or two,
because, even if the cost is right in absolute terms,

what the market will absorb depends on what else is

available to it - not to mention how sponge -like you

and I are feeling at the time.

At the moment the £1500-2000 price bracket isn't

exactly sparsely populated when it comes to synths.

There's Yamaha's SY77, Peavey's DPM3, Ensoniq's

VFX SD, Korg's Wavestation. . . With the exception of

the Wavestation (which is the cheapest of the lot,
anyway), all these synths could be said to fall into the

workstation category, with the requisite onboard
sequencer and 3.5" disk drive combining with a mix

of sampling and synthesis, multitimbrality, a drumkit

section and digital effects processing.
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And now along come Roland with the D70, a synth

without workstation pretensions (in other words, no

onboard sequencer and disk drive) but with the other

elements I've just mentioned. Initial impressions of

the D70 have suggested that Roland are merely
catching up with what the other manufacturers have

been doing. There again, with a multitimbral
implementation which runs to five Synth Parts and

one Rhythm Part, and a distinctly modest collection

of digital effects in comparison to the competition
(what's more, one which if anything appears to offer

less than the D50), are Roland really catching up at

all? Or are they, perhaps, not so much trying to catch

up as heading off in another direction which might

turn out to be more rewarding?

THE BEGINNING
FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE always important but not

always right. Unfortunately, spending a bit of time

with an instrument can't always give you a proper
perspective on it - some things just need to develop

gradually. I must say that the D70 did not make a
good impression on me when I first got hold of it for
review, but after spending more time with it and
developing a much more favourable attitude towards

it, I wonder why that was the case. Perhaps it was

because the factory sounds give the impression that

the D70 is catching up with the times rather than
setting new directions, while hopes of user -
friendliness raised by the D70's sizeable backlit LCD

and its four front -panel edit sliders and buttons are

seemingly dashed by screen layouts which confuse

rather than clarify, and by sliders which take on more

functions than Heinz have varieties.

In truth, the D70 includes a new development
which allows you to step outside the familiar sonic

boundaries of LA synthesis into all manner of
weirdness. As far as the screen layouts are
concerned, familiarity breeds clarity, and as far as the

sliders are concerned you end up making their
assignability work in your favour.

The D7O's 76 -note keyboard will, no doubt, prove

to be a more immediate attraction for keyboard
players who value a bit of extra reach over the usual

61 notes (in fact, eight notes below and seven above

the usual C -C range). It's sensitive to attack and
release velocity and channel aftertouch, and has a

synth rather than a piano action. It does, however,
avoid being too lightweight though having just a bit of

resistance in the key depression, while a slightly
bouncy release makes it a little disconcerting to play

at first. It's not the sort of keyboard you feel you can

dig into, but then how many synth keyboards are?

OVERVIEW
THE SONIC BASIS of the D70 is provided by 114

Original Tones - a mixture of PCM single and multi -

sampled PCM-encoded sounds, short PCM loops and

waveforms - which are held internally in ROM. These

are divided into three categories: Acoustic (42),
Synthesiser (44) and Percussion (28). Internal
Original Tones can be augmented by further samples

off new PCM ROM cards developed especially for the

D70 and existing SN-U110 series cards, which can be

plugged into two ROM card slots on the rear panel of

the D70.

An Internal or Card Original Tone is used as the

sound source for a Tone, which is the oscillator -filter -

amplifier configuration we all know and love. There
are 128 of these in internal memory, with a further

128 accessible off RAM card.

The next organisational layer is the Patch, which

contains within it a Tone Palette, or collection of
four Tones, plus parameters which apply to the
Patch as a whole. The Tone Palette not only allows

you to select four Tones, it also lets you make
adjustments to selected Tone parameters in the
form of ± adjustments to the values programmed
into the Tone. What this gives you in practice is a
simplified form of sound programming at the Patch

level - a neat idea.

A Patch is the unit of sound which you play on the

keyboard; there are 128 of these internally and a
further 128 on card. The four Tones which make up a

Patch are labelled Lower 1 & 2 and Upper 1 & 2,
referring to which side of the programmable keyboard

splitpoint they fall on when you select Split mode for

a Patch. Alternatively you can select Layer mode (all

four Tones are layered across the keyboard) or Zone

mode (each Tone can be given its own independent

note range). It's also possible to define how (or if)
velocity will affect the balance of each pair of Tones:

you can switch or mix between the Tones, with the
switch or mix point determined by a threshold
sensitivity parameter. Additionally, you can set Key

Assign for each pair to poly or mono, and if mono you

have the option of specifying legato and using
portamento.

At the point I should mention that the D70 is 30 -

voice polyphonic, which gives you seven notes to play

with if you're layering four Tones.

Alongside the Tones and Patches is the Rhythm

Setup, a drumkit-style assignment of Original Tones

across the keyboard. In stark contrast to the
profusion of drumkit memories on Ensoniq's SQ1, the

D70 has only one internal and one card Rhythm
Setup. A Setup can draw on any Original Tones, not

just the Percussion ones - and equally a Tone can
draw on Percussion as well as Acoustic and
Synthesiser Original Tones.

As mentioned in the introduction, the D70 has five

Synth Parts (or Synthe Parts as Roland call them)

and one Rhythm Part. Each Synthe Part can be
assigned one Patch, while the Rhythm Part is
assignbd a Rhythm Setup. The means of organising

these Parts is the Performance, of which there are

64 held internally and a further 64 on card. Each
Performance allows you to program a different
multitimbral configuration of Patches plus Rhythm

Setup, along with MIDI receive settings for each Part

and settings for the D70's effects processor and
MIDI Palette. This Palette is akin to the Tone Palette

in that it allows you to make MIDI Out settings for
each of the four Tones within a Patch, only instead of

being programmed for each Patch it applies to
whatever Patch is assigned to the keyboard within the

1.

"The D70

includes a new

development

which allows

you to step

outside the

familiar sonic

boundaries of

LA synthesis

into all manner

of weirdness."
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"Resonance is a

valuable

resource for

creative

programming,

and its

inclusion on the.,

D70 scores

Roland a

significant

number of

brownie

points.

current Performance. Using the MIDI Palette you can

have each Tone transmitting on a different MIDI
channel, within its own MIDI note range and with its

own MIDI transposition (±24 semitones). Additionally,

you can use the MIDI Palette to transmit a MIDI
volume command and MIDI patch change per Tone

when a Performance is selected. A quick way to have

one set of MIDI Palette parameter values apply to all

Performances is to set the System parameter MIDI

Link to off - this tells the D70 not to call up new MIDI

Palette values when a new Performance is selected.

Incidentally, while patch changes received on each

Part's MIDI channel can be used to select new
Patches within individual Parts, you can also set
aside a particular MIDI channel as a Control channel

for selecting Performances.

In addition to being able to select Performances

from the D70's front panel using the Bank and
Number buttons, the synth provides what Roland call

User Sets. There are ten of these in internal memory

and a further ten on card. Each User Set allows you

to assign any five Performances to the five function

buttons located below the LCD window, with their
names being displayed in the window above each

button. The idea, of course, is that you can group

related Performances into a User Set for easy
selection. The D70 powers up at this level, though if

you press the front -panel Performance button you can

select Performances from the eight Bank and eight

Number buttons. Similarly, if you press the Patch
button you can use the Bank and Number buttons to

call up Patches, with the A/B button allowing you to

switch between the two groups of 64 internal
Patches.

In practice the D70 is in Performance mode all the

time. While a multitimbral sequence is playing on the

synth, from the front panel you can edit the Tone
Palette parameters and Tone parameters of the Patch

selected for whichever Part is currently assigned to

the keyboard - all without disturbing sequence
playback in any way. What's more, writing Patches
and Tones to memory doesn't interrupt sequence
playback either - even if the Patch or Tone you're
writing is playing as you write.

Unfortunately, the D70's copybook isn't entirely
blot -free in this area. When you select a new Patch,

call a new Tone onto the Tone Palette or select a
new Original Tone within a Tone, notes in all the
Parts (including the keyboard - currently -selected

Part) which are active at the moment of selection
are cut dead. The effect of this can range from a
glitch if the notes are short to a dropout if the notes

are long. Selecting Edit mode from Play mode has

the same effect. So if you're playing out live with
the D70 and using a combination of sequenced
backing and a live keyboard part, you can't select

new Patches from the keyboard while a sequence is

playing. You also need to be careful in changing
from one Performance to another, whether from the

front panel or via MIDI, because active notes can't

overlap a Performance change, nor is the
changeover instantaneous.

You'll perhaps gather from this unfortunate state

of affairs that the D70 doesn't have the ability to

overlap sounds when you change Patches (something

which American synths from the likes of Ensoniq have

been able to do for years, and which Korg and
Yamaha have started doing with the Wavestation and

the SY22).

MIDI patch changes are transmitted for each Tone

within the MIDI Palette when a new Performance is

selected (and if MIDI Link is enabled) and when you

select a new Patch. But you can also transmit a MIDI

patch change from the synth at any time, on the MIDI

transmit channel of any one of the four Tones, by
means of a process which seems a bit tortuous at

first but which becomes quite quick with practice. For

some reason, though, you're not able to transmit
MIDI patch changes in this way when the D70 is set

to local off mode.

IMMEDIACY
FOR BETTER OR worse, musicians associate Yamaha

with convoluted digital parameter access while
recalling that Roland once made accessible, friendly

synths with knobs and sliders on them. Roland aren't

the only surviving manufacturer from the old analogue

days to have done this once, but the undying
popularity of their early analogue monosynths and

polysynths means that the focus tends to be on them

whenever the subject of user -friendliness comes up.

With the D70 they're clearly trying to make sound

programming easier and more interactive than it has

been for a while, through a combination of buttons,

sliders and assignability. To the left of the LCD are

four sliders and four on/off buttons. The buttons
control Tone on/off for the four Tones of the current

Patch in both Play and Edit modes, with a pinpoint
LED on each button giving you clear indication of
which Tones are on and which are off.

In Play mode the four sliders, which control the
four Tones, can be assigned any one of nine
parameters: Level, Pan, Tuning, Cutoff, Resonance,

Attack, Release, Solo and Portamento. These
assignments can be instantly changed using the
buttons to the left of the sliders, with pinpoint LEDs

giving ready indication of the currently -selected
parameter. So one moment you can be balancing the

levels of the four Tones, then in an instant you can be

editing their filter cutoff points, and in another instant

you can be editing their resonance amounts. This is

what you could call a positive development.

Once you enter Edit mode, you can assign the
sliders to edit four parameters within each screen
display at the Patch and Tone levels. (Re)assigning a

slider is so easy and fast (select the relevant
parameter using the cursor buttons, then hold down

the slider's Tone button and press User) that you can

make frequent changes without feeling that it's a
chore to do so.

What's a bit more of a pain is the method Roland

have used to indicate the four selected parameters

within each screen display: one dot for slider one,
two vertical dots for slider two, three for slider three

and four for slider four. It can be difficult enough
picking out the four selected parameters in the LCD,

let alone deciding which is two and which is three,*
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MONKEY BIZ MUSIC
The Serious Music Shops!

"For the BEST DEAL on your high tech.
Get the low down and the right spec.
From reggae to rock and jazz to funky

DO YOUR BUSINESS WITH THE MONKEY!"
KEYBOARDS
New Roland D70 Synth. £1,799
Roland D50 Synth f 999
Roland D20 Synth £1,125
Roland D10 Synth £ 699
Roland 05 Synth £ 599
Roland W30 Sampler Keyboard £1,599
Roland U20 Sample Player . .. f 999
Roland E5 Keyboard £ 799
Roland KR33 Piano & Stand £ 799
Roland RD250S Piano £1,199
Roland RD300S Piano £1,299
Roland RD1000 Piano & Stand £2,599
Roland A50 Mother Keyboard £1,395
Roland A80 Mother Keyboard £1,599
New Roland PC200 Keyboard £ 169
New Roland E30 Keyboard £1,199
RhodM 760 Sample Keyboard £1,199
Rnodes 660 Sample Keyboard f 999
Rhodes MK60 Piano & Stand f 999
Rhodes MK80 Piano & Stand 61,799
Korg M1 Synthesizer.... £1,299
Korg T1 Synthesizer
Korg T2 Synthesizer £2,999
Korg T3 Synthesizer £2,399
New Korg Wavestation £1,575
Rohner E7 Clavinet S/1-1 £249
Ensoniq VFX Synthesizer £1,349
Ensoniq EPS-1 Sampler £1,349
Ensoniq VFX SD Synth. £1,895
Akai MX76 £1,299
Akai S1000 Keyboard Sampler.. £3,399
Kawai K1 -1I Synthesizer f 695
Kawai K4 Synthesizer £ 895
S/H Roland Juno 6 Synth £ 225
S/H Yamaha DX21 Svnth. f 299
S/H Kawai K1 Synth £425
S/H Crumar Trilogy Synth f 145
SA -I Korg Poly 800 I £ 225
S/H Ensoniq ESQ1 Synth £ 499
S/H Hohner Pianet f 99
S/H Casio 202 Keyboard .. f 99
S/H Roland E20 Keyboard £ 795
New Peavey DPM-3 Synth £1,899
S/H EMU Emax Sampler £1,199

EXPANDERS
Roland D110 Synthesizer f 599
Roland U220 Sample Player . f 649
Roland 5330 Sampler £1,399
Roland 5770 Sampler £4,999
Roland MKS 100 Sampler SIN .... £375

S/H Roland U110 £ 499
Amazing New Roland MV30.. £Phone
Roland CM32L Synth. f 369
Roland CM32P Samples £ 445
Korg M1R Synthesizer £ 999
Korg M3R Synthesizer £ 849
Kawai K4 RM Synthesizer f 695
Elka EM44 Synthesizer, S/H f 295
Akai 5950 Sampler £1,299
Akai S1000 Play Back £1,799
Akai 51000 Sampler £2,799
Akai S1000 Hard Disk £3,699
Akai 51500 Coming Soon!
EMU Proteus f 899
EMU Proteus OR £1,299

SEQUENCERS
Roland MC300 £ 69
Roland MC500 II... f 89
New Roland MC50 £Phon
S/H Roland MSQ700 f 19
Alesis MMTB £ 24
Akai ASQ10 £ 99
New Korg S3 £ 89

DRUM MACHINES
Roland TR505 £ 199
Roland PAD80 £ 499
Roland 85 £ 399
Roland PAD5 £ 159
Roland REI
New Roland SPD8

f 64
f 3999

Alesis HR16 f 34
Alesis HR168 f 39
Akai XE8 Module f 29
Akai MPC60 £2,299
Akai XR10 £ 369
S/H Korg ODD -1 & Cards f 299
S/H Roland TR505 f 169
S/H Kawai R100 f 325
S/H Alesis HR16 f 299
S/H Yamaha RX5 f 399
S/H Roland TR727 f 225
New Boss DR550 f 199
COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE
Atari 1040 ST -E Computer f 475
Atari 520 STFM Computer f 399
Atari High Res. Mono Monitor.f 99
Atari 14" Colour Monitor £ 287
C -Lab Creator £ 299
C -Lab Combiner f 165
C -tab Unitor f 349
C -Lab Notator f 499
C -Lab Export f 114
C -Lab Human Touch f 149
Steinberg Cubase f 550
Steinberg Avalon f 325
Steinberg Pro 24 f 150
Steinberg Pro 12 £ 75
Steinberg Kawai K1 Editor f 125
Steinberg DX1TX Editor f 165
Steinberg D50 Editor £ 165
Steinberg M1/M3 Editor f 165
Steinberg D110 Editor f 125
Steinberg Masterscore f 325
Steinberg Key Expander f
Steinberg Sync. Pack 4:0
Steinberg Time Lock f 325
New Steinberg Cubeat f 299
Digidesign Sampler Editor f 149
Roland Super MRC f 155
Roland MRP Performance f 96
Roland MRB Bulk Dump/Load.f 96
Roland MRD Rhythm Data f 96
Midiman Synth. Editor f 49
Mid Drummer £ 49

KEYBOARD AMPLIFICATION ACCESSORIES
0 Peavey KB300 Combo £465
5 Peavey KB100 Combo £299
e Peavey KB60 Combo £249
9 Peavey ES5OK Combo £199

Peavey KB15 Combo f 89
9 TOA KD1 Combo f 49
9 TOA KD2 Combo £395
9 TOA KD3 Combo £545

Carlsbro K150 Combo £499
Carlsbro Cobra 100K Combo £325
Carlsbro Colt 65K Combo £225
Carlsbro Scorpion K Combo £159
Frontline 8/2 Rack Mixer, MTR SPA 200
Rack Amp, Pair of TOA SL150 15"
& Hom Cabs Complete 200W
Stereo System £699
Carlsbro PMX 8/2, 300W Stereo Mixer

9 Amp. Built -In Digital Delay & Graphic
9 with Pair of Peavey ES15" & Horn
9 Cabs £999

MASSIVE SELECTION OF KEYBOARD
RIGS ALWAYS AVAILABLE
WITH SECONDHAND STOCK
CHANGING DAILY!
PHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

SOUND PROCESSORS
Alesis Quadraverb £439
Alesis Midi Verb III £299
Alesis Micro Verb II £165
Alesis Micro Enhancer 6135
Alesis Micro Gate £135
Alesis Micro Limiter £ 35
Alesis Micro EQ £135
Alesis MEQ-230 Graphic £199
Alesis Data Disk £299
Soundtech ST300 Crossover .. £225
Soundtech ST200 Compressor £199
Soundtech ST15 Equaliser £199
Boss BE5E Guitar Board
Boss BE5B Bass Board
Boss ME5 Guitar Board
Boss GL100 Pre -Amp
Boss GE131 Graphic
Boss Micro Pith Shifter
Boss Micro Phaser
Boss Micro Chows
Boss Micro Flanger
Boss DEP3 Delay, S/H
Boss GE215A E.Q.
Boss RV1000 Reverb
Boss RE1000 Multi Echo
New Zoom 9002
New Zoom 9001
Yamaha GQ1031 B Graphic
Roland SEQ331 Graphic
Vestafire Driving Enhancer
S/H Rockman Sustainor
WEM Digital Copicat
Akai PEQ6 Prog EQ
Akai ME35-T Drum to Midi .
Audio Logic Digital Delay
Korg SOD1200
Peavey Univerb II S/H
Peavey Addverb
3G Stereo Graphic
Art Multiverb II

£225
£225
£449
£249
£225
£175
f 99
£149
£115
£295
£239
£199
£229
£349

£1299

Single OIL Key Stand f 29
Double Q/L Key Stand f 55
Triple Q/L Key Stand f 79
GP. Keyboard Cases f 49
S/F Keyboard Cases f 75
Roland PG1000 Programmer £199
Roland Sampler Libraries f 95
Roland R8 Library Cards £ 45
Roland U -Series Library Cards £ 45
Roland D -Series Library Cards £ 56
Roland RC3 Midi Remote f 99
Roland D -Series ROM Cards f 85
Roland M16C Cartridge f 50
Korgo4CMS30 Midi Synch £ 99
Korg M1 PCM & Prog Cards f 99
Korg M1 Programme Cards f 39
Korg A3 Effects Cards £ 55
Korg M1 RAM Cards f 89
Korg Samples CD f 27
Korg Samples Cassette f 9
Korg PS2 F/Switches f 29
Kong Dual Exp. Pedal f 45
MA Artists 25'6 RAM £ 69
Rees V3 Midi Thru f 12
Rem 25 Midi Selector £ 12
Rem 3B Midi Selector f 25

ThRees V10 Midi ru f 35
Rem 95 Midi Selector £ 35
Rees 2M Midi Merge f 79
Rees 5 x 5 Midi Switch f 89
Rem X5X Midi Switch £ 79
Rees MCV Midi to CV £169
Boss TM3 H/Phone Amp f 49
Seiko DM10 Dig Metronomef 15
Seiko DM20 Dig Metronomef 20
Casio RA -1 Clearance, f 5
Casio RA -5 Clearance, f 5
Ensoniq SQX-1 Cartridge f 25
Korg Chord Computer f 15
Ensoniq EPS 4X -Memory £449
Hotlicks Synth.
Workshop Cassette
Hotlicks Keyboard Cassette
Box of 10 2.8 Disks
Box of 10 3.5 Disks

.£145 r
£199
£195
£199
£245
£299
£259
£195
£299
£175
£399
£249
£349 law -

f 5
£ 5

f 29
f 15

SECONDHAND SPECIAUSTS
MASSIVE SELECTION OF
SECONDHAND MUSICAL

EQUIPMENT WITH STOCKS
CHANGING DAILY.

PLEASE PHONE FOR UP TO DATE
DETAILS AND SAVE f f

'CASH PAID
FOR YOUR OLD GEAR!'

),fl(utv4e1

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Minimum 12 months warranty
on new & 6 months on s/hand goods with service dept. on the premises.

081 304 5331/5332
278 BROADWAY,
BEXLEYHEATH,
KENT DA6 BEE.

0708 754548/725919
66 VICTORIA ROAD,

ROMFORD,
ESSEX RM1 2LA.

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH ON CREDIT CARDS

Coconut Groove
Studio Supplies

To specifically cater for those who wish to
record their music, we have established a
totally separate division of Monkey Biz.
Located in purpose built air conditioned
studio showrooms, COCONUT GROOVE
offers unbeatable deals on all recording
studio equipment

4 88 TRACK CASSETTE SYSTEMS

Fostez X26, 2 Channel Mixer,
Track Bouncing Dolby £ 299
Fostez 280, Excellent New
High Speed Recording Mixer f 599
Tascam Porta 05, Now High Speed, DBX f 349
Tascam Porta 1 Mini Studio, Inc. P.S.U.£ 475
Tascam Porta 2 High Speed Mini Studio f 599
Tascam 644, New 4 Track Midi Studio f 999
Tascam 688, New 8 Track Midi Studio £2,149
Tascam 238, 8 Track Syncassette £1,299
Akai MG614, 5 Track Recorder & Mixer f 999
TOA MR8T, 8 Track High Speed Cassette f 799

EXAMPLES OF RECORDING PACKAGES:-

PACKAGE 1 PACKAGE 2
TOA MRBT, BTRACK FOSTEX R8
8:8:2 MIXER SECK 12-8-2
JBL CONTROL 1
MONITORS

JBL CONTROL 1
MONITORS

DENON AMP O
ALL LEADS

DALLENLE AN AMP

£1,399 £2,499
PACKAGE 3
TASCAM TSRB
SECK 12-8-2
JBL CONTROL 1
MONITORS
DENON AMP
ALL LEADS

£3,199

PACKAGE S
FOSTEX R8
FOSTEX 12-8-2
18L CONTROL 1
MONITORS
DENON AMP
ALL LEADS

PACKAGE 4
FOSTEX E16
RSD MIXDOWN
16.8.16.2
JBL CONTROL 5
MONITORS
DENON AMP
DENON 2 TRACK
ALL LEADS

£5,859
PACKAGE 6
FOSTEX Et 6
RSD 16.16.211
1BL CONTROL 5
MONITORS
DENON AMP
ALL LEADS

£2,660 £7,275
Complete price list of recorders. mixers,

amps, processors, monitors, mics,
phones etc. in this months H.S.R.

Cal Terry Hope (Manager) for free, friendly

help and advice

Tel: 0708 - 733306

0702 332743
351 LONDON ROAD,
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA,

ESSEX SSO 7HT.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT P/X WELCOME

Monkey
Biz
Mail
Order

Please send me the following goods/leaflets:

cheque/PO enclosed or card no.

name

Tel. No.

address

N
Do your
business
with the
monkey!,



or which is three and which is four. Still, once you choice of routings, while the sustain pedal input is

start to figure out your own preferred assignments, only routed to sustain but can control (yes,
things start to fall into place - and the benefits are guessed) Upper, Lower or Both.

worthwhile. Take the Tone Palette: you could be
editing the currently -selected Tone's filter cutoff on

slider one, resonance on slider two, envelope attack

on slider three and envelope release on slider four.

Something you have to get used to when using the

sliders is that parameter values have absolute slider

positions, and when a parameter and its value are

called onto a slider you have to run the slider across

the relevant position before you can use it to edit the

parameter. This can be a !tie disconcerting at first,

not to mention annoying, though to be fair it's hard to

see hqw else you combine programmable parameters

with sliders and don't get jumps in value as soon as

you move the slider.

The Tone Palette is itself a user-friendly feature. In

addition to the parameters I've just mentioned, you

can make ± adjustments to the programmed values

for level, key shift, fine tune, output assign, pan and

Zone (key range). These adjustments, which are
stored as part of the Patch, don't alter the parameter

values stored as part of the Tone. This means that
you can start editing not from the Original Tone but

from a complete synthesised sound - a much quicker

process - and create different versions of the same

Tone. You just have to bear in mind that making
changes to a Tok will affect all the Patches which
use various versions of that Tone via Tone Palette

edits.

Other user-friendly features include the Exit button,

which steps you back up through the levels to the
User Sets; the Function buttons, which allow for quick

selection of related screen displays; the familiar
Jump function, which allows you to assign five
displays to the Function buttons and then Jump to

them vea the User and Function buttons; and the Tone

Display, MIDI Out, Effect/Control and Part buttons to

the left of the LCD which provide immediate access

at the Play level to those aspects of the D70.

A modest array of performance controllers can be

found to the left of the keyboard. The familiar
bend/mod lever gives you greater flexibility than you

might expect, with two parameters controllable for
each axis (for example, pitchbend + TVF cutoff point

on the "x" axis, TVA level + LFO TVF on the "y" axis)

and each parameter separately routable to Upper,
Lower or Both. The volume slider is joined by two
more sliders: a dedicated brightness controller (gold

star time, Roland) and a controller which can be
programmed to control two parameters from the
same TVF, TVA and LFO selection as the pitch/mod

lever, with the addition of portamento time - and
similarly route each one to Upper, Lower or Both.
The expression pedal input on the D70's rear panel

automatically adopts the same parameter(s) and
associated settings as the slider, functioning as an

alternative controller for when you don't have a hand

free. The slider/pedal is particularly useful for
controlling the filter cutoff point, allowing you to
make rapid adjustments tb the character of a Patch.

Finally, aftertouch can be used to control two
parameters from the same selection, with the same

TONE PARAMETERS

you

A D70 TONE consists of a Wave Generator, a Time

Variant Filter and a Time Variant Amplifier - each of

which has its own five -stage Envelope Generator -

together with a single LFO which is common to all

three stages, but which has separately -definable
modulation amounts for each stage. Now, there's
nothing which is particularly original about this,
though as far as LA synthesis is concerned it's worth

noting that the old distinction between sampled and

synthesised sounds (whereby a sampled sound
couldn't be filtered) is not part of the D7O's world, a

positive step forward. At the same time the D70 does

lose two LFOs compared to its flagship predecessor,

the D50.

The D70 offers a choice of low-pass, band-pass

and high-pass filtering, with resonance included along

with cutoff point, filter envelope and various
associated parameters such as envelope depth, key

follow, Time velocity and Time release velocity.
Resonance is not something which every
manufacturer is offering, yet to my mind it's a
valuable resource for creative programming, and its

inclusion on the D70 scores Roland a significant
number of brownie points. The D7O's filtering is
essentially the same as that on Roland's S770
sampler, and is probably the best digital filtering
available at the moment.

The TVA offers essentially the same parameters

applied to amplitude, while the LFO offers a choice of

triangle, sine, square, sawtooth and random
waveforms togetheir with rate, delay, rise time, offset

and mod depth parameters.

There's good news for anyone interested in
expanding the range of drum and percussion sounds

beyond the samples supplied by Roland. As well as

being able to incorporate any instrumental Original

Tones into the D7O's Rhythm Setup, tune Rhythm
Tones over a two -octave range and give them a
simple pitch envelope (attack time and depth), you
can route each Rhythm Tone through its own TVF and

TVA. The TVF its particularly effective for creating new

drum and percussion sounds out of existing ones -
again, judicious application of resonance can lead to

some interesting results. Other Rhythm Setup
parameters include Mute (which allows one Rhythm

Tone to be muted by another), Pan (one of 15
positions) and Output Assign (Reverb, Chorus, Dry or

Direct). Incidentally, Tone pan and output assignment

settings are programmed at the Tone Palette level, so

they're indeperldent of the Tone itself.

The 28 samplOs in the Percussion category of the

D7O's Original Tones provide four kicks, five snares,

two toms, hi -hat, china and crash cymbals, ride bell,

side stick, sticks, cabasa, claps, cowbell, elec tom,

click, agogo, orch hit and several TR808 sounds
(snare, hi -hat, tom and claves). Having finally
cottoned on to the fact that people want 808
samples, Roland are now throwing in various>
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25 MIDDLELEAZE DRIVE, MIDDLELEAZE,
SWINDON, SN5 9GI ENGLAND.

Telephone : (0793) 882108

MIDI SEQUENCES
From "Hands Oa" Music Software f 19.95 per set

All the sequences listed below are supplied in Steinberg
l'r°24,11(base format and StandarlMID!File formal
theiefore compatible nub C -Lab CreatortArotatoi; Virtuoso
and any other sequencer supponing Staim'airl MIDI tiles
A//arrangements can be easily altered to suit your setup,
howevei: they are supplied ready to go with either., Roland
DHO or a CM:4' (132/1.11.10). Please ask for details
0 BIG BAND STANDARDS
American Patrol. In the Mood and Begin the Beguine.
a JUPITER from THE PLANETS SUITE - Hoist
0 NEW WORLD SYMPHONY (1st Movement) - Dvorak
 TOCCATA AND FUGUE - Bach
o TV/FILM THEMES - Choose any 3 for £ 19.95
Dallas, Moonlighting, Howard's Way, Ghostbustets, Star
Wars, Superman (Main Title), Beverley Hills Cop, Cagney &
Lacey and Hill Street Blues.
a CHART HITS - Choose any 5 for £ 19.95
Garden Party, Jump for my Love, Lady in Red, Never Can
Say Goodbye, The Power of Love, True, Where Do Broken
Hearts Go; 1 Should Be So Lucky, Never Too Late, 1-2-3,
Sixties Medley No. 1, Sixties Medley No. 2, Groovy Kind of
Love, Dancing in the Street, Under the Boardwalk, Running
in the Family, Never Gonna Give You Up, Keep Me
Hanging On, Easier Said Than Done, Around the World,
Thriller, Bad. All Night Long, Miss You Like Crazyk, Love
Will Save the Day, Only Way is Up, It's Not Unusual, Hello,
Steppin' Out, Whiter Shade of Pale, Oops Upside Your
Head, Billie Jean, Rocky Medley (Eye of the Tiger), You
Got It and Ain't No Stoppin' Us Now.
From DIGITAL MUSIC ARCHIVES - 19.95 each

AIM/1ff are awl/able for C -Lab CzeatorNotator.
o BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 5 - J.S. Bach
o ORGAN CONCERTOS 1-5 - J.S. Bach
a BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY No. 8
0 2 ORGAN CONCERTOS - G.F. Handel
o
Et THREE WORKS FOR MECHANICAL ORGAN - W.A.
Mozart/Beethoven
The followikg tides are available for Steinberg P/v24 sod
Cl/base. as well as C -Lab Creator. NoMtoz

0 CONCERTO FOR KEYBOARD AND STRINGS IN D
MINOR- J.S. Bach
o BEETHOVEN VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D MAJOR
0 MOZART PIANO CONCERTO No. 24 IN C MINOR

SYNTHESIZER SOUNDS
YAMAHA SY-77 (SY77 disk only)

o SOUND SOURCES ALCHEMY SERFS £ 39.99
o SOUND SOURCES PLATINUM SERIES £ 39.99
 SOUND SOURCES MANHATTAN SERIES £ 39.99
0 SOUND SOURCES CALIFORNIA SERIES £ 39.99
0 ALL 4 SOUND SOURCES SERIES f 149.00

YAMAHA CX5 (Self -Load Cassette)
3 SF IN OF 96 VOICES AVAILABLE FOR £ 9.99 each

YAMAHA DX27/DX100/DX21
(Self -Load Cassette, Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk format)
0 48 PRO CANADA f 9.99
a 216 BRITISH £ 17.99
0 288 I.EISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 29.99
a 120 QUASAR SOFTWARE £ 9.99
YAMAHA F11-01 (Atari -ST, IBM-PC. or Datadisk format)
0 96 SOUNDS by LEISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 14.95

YAMAHA DX7/TX7
(Sheets, Self -Load Cassette. Atari, IBM or Datadisk format)

32 SOUND SOURCES SOUNDTRACK £ 22.99
CI 32 SOUND SOURCES LA SIMULATIONS f 22.99
o BOTH SOUND SOURCES SETS £ 39.95/ROM f 89.95
o 288 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 29.99

4 0 192 PRO BRITISH £ 24.99
a 240 PRO U.S.A MIXED £ 14.95
 BO TOMLYN DX7 ROMs I: 25 each (limited stock)

YAMAHA DX711/DX711FD/IX802
o Extensive list of sounds, contact us for full details.

YAMAHA TX81Z/DXI1
(Self -Load Cassette, Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk format)

a 64 PRO CANADA + 48 PERFORMANCES £ 12.95
 224 NON -VELOCITY SENSITIVE. SOUNDS + 168
PERFORMANCES £ 16.99
a, 288 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 29.99
 96 PRO U.S.A. £ 4.99
0 96 PRO BRITISH £ 12.95
0 32 SOUNDS FOR WIND CONTROLLER (WX7) £18.50

YAMAI: V SO (V -s0 I I)
0 SOUND SOURCES NEW YORK SERIES f 32.50
0 SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SERIES £ 32.50
0 SOUND SOURCES LOS ANGELES SERIES f 32.50
a SOUND SOURCES MULTI TIMBRAL SERIES £ 32.50
a ALL 4 SOUND SOURCES COLLECTIONS £ 115.00

KAWAI K1
(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk format)

0 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS £ 29.99
(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk, also on RAM £ 99.95)

0 64 SOUND SOURCES PLATINUM SERIES f 32.99
0 64 SOUND SERIES FANTASY SERIFS £ 32.99
0 64 SOUND SOURCES POP/ROCK SERIES £ 32.99

CASIO CZ
(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Data Sheet format)

 320 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS £ 29.99
KORG Ml/M1R -100 Programs + 100 Combinations

(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk formal, also on
ROM Card for £ 49.99)

0 100 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS f 29.99
(Self -Loading Atari-S'T disk or ROM card £ 99.95)

0 100 SOUND SOURCES NEW WORLD SERIES f 32.99
 100 SOUND SOURCES FILM TEXTURES £ 32.99
0 100 SOUND SOURCES SYNTH SERIES I. 32.99
O 100 SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SERIES £ 32.99
0 100 SOUND SOURCES POP/ROCK SERIES £ 32.99

KORG M3R - 100 Programs + 100 Combinations
(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk or ROM card f 99.95)

O 100 SOUND SOURCES POP/ROCK SERIES £ 32.99
0 100 SOUND SOURCES MULTI-TIMBRAL SERIES £32.99

KORG T1/ 2/T3 - HD disk format only (Dual Soundbanks)
 SOUND SOURCES SOUNDTRACK SERIES f 64.99
O SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SERIES f 64.99
0 SOUND SOURCES POP MUSIC SERIES f 64.99

KORG POLY800/EX800 (Self -Loading Cassette)
o 64 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS f 9.99
0 128 QUASA* tOFTWARE SOUNDS f 14.95

KOR,O DW8000 (Self -Loading Cassette)
1 SET OF DW8000 SOUNDS £ 9.99

ROLAND D50
(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk, Datadisk or IBM Voyetra formats)
0 128 PRO -SWEDEN f 19.99
0 128 PRO -BRITISH f 19.99
0 192 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS Volume 1 £ 29.99
0 192 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS Volume 2 £ 29.99
0 128 SOUNDTRACK D50 SOUNDS f 29.99
0 64 SOUNDTRACK SOUNDS (Volume 3) f 14.95 *NEW*

(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk or ROM £ 99.95)
0 64 SOUND SOURCES TV/FILM SERIES f 27.99
0 64 SOUND SOURCES POWER SYNTHS £ 27.99
0 64 SOUND SOURCES DANCE SOUNDS £ 27.99
0 64 SOUND SOURCES FM RADIO SERIES I 27.99

64 SOUND SOURCES PRODUCER SERIES f 27.99
O 64 SOUND SOURCES ARTISTS SERIES f 27.99

ROLAND JUNO 106 (Self -Loading Cassel:)e)
0 128 SOUNDS BY QUASAR SOFTWARE f 19.99

ROLAND M132/LAPC1/CM32L/CM64
(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC disk)

0 128 LFASTE11 PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS (Vol 1) f 24.99
0 128 I.EISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS (Vol 2) f 24.99

ROLAND 13110/D10/D20/D5
(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Alesis Datadisk disk)

0 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS £ 29.99
O 128 PRO BRITISH SOUNDS VOLUME 1 f 29.99
0 128 PRO BRITISH SOUNDS VOLUME 2 £ 29.99
0 128 PRO BRITISH SOUNDS VOLUME 3 £ 29.99

(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk, D20 disk or ROM £ 99)
0 64 SOUND SOURCES DANCE SOUNDS £ 27.99
0 64 SOUND SOURCES DIGITAL SYNTHS £ 27.99
0 64 SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SOUNDS 27.99
0 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS D20 DISK £ 29.99

ENSONIQ VEX
(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk, VFX-SD disk or ROM £ 159.95)

0 480 SOUND SOURCES SOUNDS £ 64.99
ENSONIQ ESQ1

(Self -Load Cassette, Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk disk)
 240 SOUNDS BY LEISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 29.99
0 120 PRO U.S.A. SOUNDS £ 19.99

ENSONIQ SQI80 (SQI80 disk)
0 SQ180 VOICE CRYSTAL. DISK 1 (80 sounds) f 24.99
0 SQ180 VOICE CRYSTAL DISK 2 (80 sounds) f 24.99

VOICE CRYSTAL RAM CARDS
o ESQ1 BLANK 80 VOICE CARTRIDGE £ 29.99
o ESQ1 80 VOICE CARTRIDGE 1, 2 or 3 f 39.99 each
a VFX BLANK RAM 60 VOICE £ 99.00
0 VFX 60 VOICE CARTRIDGE 1 or 2 £ 59.00
o D20/D10/D110 611/4010E CARD 1, 2 or 3 £ 69.99
a D50 RAM CARDS 1-6 WITH 32 SOUNDS £ 69.99 ea
o BLANK 256D -TYPE RAM CARDS. £ 64.99 each
The .2S613 card works with all Roland 7Y-
.9inthesizerN and also the A5 A8a GRSa RN/Rdm
PAD -80 ant/ TR626.

a K1 RAM CARDS 1-5 WITH 32 SOUNDS £ 49.99 ea
o K4 RAM CARD 1 WITH 32 SOUNDS f 59.95
o BLANK Ml/M1R/M3R RAM £ 79.99
o Ml/M1R/M3R RAM 1, 2 or 3 PLUS SOUNDS f 79.99

 MASTERBITS CD500 f 24.99
 MASTFRBITS CD800 £ 27.99
 MASTERBITS CD600 £ 27.99
o SONIC IMAGES CDs 1-5 £ 39.99 each
o METRASOUND CDs 1-3 £ 39.99 each (Brilliant !!)

ROLAND PRODUCTS
0 U110/U20/U20/CM64/CM32P CARDS £ 45.00 each
All seven cards plus the brand-new cards 8, 9, 10, 11 and
12 are now available.
0 ROLAND CM32L IA SYNTH MODULE 369.00
o ROLAND CM32P SAMPLE MODULE £ 445.00
0 ROLAND CM64 LA/SAMPLE MODULE £ 789.00
o ROLAND LAPC-1 SOUND CARD £ 379.00
 ROLAND MCBI CONNECTOR BOX f 79.00
a ROIAND MPU-IP(' IBM-PC INTERFACE £ 135.00
o ROLAND MPU-IMC PS/2 INTERFACE £ 210.00
0 ROLAND PC200 MIDI KEYBOARD 169.00 *NEW*
0 ROLAND CFI() DIGITAL. FADER £ 129.00

ROLAND CN20 MUSIC ENTRY PAD £ 129.00
o ROLAND CA30 IN'T'ELLIGENT ARRANGER £ 315

IBM-PC SOFTWARE
O VOYETRA MUSICPAK 1 £ 199.95
a VOYETRA MUSICPAK 2 £ 349.95
o VOYETRA MUSICPAK 3 449.95
0 BALI ADE £ 199.00
o MUSIC PRIMER PLUS 499.00 *NEW*
o PROMIDI DIRECT -TO -DISK £ 449.00
o PASSPORT MASTERTRACKS PRO f 285.00
o PASSPORT TRAX £ 85.00 *NEW* (1 199 with awe)
o CODA FINALE £ 599 *NEW* - Now in stock

ATARI -ST

0 SOUNDQ
SOFTWUEST

ED
AR

EDITOR
LIBRARIANS FOR
Ml/D50/TX81Z/DX7/
TX802,010/D20/D110 f 49
o C -LAB CREATOR 250 / NOTATOR f 435
0 ALL C -LAB PRODUCTS f POA
0 STEINBERG PRO24 f 125 / TWELVE f 69
o STEINBERG CUBASE f 425
o ALL STEINBERG EDITOR/LIBRARIANS £ POA
o VIRTUOSO £ 160 / PRODIGY £ 99
o ALL Dr.T PRODUCTS £ POA
a Dr. T TIGER CUB £ 79.00
a HOLLIS TRACKMAN/MIDIMAN f POA
0 HYBRID ARTS EZ TRACK+ £ 49.00
0 HYBRID ARTS FM MELODY MAKER f 49.00
0 KEYNOTE CHAMELEON £ 89.00

SALE

AMIGA CLEARO_UT
0 MUSIC -X + MIDI INTERFACE f 189.00

MISCELLANEOUS
0 ALESIS DATADISK £ 349.00
0 3 METRE MIDI CABLE £ 2.95
O 1 FOOT MIDI CABLE (Coloured) £ 1.95
0 PHILIP REES 2M MIDI MERGE f 79.95
0 PHILIP REES V10 MIDI THRIJ BOX f 35.95
o PHILIP REES V3 MIDI THRU BOX £ 12.95
0 PHILIP REES M MIDI SELECTOR £ 12.95
0 PHILIP REES 5S MIDI SELECTOR f 25.95
0 PHILIP REES 9S MIDI SELECTOR f 35.95
a PHILIP REES 5X5 MIDI PATCHBAY f 79.95

SECOND-HAND
a ENSONIQ ESQ-1 f 550

ASK FOR OUR NEW 24 -PAGE CATALOGUE,
CONTAINING THE REST OF OUR PRODUCTS t.

110W 11Q.1../RDL'Ii YOUR 11001A-
Post your order WWI your remittance, stating your Name,
Address and details of your requirements. Please
remember to be sppcific about formats and disk sizes. We
accept Cheilues, Cash, Pintal Orders, Bank Drafts and
written Visa or Access authorisation.
Telephone your order and quote your Visa or Access
number for immediatedespatch, stock levels permitting.
Visitors re welcome. but strictly on an ap . intment only
basis, w$h no obligation to purchase. - I*
between 9.00 and 19.30 weekdays. and Saturday mornings
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numbers of them at every possible opportunity. And

why not? But what about those 909 samples,
Roland?

EFFECTS
IT WAS ROLAND'S inclusion of digital chorus, delay

and - above all - reverb on the D50 which set the ball

rolling for digital effects processing on synths.
Subsequently they've been somewhat eclipsed in this

area by Korg and Ensoniq, so the D70 might have

been seen by the company as an opportunity to make

an effective comeback, so to speak. As it is, they've

given the D70 less effects than the D50, and made

the implementation in some ways less flexible.

The D70 allows you to choose one effect from six

reverbs (Room 1-3, Hall 1 & 2 and Gated), delay and

cross -delay, and one effect from Chorus 1 & 2, FB-

Chorus, Flanger and Short Delay in another effect.

The latter can be placed either before or after the
reverb/delay effect. There are just three reverb/delay

parameters: reverb/delay time and level and delay
feedback (number of repeats). Chorus/flanger allows

you to set level, delay, rate, depth and feedback. The

quality and feel of the effects is good, but no -one's

going to say they're comprehensive.

What's more, because the D70 is effectively
always in Performance mode you can't program
effects for individual Patches. So if you're selecting

new Patches at the Patch level rather than through

calling up a new Performance, you may find, for
instance, that the reverb is too boomy on one Patch

but just right on another. Still, at least you can readily

get to the effects parameters by pressing the
Effect/Control button, and from there make quick
adjustments to the relevant parameter(s).

ANALOGUE FEEL
OK, BY VIRTUE of its provocative name the 070's

Analogue Feel parameter should be rather important.

But in practice it's not a technological magic wand

able to turn the D70 into a carbon (or should that be

silicon?) copy of a Jupiter 8 - or of any other analogue

synth, for that matter.

According to Roland, this parameter is intended to

simulate the pitch fluctuations which are associated

with analogue oscillators but which, of course, have

had no place in the rock -solid world of digital
oscillators - until now, that is. Only, where analogue

oscillators handled a very limited number of
waveforms, today's digital oscillators typically handle

a great diversity of sonic material.

It's also worth bearing in mind that the original
effect arose, and was constrained by, the
characteristics of the system in which it operated. No

such constraints operate (or, seemingly, have been

recreated) within the software -defined world of the

D70, and so it becomes a parameter which takes on

a reality of its own. It's also worth noting that the
parameter is programmed per Part at the
Performance level, which means that (a) one setting

applies to all the active Tones in the selected Patch,

when of course it might not be appropriate for all of

them, and (b) if you're selecting different Patches
within the Part, a Feel setting might work well for one

Patch but not for another. On the other hand, it might

be an interesting meeting...

Subtle touches applied to the right sound(s) can

have a pleasing effect, but Analogue Feel is no
automatic passport to analogue heaven.

DLM
DIFFERENTIAL LOOP MODULATION scoops the award

for most interesting development on the D70 as far

as sound creation is concerned. This is because it
allows you to create sounds which step beyond the

boundaries of LA synthesis into a less familiar world,

and, with only three parameters to handle, it's dead

easy to program.

When activated, DLM becomes an integral part of

a Tone. Basically, it comes at the oscillator stage of

the synthesis chain and replaces straight PCM
sample readout with something more bizarre. You can

select DLM mode (A or B), and set the start point

from which the PCM sample will be read (0-127) and

the length which will be looped (1-128). That's all.

Three parameters. The diversity of sounds you can

extract from DLM seems all the more amazing when

you consider the straightforwardness of its
presentation, but then it does more than simply loop

around a section of a sample. Where ordinary PCM

sample playback pays attention to the numeric value

recorded for each sample point, DLM ignores this
value in favour of another, namely the one which
describes the difference between two successive
sample points. Say your loop consisted of four
sample points with values of 46, 40, 38 and 39
respectively. DLM would describe that loop with
values of -6, -2 and +1 - the differences between the

successive sample points. Starting with the original

sample -point values, each time round the loop the
DLM process works out new sample -point values on

the basis of the difference values, so that the second

time round the loop the actual sample -point values

would be 33, 31 and 32, while on the third pass
they'd be 26, 24 and 25. Obviously there comes a
point where a minimum value is reached, and at this

point the DLM process "wraps around" the maximum

possible value and continues its descent; if the
difference series described a rising waveshape, then

the DLM would "wrap around" from maximum to
minimum.

The above description of the DLM process is
derived from the explanatory diagram found in the

D70's manual (page 75), rather than from any text -

because what little text there is is incorrectly worded

(surprise surprise). Two things should be clear,
though, namely how it is that DLM arrives at a
completely different sound from that of the source

PCM sample, and how making even a slight change to

the Start or Length value can result in a completely

different sound. Well, that's the convenient theory -

in practice, sometimes many changes to the Start
and Length values result in very little difference in

the resulting sounds, other times a single change can

produce a striking difference. Switching between A
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and B Modes results in different sounds from the
same Start and Length settings, so it seems quite
possible that there's something else going on with

DLM that I haven't explained - because Roland
haven't seen fit to provide any explanation of what

the two Modes signify.

I don't suppose the above rather lengthy discourse

on DLM really tells you what DLM-produced sounds

are like, but perhaps it will remove some of the
mystery from the process if not from the results.
DLM isn't an automatic passport to brilliant sounds.

In fact, at times it can seem more like an automatic

passport to farting helicopters, constipated geese
and worse. But then suddenly a particular setting will

call forth a great sound which you couldn't have got

by filtering a sample. Don't forget, DLM comes at the

oscillator stage, which means that you can take your

weird sound and make it weirder - with a filter
envelope and resonance, for instance.

DLM isn't only about the weird and unfamiliar,
though. For instance, there's the reasonably
acceptable bass sound, complete with a touch of
resonance, which metamorphoses into an altogether

fatter, punchier, funkier bass sound the moment DLM

is switched in.

There's more than an element of "poke 'n' hope"
to DLM, but the point is that you've got three
parameters and you can edit them very easily -
which is probably a good idea, seeing as they can

provide you with 32,768 different combinations of
parameter values. Experimentation is the name of

this particular game.

SOUNDS
THE D70 IS well capable of being the most
sophisticated -sounding synth on the block, bringing

forth full, luscious, heavily -produced sounds. It can

provide a very effective, not to mention affective,
mixture of smoothness, breathiness, warmth and
clarity, and in general has a vibrant sound full of
presence. Make no mistake, the D70 can sound very

pretty - very Enya. At the same time it can sound quite

rude, though I'm not sure about ugly, nor dirty.
Japanese synths have a tendency to sound pure rather

than dirty.

Let's consider a few of the Patches on the D70 as a

means of seeing what it has to offer. 'Ffflute' layers

Pan Pipes and Flute but gives them velocity sensing

and velocity curve values which cause the former to be

mixed in with the latter only when you hit the keys hard

- the effect being to introduce a breathy "chiff" on
more forceful notes. 'Calliopead' combines Calliope,

Pan Pipes and Shaku to create, well, just the sort of

breathy sound you'd expect. Roland seem determined

to show that the D70 can do this sort of sound as well

as any other synth, and indeed it does.

'Ghost Vox 1' is a breathy, ethereal sound with a

bell -like sonority mixed in, produced from Syn Vox 2

and Fanta Bell. 'GrandPf Switch' is a well-rounded, full -

sounding acoustic piano, very satisfying to play, which

is made up of A. Piano 4 and EP Wave. 'NiteSprite',

meanwhile, is a muted strings/voice/metallic-bell pad

sound, while 'Sweep Str' is a mix of Digi Bell and

Strings 1, with a deep bass end on the strings and a

raspy upward filter sweep on the bell, with DLM
applied to the bell sound to give it a deeper, more

brassy quality.

'Strings', which combines JP Strings with 2xStrings

1, is an endearing mixture of classical string orchestra

and silky synth strings. 'Vibes + Bass' is one of my

favourites, a split texture with Fretless and Acoustic

Bass layered in the lower half and a sensitive use of

velocity sensing in the upper half to give a dark electric

piano on soft notes and chunky vibes on loud notes.

'Big Guitar' layers Slap 2, Distorted 5ths and 2xHeavy

EG for a distorted electric guitar sound. With the
distortion as part of the samples, there are no worries

about lack of flexibility in digital effects routing - but

give me the Compression + Distortion effect on
Ensoniq's SQ1 any day.

VERDICT
THE D70 REPRESENTS a significant step forward for

LA synthesis, certainly, though not such a significant

step forward in the wider world of synths. Existing LA

synth owners can look to such things as the new
breadth of source sounds, including the ability to
access further samples on two ROM cards at a time;

a cleaner sound quality; no restrictions on filtering,

plus the advent of a superior digital filter.

The D70 has a reasonable selection of acoustic

instruments in among its internal samples, but its
ability to read SN-U110 sample cards should open

this aspect up pretty quickly (beware, however, that

there are a couple of drum and percussion cards
which the D70 won't read). Its 76 -note keyboard is

another point in its favour for keyboard players, as is

the keyboard's channel (re)introduction of aftertouch

and of release velocity responsiveness.

You do need to familiarise yourself with the D70
operationally, but once you've done this,
programming it is not difficult - especially if you're
working at the Tone Palette level. DLM processing is

a significant addition to the more familiar sound
programming tools, and should help to point people

in the D70's direction. The other important new
aspect of the D70 is, of course, its attempts to
provide faster editing control, and here the sliders

and buttons come into their own once you've got past

the initial lack of familiarity with the synth.

But there are disappointments. A more
sophisticated multitimbral implementation and a
greater variety of digital effects wouldn't have gone

amiss. I would also like to have seen the D70
implement patch overlapping (then, perhaps, some of

the nonsense which happens with notes being cut
dead in multitimbral performance wouldn't have
happened).

Overall, though, the D70 is a worthy new flagship

synth for Roland, and an instrument which I can see

a lot of performers being attracted to.

Price £1799 including VAT

More from Roland (UK) Ltd, Amalgamated Drive,
West Cross Centre, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9EZ.

Tel: 081-568 1247. Fax: 081-8471528.
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AR? Mu/h.- Processor

MULTIVERB III
Like Dr Who,

ART's Multiverb

is back after

another successful

regeneration - it

looks the same,

but how does it

perform? Review

by Tim Goodyer.

THE NOVELTY OF budget studio signal

processors has now definitely worn
off. In place of the wonder of being
able to get reverb that doesn't sound

as if it's been produced with the latest

in stainless steel bucket technology at a fraction of

the price the pros were used to paying for
"professional" reverb units, is a high level of
expectation of performance and facilities. In other
words, we take modern reverb units for granted. But

it's worse than this; we now expect digital signal
processors to give us a wide range of effects, access

to more than one effect at a time and luxuries such

as MIDI control - for well under a grand. Where the
pro used to keep a rack full of units to cover a variety

of applications, modern musicians can turn to a
single unit to meet most, if not all, of our needs.

With the market spotted and the technology
available, the R&D teams went to work. Yamaha,
Roland, Alesis and ART have all delivered a range of

attractive and cost-effective multi-fx processors. Of

these, New York -based ART are perhaps the least

readily recognised in the UK. Yamaha's SPX90 quickly

established itself as an industry -standard unit.
Roland's DEP series attracted a faithful following.
And, as usual, Alesis got the costings down far
enough to make them the heroes of the day. ART,

meanwhile, produced a line of quality, moderate -cost

units that gained approval wherever they appeared.

As its name implies, the new Multiverb III has two

predecessors - evidence of ART's policy of continual

improvement. The 'III is part of a range of Affects
processors intended to offer something for everyone -

the budget Multiverb LT (192 presets and choice of

three simultaneous processes) and the pro DR -X
(with its gates and excitement processes, and the
capacity to handle ten simultaneous treatments)
complete the line of "reverb" units. The Multiverb III

offers four simultaneous processes, 53 families of

signal processing, 200 programmable memories and

MIDI performance control.

THE BOX
A DETAILED SURVEY of the Multiverb III reveals that

it retains many of the Multiverb II's characteristics

(see MT November '89). The panel layouts are
identical, the display format still uses a seven -
segment LED to indicate memory locations and
operation mode (Keypad, Edit or MIDI) and a two-line

LCD to show the name and effect configuration of a

memory location.

Ten buttons handle all the operational functions -

everything from selection of effects to naming
treatments committed to memory - two more scroll

you through the machine's memories, one steps you

through the three operation modes and one more
allows you to bypass the process.

Three sliders complete the front panel. These
control the audio input level, audio output level and

the effects mix - used when you patch the unit into

the insert points on a mixing desk and need both the

processed and dry signal to appear at the outputs.

When used in conjunction with aux send and returns,

the processor is only required to output the treated

signal.

Placing the Multiverb alongside the LT and DR -

X reveals that the panels are identical - an indication

of streamlined production and marketing strategy.

The rear panel houses MIDI In and Out sockets,

and the quarter -inch jacks necessary to

accommodate stereo audio processing - the Multiverb

III accepts a stereo input signal as well as producing

a stereo output. There's also a Remote jack that can

be programmed to bypass the unit, step (upwards)

through the memories or trigger the sampling facility.

There's still no sign of a mains switch on either
panel - but then who really uses them?

OPEN THE BOX
THE HEART OF the Multiverb III is still the tidy, 20 -bit

processing that gave the Multiverb II its warm sound

and low noise floor.

ART's promo literature claims a better than 90dB

S/N ratio, and that the unit possesses some 53
different effects. It depends on how you categorise

your effects, of course, (they also claim the unit to be

"all new" and "the ultimate refinement in digital
signal processing" - in which case they wouldn't have

released the DR -X). That the unit is very quiet in
operation is indisputable, and the list of available
treatments is long, as you will now see.

There are 24 reverb algorithms: Hall 1-3, Room 1-

3, Plate 1-3, Vocal 1-3, Gated Slope 1-3, Gated Flat 1-

3, Gated Reverse 1A -3B. Digital delays take eight

forms: Mono DDL Short (0-1600ms), Mono DDL Long

(0-1800ms), Tapped DDL Short (0-1600ms), Tapped

DDL Long (0-1800ms, 18 algorithms), Regenerated

DDL Short (0-1600ms), Regenerated DDL Long (0-

1800ms), Stereo DDL Short (0-1800ms, different
increments on left and right channels), Stereo DDL

Long (0-2s). The Equaliser offers simple rolling -off of

the top end (13 steps 665Hz-15kHz), while the
Flanger and Chorus (two algorithms each) can be set

either "post" or "pre" other treatments. The
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remaining effects: Sampler, Pitch Transposer and

Sampler + Pitch Transposer are more complicated.

Reverb processes include control over decay, HF

damping, position (within the reverb environment) and

level, while Gated reverbs offer control over decay,

diffusion and level. Delays contain similarly relevant

parameters (regeneration, number of taps in a tapped

delay line, and so on, while the panner has the only

required modulation (depth) and speed controls.
Flanging and chorussing - related effects - share
width and speed parameters, but where the Flanger

uses regeneration, the Chorus has a delay control.

The Multiverb III's sampler represents a significant

new addition to the machine and takes two forms -

Sampler Short (up to 1.7 seconds) and Sampler Long

(up to 2.0 seconds); both use full audio bandwidth.

Recording can be triggered automatically (when the

Multiverb detects an incoming signal), manually (front

panel or footswitch) upon receipt of an incoming MIDI

note on. A start delay of up to 100ms can be pre set;

this parameter, along with the sampling time, can

then be used to edit sample start and end points.
Playback may be initiated from the front panel as
either single or looped play, or over MIDI (single play

only). Note that the sample will not track incoming

MIDI note numbers, it just triggers to the message.

The Pitch Transposer comes in three flavours:
smooth, normal and quick, and shifts signals up to

an octave sharp or flat. As a straightforward
transpose, this can be used to create vocal or
instrumental harmonies - I also used it successfully

on recorded programs (CDs). The effect is least
detectable when the shift is small, but the three
different types of shift work best in different
circumstances - experiment.

The Sampler + Pitch Transposer is a useful
combination of processes that allows you to play
back a sample with a pitch shift. This works well with

anything from bass notes to drum loops - as long as

you don't need more sampling time than the
Multiverb offers.

Due to the finite processing power of the Multiverb,

certain combinations of effects are illegal. Other
combinations are only permissible with the effects in

a specific order. This is restricting by definition, but

whether these limitations will affect the usefulness of

the unit depends on your specific requirements.
Certainly, if you're using the unit in conjunction with

another signal processor, you'll find it a very capable

unit. If it's your only effects unit your music will
largely dictate what you require of it - but there are

"rules" that hold good across most sound processes

(after all, it's still sound), and the Multiverb has been

designed in a pleasingly musical way.

Life is made easy for you by virtue of the fact that

the Multiverb will only offer you legal combinations of

effects based on those you've chosen already. The

manual advises you, therefore, to make the most
musically important selection of effects first - and it's

a system that works well in use.

Memory locations 1-110 contain factory presets

and are locked when the unit arrives. These can be

unlocked, however, for editing or overwriting. If all

instruments' presets offered us this option, I suspect

there would be a perceptible fall in the general level

of "studio stress". In practice this makes any piece

of gear significantly more useable.

PERFORMANCE
ONE OF THE most powerful aspects of the Multiverb

III is Performance MIDI. More than MIDI patch
changing, this allows simultaneous control of up to

eight parameters using MIDI messages - reverb decay

could be controlled with a synth's mod wheel, say.

Although ART have chosen to refer to this as
Performance MIDI, it also opens up the possibility of

recording MIDI control information in a MIDI
sequencer and having the Multiverb respond to it on

playback. In this way quite sophisticated use can be

made of a single signal processor. When used in
conjunction with a mixing desk equipped with MIDI

muting (Tascam's MM1 or one of the Studiomaster

desks, for example), you can perform treatments that

would otherwise involve a small mountain of outboard

equipment. (For more information on this topic see

Using MIDI Controllers, MT, October '89 & Effective

Action, MT, June '90).

VERDICT
THE MULTIVERB III'S closest competition currently

takes the form of Alesis' Quadraverb - both are stereo

multi-fx units offering four simultaneous processes
and real-time MIDI parameter control. Where the
Quadraverb scores is in the sophistication of its
equaliser section - three-, five- or 11 -band graphic
over the Multiverb's high -frequency roll -off - and in its

price. Where the Quadraverb retails at £449, the ART

unit weighs in around £90 heavier.

What you get on the Multiverb for your extra cash is

a pitch transposer that will shift an octave either way

instead of around a meagre half semitone, and a
sampler. The sample isn't going to give a dedicated

sampler any competition, but it's there if you need it,

and the ability to "sample and shift" a sound into
your mix could be a considerable headache solver.

The pitch shifter too could become indispensable -

apart from pulling vocal harmonies out of thin air you

could find yourself using it for anything from
correction of an out -of -tune instrument to helping

time -correct drum loops.

Unreservedly a hit.

Price £539 including VAT.

More from Harman (UK) Ltd, Mill Street, Slough,
Berks SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911.
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SOME OF THE SYNTH GREATS

ARE ACKNOWLEDGED AS SUCH

WHILE OTHERS ARE ALL BUT

FORGOTTEN IN SYNTH FOLKLORE -

THIS IS THE STORY OF THE

FORGOTTEN PROPHET: THE 600.

TEXT BY GORDON REID.

THERE ARE MANY ways to classify
keyboards - polyphonic, analogue, FM,

LA. . . Try these: "classic", "a dog",
"overlooked". Few keyboards fit the last
category as, on the whole, musicians are

able to ferret out new instruments of value.

But occasionally something slips through

the net - maybe because a competitor

launched a superior machine at the same

moment, possibly because the synth didn't

subscribe to the current fashion, or
perhaps it was simply too expensive.
Instruments like the Roland JX8P, the Korg

Trident II, the OSCar, and the subject of

this article - Sequential Circuits' Prophet
600 - come readily to mind.

HISTORY
THE SEQUENTIAL STORY is one of the

saddest in synthesis. You may not realise

it, but if you own any MIDI device,
multitimbral keyboard or expander, you owe

a great deal to Sequential Circuits. We all

know of the Prophet 5 - it's nearly
impossible to read an issue of MT without

somebody extolling its virtues - but do you

know what the world's first MIDI keyboard

was? What the first Mode 4 (multitimbral)

instrument was? They were the Prophet

600, and the Sequential SixTrak. And a

company with such foresight and

technological expertise must become
enormously successful, with a wide product

range and penetration into all areas of
music making, right? History tells us that

the innovators spend all their money on
development, take the risks, make the
mistakes alongside the successes, and
then go out of business. Consider the fates

of Sequential, Moog, ARP, and Oberheim.

(All of which were, incidentally, American.)

None exist today.

So, what went so badly wrong that the

most respected synthesiser company in the

world in 1980 went out of business only

seven years later? Just as Moog never
equalled the Minimoog, or ARP the
Odyssey, Sequential never managed to

follow the Prophet 5. Flagship synths, the

Prophets 10 and t8, though conceived in

grand fashion, rapidly bit the commercial

dust, and the Prophet 600 was probably

the last chance that Sequential had to
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apple mac*
plus atari, amiga, ibm, akai s1000, emulator 3,

roland s770 users  call ah urn for the best prices

on software, hard drives, optical drives, cd roms

and rom drives. choose from  coda systems
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NEXT DAY DELIVERIES
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Tascam 644 Portastudio E775
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Tascam Porta Two Portestudio E299

Yamaha EMT10 Piano Module E159

Alexis Microverb E105

Kawai IC Keyboard
Alexia 1622 Mixer 1Yr Guarantee £579
Kawai R50 Drum Machine £129

Tascam 388 Portastudio E1495

Fostex X26 Portastudio £199

Altai S900 Sampler E789

Atari 1040 FM Mon E470

Steinberg Cubase E325

Steinberg Pro 24 V3 E99
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Alexis NEMT8 Sequencer £165

Yamaha Q100 Stereo Graphic E80

Kawai R100 DrumMachine £189

Fostex M80 8TRK Reel 749
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* remain a mainstream synth manufacturer.

The next series of machines they produced

were well designed, innovative, contained

hosts of useful features not found on
competitors' keyboards, and were

commercial disasters.

SCI eventually lost the imagination of the

public during the period of the SixTrak,
MultiTrak and Max. Most of Sequential's
later dabblings in the market were
disasters: low -end synths, rhythm units,

even computer -based sequencers. The
marvellous Prophet t8, and the less
marvellous but more easily obtained VS
synth and 2000/2002 samplers weren't
enough to save the company. With no cash,

no product, and no steady customer base to

help it through the bad times, Sequential
folded in Autumn 1987. And that's a shame,

because we need the SCIs of this world to

ensure that we don't all end up playing the

presets on the latest Japanese megasynth.

The Prophet 600 had been discontinued

for some time when Sequential folded.
Never a commercial success, it caused a bit

of a stir as a curiosity when it was launched

in '82, but was discontinued amid total
consumer apathy in '85. Two reasons
account for this. Firstly, the original
recommended price of the 600 was £1650,

although the street price was usually
£1395. In fact, in '82, Prophet 600s were

more expensive than Prophet 5s - clearly
ludicrous because, with the exception of

MIDI, the 600 is a cut -down (and cut -cost) 5.

Secondly, the years '83-'85 were almost the

sole preserve of Yamaha's DX -series synths.

At £1395 the 600 competed directly with

the DX7, and that was a fight it couldn't
hope to win.

Over -priced, designed around
unfashionable technology, it started off life
misunderstood and ended up an

underpowered anachronism (lousy MIDI
spec, unstable, no cartridge slot, no
software). But the asking price of
secondhand 600s is now creeping upwards

as more players begin to realise its value.

TECHNOLOGY
THE 600 IS not a particularly large synth,

the width being defined by its five -octave

keyboard (which is neither velocity nor
pressure sensitive and has no split facility),

and a three-inch wide controller panel with

Moog -style pitch and modulation control

wheels on the left hand side of the
keyboard. The steel case (finished with solid

wood end -pieces) is quite shallow, and

you're certainly not going to break your back

carrying one around with you. All

programming controls are on the top panel,

and retain the general layout of the Prophet

5, although the so-called Bang and Olufsen

quality switches had been replaced as part

of the cost -saving exercise. The control
layout reads as follows. The synth has 100

memories (00-99), selected by typing the

number required on a nasty touch -
membrane keypad. Although they've never

given me any serious problems on stage,

the touch -keys are liable to double -enter

numbers. Above the pad is the screen - just

two seven -segment displays I'm afraid, and

par for the course in 1982. With 100
patches, no naming facility and no patch

bank/number arrangement, how's your
memory? Next along the panel is a second

bank of touch -switches which control saving

and restoring of voices from tape (totally

reliable in my experience), tune request, a

button to switch from presets to panel
control, patch save to memory, and
sequencer and arpeggiator controls. Don't

get too excited - the sequencer is limited to

real-time entry, has only two tracks, and no

facility to sync to external devices.
Mercifully, the speed of both the arpeggiator

and the sequencers is controlled by a panel

knob rather than by the LFO.

The remaining controls are definitely

analogue, definitively Prophet, and sleek
and laid out in exactly the way that digital

synths aren't. There are six sound -building

sections, each contained in its own "box"

on the panel: Poly -Mod, LFO-Mod,

Oscillators 1 & 2, Filter, and Amplifier. What

could be simpler?

The 600 is six -note poly with two
oscillators per voice. Both oscillators offer

a choice of sawtooth, triangle and square

waves, with independent pulse -width
modulation. Unusually, the oscillators are

not constrained to one waveform at a time,

so all three waves may be selected on both

oscillators simultaneously. Observing the

oscillators and filters on an oscilloscope
shows that the waveforms are remarkably

faithful to the ideal. This wasn't a common

quality in 1982 - you only found really
square squares on synths like the Moog
and the ARP 2600. But Sequential
understood that the better defined the
waveform, the truer the harmonic content,

and the more flexible the synth - another

reason for the power of the Prophets.

Osc B has both coarse (four octave) and

fine tuning knobs, whereas Osc A has
coarse tuning and a sync switch to lock the

oscillators together. The philosophy of this

is identical to that of the OBX and Jupiter 8

- no chorus, but controlled detuning of two

fat analogue oscillators. The oscillators,

which are mixed using a single knob (100%

A through to 100% B) may be further
fattened using the modulation sections.
Poly -mod was a favourite feature on the

Prophet 5, and had been retained in a more

limited form on the 600. The filter envelope

and oscillator B can be independently
tapped (control knob for each) and sent to

either or both of Osc A (two -operator
analogue FM synthesis?) and the filter
(modulating the cutoff).

Finally we come to the LFO, which offers

triangle and square waves. Frequency is

controlled by another knob and an Initial

Amount control sets the minimum
modulation even when the mod -wheel is set

to zero. There are three possible
destinations for the LFO - the frequencies of

oscillators A and B, the pulse width of A
and B, and the filter cutoff.

The 600 also offers polyphonic
portamento (the speed of which is

controlled by yet another knob, this time

situated between the oscillators and the

envelopes) and Unison. This has two
modes: chord latching and 12 -oscillator

unison. In the former case, if you hold down

a chord and then switch on Unison, the
synth will latch onto the lowest note in the

chord, and track the whole set of intervals

around as you play a solo line. But for
frustrated would-be Minimoog owners the

real interest lies in Unison. Switch it on and

mind the windows.

With so many sound creation options
even before filtering and enveloping, the

600 shares an important quality with other

classic analogue synths such as the
Odyssey - it can sound fat just using the
oscillators.

The filter section is par for the analogue

course - low-pass cutoff frequency control,

resonance, and envelope "amount";
keyboard tracking options (off, half, and
on), and an ADSR envelope. The filters are

24dB/octave, will self -oscillate, and have
the characteristic warmth associated with

the Minimoog and Prophet 5. This isn't all

that suprising because it was the idea of a

polyphonic Minimoog that motivated Dave

Smith to design the '5, and the 600 is son
of '5.

The early 600s were primitive by today's

MIDI standards - but what do you expect

from the first MIDI device in the world?
Initially blessed with only one mode and no

way to distinguish between channels, MIDI

could easily have become just a system to

enable Prophets to communicate with each

other. (Much like Oberheim's ill-fated OCI,

or Roland's DCB.) However, by the time that

the 600 was discontinued in 1985 it
boasted Modes 1 and 3, 16 channels,
program, dump, and mod wheel data.
Updates are possible for early models
(serial numbers pre -424 and possibly
somewhat after) but I've never seen them

advertised in the UK.
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BTEC
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VILLA STUDIOS
"The MIDI people"

PC MUSIC SPECIALIST
We at VILLA STUDIOS are without doubt THE MIDI people, we employ experts in

the fields of both Computing and Music. Our expertise is in our opinion without

equal. We are able to give qualified advice on not only the suitability of products.

but the use of MIDI.

*************************
* MUSIC SOFTWARE  SEQUENCERS  EDITORS *

SAMPLERS  LIBRARIANS S COMPUTER/MUSIC
HARDWARE  SYNTHESIZERS EFFECTS

HOME RECORDING  DRUM MACHINES 
KEYBOARDS

*************************
SPECIAL PRICES AVAILABLE ON CAKEWALK PRISM

TEXTURE SEQUENCERS
CALL FOR DETAILS

WE ARE AN APPROVED DEALER OF ROLAND
COMPUTER MUSIC PRODUCTS

RING OUR ENQUIRY HOTLINE NOW!!! ON (0604)
407937 (MONDAY TO SATURDAY: 10.30am-6.00pm)

We accept ACCESS and VISA

INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

(subject to status)
SOUND & COMPUTE

Weston Favell Shopping Centre, Weston Favell,
Northamptonshire

SUPER LOW FINANCE DEALS
YES UP TO 36 MONTHS OF THE LOWEST CREDIT

YOU'LL GET ANYWHERE (IT'S EVEN CHEAPER THAN
THE BANKS)! ONLY 7.5% - APR 14.7%.

LIMITED PERIOD, SO HURRY!

SUPER LOW FINANCE DEALS
SYNTHS
Roland D5 I £599 00- £20.21 per month
Roland D10 n £69900- E30.13 per month
Roland D50 I £99900- £30.58 per month
Roland /1201 £859 00- £2629 per month
Roland 0701. ... .£1799 00- £61.05 per month
Yamaha SY77 I.................£1999 00- £67.84 per month
Yamaha SY55 I... . 00- £37.29 per month
Yamaha SY22 I. £799 00- £27.10 per month
Korg T1 I £3999 00- £135.75 per month
Korg T2 I. £3399 00- £115.38 per month
Korg 13 I £2399.00 -£81.42 per month
Korg MI I.... £1399.00 - £46.72 per month
Kawai K4 1 £75900 - £25.75 par month
Kawai K1 II I £575.00 - £1953 per month
Kawai KI I £499.00 - £16.91 per month
Rhodes M660 I £999.00 - £30.58 per month
Rhodes M760 I £1199.00 - £40.68 per month

SAMPLERS
Roland 5770 inducting RAS770 worth £899.001 .....

£4860 000167 30 per month
Roland W30 I ..................£1530.00  £51.92 per month
Emax III £2850.00 - £96.74 per month
Akai 51100 n .................£3499.00 - £16100 per month
Akai 51000 n. 12799.00 - £130.43 per month
Akai S950 n £1299.00 - £60.51 per month

SOUND MODULES
Roland U220 I . .. £660.00 - £22.39 per month
Yamaha TG551.................£749.00 - £25.90 per month
EMU Proleus11 £899.00 - £30.50 per month
Emu Proleus XR I £1099 00 - E51.20 per month
Kawai K4R I £595.00 - £20.17 per month
Kawai KIR I.. ..... ......... .£289.00 - 09.80 per month
Waldorf Microwave 24 months low cost finance

Elution EVS1 24 months low cost finance..1299.00 -
£13.91 per month

DRUM MACHINES
Roland R8 v......................£690.00 - £23.41 per month
Roland R5 v....................£449.00 - £15.22 per month
Roland DR550 v .£19900 - 0633 per month
Alesis HR16 v 134990 - £11.82 per month

Alesis HR16B v .. ..£39900 - £13.52 per month

SEQUENCERS
Roland MC50011 v E999.00 - 03189 per month
Roland MC300 v £690.00 - £2141 per month
Kawai 080 v E595.99 £20.17 per month
Alesis MMT8 c ....................£258.00 - £9.72 per month
Yamaha 0%5. .. £199.00
Yamaha EX21 ..£149.00
Akai AS010 inc new software £799.00

MIXERS
Studiomaster Proline 1648 gold v

£1549.00 - £52.56 per month
Studiomaster Proline 16816 gold v.

£1829.00 - £62.07 per month
Studiomaster Mixdown 1648 gold v
....... ..... ................ .......£2147.00 - £72.87 per month

Studiomaster Mixdown 16816 gold v..... .....
£2475 00 - £83.99 per month

Allen Heath Scepter v .....£1469.00 - E49.85 per month

RECORDING
Post. G16 Professional Model now in stodc
Fostex R8 v £1399.00 - £47.47 per month
Fmk. 280 24 months low cost finance

£599.00 - £27.90 per month
Fostex X26 v £299.00 - £13.91 per month
Yamaha MT100 MKII - £17.65 per month
Yamaha MT3X v £589.00 - £27.44 per month
Sansui MR6 V £67500- £22.89 per month
Sansui WSX1 in stock Best deal.
Sansui MR6...............................................N/C £59900
Vestax GSM601 Personal Recorder £139.00
Vest. MR30 4 Track ............ 1169.00
Vest. MR100 4 track £199.00

Vest. MR66 6 track........................................£849.00
Lone Wolf Midi Tape. . .....In stock Brad/N/C
Akai DDI OM Optical recorder Brad/N/C

KEY
36 months super low credit .1
24 months super low credit = n
36 months low cost finance a v

Free Satellite Dish and Receiver with any one of these
packages worth £300...Ring for details.

EX DEMO AND SECOND
HAND GOODIES

KEYBOARDS
Yamaha YS200.... £399.00
Yamaha YS100.....N/C £299.00
Technics SX700 UP £549.00
Roland 020 Brad/UP £899.00
Roland A80 UP/N/C £1255.00
Akai AX80................. ............ ._.._....._...0/5.029900
Korg T2 Brad £239900

Yamaha PFI500 ................ .....Brad/UP £1039.00
Rhodes MK60 .N/C £1099.00
Korg C250 ..................................................UP £749.00
Kawai AS610.. _WC/UP/Han/Brad £149.00
Kawai WK40 N/C/UP/Han/Brad £159.00
Kawai WK50 N/C/UP/Brad £19900
Kawai MS710 .UP/N/C/Brad £105.00
Kawai MS510.............. ................. AR/WC/Brad £99.00

SYNTHS
Roland SHO9 S/H Mi8 079.00
Yamaha YPR-9 S/H M/B £26900
Yamaha PSR4500 Han 7647.00
Roland 50005 Piano Brad £1599.00
Korg Delta Brad mom
Roland Juno 106 L/P £349.00
Roland HP3500.......... .................. ..... _UP £1399.00

Yamaha DX75. .S/L £525.00
Roland D10 S/L £659.00
Kom 707 .N/C £299.00

SOUND MODULES
Yamaha EMT1 Brad/LJP £149.00
Kawai PHM ...Han/Brad/N/C £220.00
Roland CM32L M/Bro/Brad/NiC £299,00
Roland CM32P WCBrad/UP (333.00
Roland U110 Brad £439.00
Korg Symphony UP £199.00

Korg M3R..
Korg M1 R.

.....N/C £59900
....Han £965.00

DRUMS
Yamaha RX8 L/P/Han £279.00
Roland TR505 N/C/L/P £165.00

Korg KPR77 S/L £89.00

MONITORS
Yamaha NS1000M 200N each....
Roland MS30 . ....

MULTITRACKS

...UP pr £69500
WC each £69.00

OIL pr £179.00

Yamaha MT3X .S/L £49500
Sansui MR6.... Han/N/C £469.00
YamandMT100 Han £299.00

MIXERS
Seek 1882... N/C £949.00
Yamaha MC1202 ........ ........... N/C £52900
Yamaha MC1602 ........... . ...... ..Brad/UP £59900
Yamaha MV422 Line Mixer.. ................ UP £189.00
Fostex 16/2 Line Mixer ..... ...................S/L £26900

GRAPHIC ECTS
Boss GE -131 ....... .............. ..... ...N/C £175.00
ARTHD31 UP/N/C £299.00
ARHD15 UP/N/C £299.00
Soundtec ST15 Stereo 15 Band .UP/Brad/N/C £185.00
Soundtec ST31 Stereo 31 Band .L/P/Brad/N/C £354.00

MULTI FX
Roland GS6 Gtr Processor M/Bro/N/C £43600
Yamaha GSP100 N/C/S/L/M/Bro/Brad £109.00
Yamaha DP100 UP/.Han/N/C £109.00
Nomad Axeman PVC £149.00
Yamaha WYX10 Gtr Transmitter N/C £249.00
Boss GL100 Preamp N/C £125.00

Rock City Music The Hi -Tech Instrument Specialists
Branches at:

10 Mosley Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne Tel: (091) 2324175

5 Stockton Road, Sunderland. Tyne & Wear Tel: (091) 567 8058/565 5168

44 Borough Road. Middlesbrough, Cleveland Tel: (0642) 231346/231446

38 Manningham Lane, Bradford Tel:(0274) 392805/394934

Unit 3, The Quadrant, Potteries Way. Hanley, Stoke On Trent Tel: (0782) 283194

16 Lord Street, Liverpool Tel: (051) 709 8675/709 8735



BIOLOGY
THE PROPHET 600 was one of the world's

first hybrid digital and analogue synths.
This means that, unlike in otherwise
similar instruments such as the Prophet 5

and the OBX, the Z80 microprocessor is

not only acting as a control device (storing

patches, driving MIDI. . .) but it is also

involved directly in the act of synthesis.

Most significantly, there are no separate

analogue envelope generators in this
Prophet. Instead, the envelopes are
calculated by the computer and are then

converted, via sample & hold devices, to

dynamic voltages. There's no physical LFO

either the LFO is computed by the Z80,

as are the outputs of the pitch and
modulation wheels. The modulation that

you hear is created by summing the
outputs from the envelope generators,
oscillators, and wheels.

It works something like this. Every
200th of a second the Z80 calculates the

values of the envelope generators,
calculates the LFO and the effect of Glide,

refreshes the LEDs on the top panel,
looks at either the pitch or the mod wheel,

refreshes all the S&H control voltages,
and finally checks one (and only one) top

panel control knob. Once it's done all this

it looks at the keyboard and, if you've
played a note in that period, works out the

voice assignments. You can detect the
consequences of this digitisation by trying

to adjust some of the control knobs by
very small amounts. Listen carefully and

the effect on the sound jumps from value

to value.

The majority of the circuitry in the 600

is digital, but the sound created is
unmistakeably analogue. This was yet
another innovation which has helped the

synthesisers of today be what they are -
although, like their other developments, it

didn't help SCIvery much. The analogue
sound is created in the output stages of
the synth where all the digital calculations

are returned to good old analogue
voltages. The oscillators themselves (two

per voice) are Curtis chips (as found on

later Prophet 5s) and the filters,
amplifiers, and mixers are also to be
found on a single Curtis chip 1per voice),

yet another Sequential innovation. Finally,

the output is analogue filtered to get rid of

digital quantisation noise!

POLITICS
MUCH HAS BEEN written about the pros

and cons of oscillator instability (not to be

confused with tuning instability). Ow no
synth is this debate more pertinent than

the Prophet 600. Despite all the

Sequential developments in digital control,

the Curtis oscillators can be wild. Now, if

you want each note to be an exact copy of

the last one you're not going to like the
600. But this is an age where we are
being bombarded with adverts for
"humanisers", random pitch variations
(see the Roland D70 launched later this
month), and every digital effect under the

sun to liven up the sound. If you play one

note on a 600 using one oscillator only,
and one waveform only, you get the result

you would expect from an analogue synth -

a steady tone. But the moment you use

the second oscillator (even tuned to the

same pitch) you get chorusing. Or rather,

the movement within the sound that
chorusing sets out to achieve. Unison
mode also achieves this. If you're feeling

curious, and have the facilities, set up a

single note on a DX7 and a Prophet 600 -

let's say, a two -oscillator sawtooth with no

modulation or envelope, then listen.. .

Shortcomings? Well, the down -side to

this is the extent of the uncertainty you
have to endure just before you start
playing. Oscillator movement is one thing,

but the 600 takes the whole thing a stage

further. Changes in temperature, humidity,

or the rising price of beer are all likely to

send the tuning wandering off into the
stranger realms of Far Eastern atonal
music. Worse than that, if it gets really
excited, a Prophet 600 will pimp out of its

patch altogether and leave you in some

decidedly wierd sonic landscapes. Luckily,

all is returned to normal by pre'ssing the
Preset button a couple of times - but if you

don't have a hand free things can get
mighty embarrassing up on stage. If things

get really out of hand, oscillator re -scaling

is possible, but only if you're confident
about performing minor surgery on your
synths. Otherwise, have the machine
serviced professionally.

MUSIC
THE 600 IS an unusual synth, but few
people are going to buy one for that
reason alone. Some keyboards and
expanders are purchased because they

ooze facilities - effects units, splits,
layers, multitimbrality, drum sections,
sequencers - and I wouldn't be without
these devices either. But, the bottom line

with any keyboard has to be "how does it

sound?". There's a good reason why
synths such as the OBX and the Super
Jupiter are so sought-after: their sound.

Does the Prophet 600 live up to its
Sequential pedigree, or was it "first of
the dogs"?

The 600 is an enigma. Sometimes
there's nothing to touch it, and you
wouldn't seperate me from mine with a
crowbar. At other times I'm tempted to
convert it into an ashtray. Firstly, its

strengths. You want luscious, deep string -

type sounds? Get a secondhand 600.
This synth stands side -by -side with the

Prophet 5 and OBX, and head and
shoulders above most other analogue
keyboards (which is strange considering

its hybrid nature). You want lead and
bass lines that send Minimoog owners
diving for cover? This is your synthesiser.

I've never come across a synth that
sounded so much like a Moog, which is

also surprising, since its architecture is
far more reminiscent of an ARP Odyssey.

Fast rise times, filter distortion, tortured
resonance - it'll do most things a Moog
will do, provided that you don't want three

audio oscillators. The 600 Hammond
impersonations can also be very
interesting. The final strength of the 600

is sound effects. Although it's not the
most configurable synth in the world, it

will oblige you with a wide range of
malicious graunches and thapwangs.
You'll also find the 600 quite useful for
brass sounds - from solo trumpet to
polybrass stabs - although you'll need a

reverb unit to make them listenable.
Other groups of sounds which benefit
from a generous helping of reverb are

'flutes and (synthetic) percussion.

The 600's weaknesses ? Just about
everything else; it doesn't take kindly to
being asked to go (sonically) where no
Prophet has successfully gone before.

THE EXAMINATION
SO, SHOULD YOU be interested in a 600,

and how much should you pay for one if
you are? Powerful as synths like the D50,

MI. and VFX are, they produce
"characteristic" sounds. A Prophet 600
could be just the synth to add that little bit

of extra interest to your sound.

How much? There was a time when you

could pick up a 600 for about £250, but
the typical price today is closer to £400.

That's got nothing to do with inflation - we,

the keyboard playing public, have simply

realised the value of the synth. And that's

fair enough. If you're looking for an OBX,

Prophet 5, or perhaps even a

Memorymoog or Jupiter 8, check out the

little Prophet 600. You never know, you

might be pleasantly suprised and save
yourself a bob or two in the process.

Thanks to Argents in Denmark Street,
London for technical information.
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WHEN YOU PLAY ALONG WITH THE MIDI

METRO, ALL YOU HEAR IS YOURSELF.

ti

When multitrack recording, the first track recorded is crucial, since musicians

use it as a springboard for their own inspiration when overdubbing. Unlike a

click track, using the MIDI Metro lets you know where you are in advance of

the beat. There's no risk of breakthrough on acoustic instruments and no need

of headphones.

WHAT THE MIDI METRO DOES

'The MIDI Metro is a digital metronome with a MIDI interface, in a 1U 19"

rack -mounting unit. Its bright visual display, simulating the motion of a

conductor's baton replaces the click track enabling the musician to put down a

solo performance first then build up a backing track to complement it rather

than the other way round.

HELP FOR DRUMMERS

'The MIDI Metro is also designed to ease the burden on drummers' ears when

playing along with sequenced music at gigs. Eight large multi -coloured LEDs

make up the display which is easily followed even at a distance.

East Haugh, Pitlochry, Perthshire,

Scotland , PH16 5JS

Q -LOGIC TeI:0796 2001 Fax: 0796 3806

I2X7212tt
adViCe

THE
COMPLETE
ICSIC STORE

THE BEST BUY
AT PROJECT

A.B.W.H, ROBERT RANT, SINEADO'CONNOR,
FICK WAKEMAN, ASWAD CHRIS REA,

PAUL MACARTNEY,SIMPLE MINDS, LEVEL 42
BILLY OCEAN, DEFF LEPPARD, DURAN DURAN
TERENCE TENT D'ARBY, GEORGE MICHEAL,

HOLLY JOHNSON.

YES THE BEST MUSIOANS BUY AT PROJECT - AND ITS
PROJECT FOR THE BEST BUYS.

EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS

71 SALISBURY RD, HOUNSLOW,MIDDX
TW4 7NW, TEL 081-570 4444

EX. DEMO

RHODES MK. 80

£14991 ONLY

DIGIDESIGN SOFT SYNTH

PROGRAM WAS £235

NOW £89

MAKING YOU SOUND GREAT!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
AVAILABLE NOW ON EVERYTHING (ALMOST)

HOW MANY KEYBOARDS?

Roland
ON INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

ensonict
ON INTEREST

FREE CREDIT

ON INTEREST

FREE CREDIT

ON INTEREST

FREE CREDIT

IMPORTANT NOTICE
If you are visiting the British Music Fair this July, just

remember that all the new hi -tech equipment on
display will be available through Andertons Music Co

on interest free credit ihcluding models yet
to be delivered.

Written details on request.

ANDERTONS MUSIC CO., HAYDON PLACE,

GUILDFORD, SURREY GUI 4LR
MAIL ORDER

YAMAHA
ON INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

Chest,

ON INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

ON INTEREST
FREE CREDIT

ON INTEREST

FREE CREDIT

(0483) 38212
FAX (0483) 38211

CREDIT CARDS

PRICE

MATCH



CHEETAH Sallipling Module

SI

CHEETAH X18

NB MIT ',MIMEO SAMPLE.

'

SX16

=Lir" OJAI. .411

Noted for producing the sort of gear

musicians want for the sort of money most

musicians have, Cheetah have just unveiled

their first sampler - no less than 16 bits for no

more than £800. Review by Vic Lennard.

AFTER A SHAKY start, Cheetah are

starting to build a strong reputation

for producing workmanlike equipment

at very attractive prices. Their MS6

analogue synth expander, MD16
drum machine and MQ8 sequencer were never
intended to be the last word in hi -tech sophistication.

Instead they were intended to make essential pieces

of equipment available to those of us on a tight
budget - a job they all do admirably.

With the SX16, Cheetah are venturing into the
sampler market. The advance of technology has led to

a decrease in price of the analogue -to -digital
converters (ADC) and their output, digital -to -analogue

(DAC) counterparts and given Cheetah the opportunity

to produce a 16 -bit stereo sampler for just under
£800. No, it's not April.

The SX16 is a stereo, 16 -bit sampler with a
maximum sampling frequency of 48kHz and 512
KBytes onboard memory (expandable to 2Meg). The

basic unit will give a sampling time of 2.7 seconds at

maximum frequency. Up to eight voices can be played

back simultaneously and it will respond to note data

on any MIDI channel. There are eight individual,
polyphonic outputs and up to 16 samples can be held

in memory at any one time.

The sampler is a 19 -inch, 1U -high rack -mounting

module in industry -standard black. The front panel

has four main attributes; a 2 x 16 character, backlit

LCD; a double -sided, double -density disk drive as

standard; 23 push buttons which are used for both

selecting/setting parameters and naming samples

and a 9 -pin joystick port and phono modulator output

for direct connection to a television. Not to mention a

mains switch.

The rear panel has the relevant quarter -inch jack

sockets (two input, eight output) and MIDI In, Out and

Thru ports. An RS232 port is provided for future
expansion and a 6 -pin DIN socket handles the power -

this reduces the need for internal screening and
almost eliminates internal heating.

Unfortunately, the cable connecting the psu to the

SX16 is only one metre long, which means that you
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can't place the unit very high in a rack. A contrast
control on the LCD would also have been useful as

you can only see clearly head-on to the display.
Bearing in mind the length of the psu cable, this could

cause problems.

TAKING A SAMPLE
ON POWER UP, the SX16 checks its disk drive before

coming up with a Ready prompt on screen. The
Operating System is in internal ROM, not disk -loaded.

This means that updates will probably require the
replacement of ROMs, but reduces the boot -up time.

There are various ways that manufacturers have

used to call up parameters for editing - Akai have
push-button menus and a control wheel while Casio

use a slider. Cheetah have gone for a parameter
number system. You type in the number of the relevant

parameter that you wish to edit, type the new value

and press Enter. To this end, all letters (upper case),

numbers and necessary symbols are available from

the front panel buttons. These are split into two sets

in red and blue with the Sample button doubling as a

shift button to select one set or the other.

To select a parameter, either press Parameter
followed by the required number, or key in the number.

A list of all parameters is provided in the manual and

in keeping with the simplicity of design, this list is
currently pretty short; 16 sampling and 19 global

parameters.

There are three methods of altering parameters: the

single arrow keys increase or decrease the value by

one and scroll if you hold them down; the double arrow

keys jump in steps proportional to the time between

each press; use BS (backspace) to clear the current

value and enter your own. Some neat ideas here. Too

many manufacturers forget about the fact that humans

are basically impatient and don't want to wait 20
seconds while a display motors from 1 to 1,000.

Certain parameters have specific default values.

Sampling Frequency (Parameter 3) always defaults to

48kHz, although there are seven options available;

48kHz, 32kHz, 24kHz, 16kHz, 12kHz, 8kHz and 6kHz.

Output defaults to socket 1, MIDI Channel to 1 and so

on. These cannot be changed - you don't get the
option to save a default set of values to disk.

Taking a sample is very straightforward. Hit Select

followed by one of the two New options (for Mono or

Stereo), type in the name of the new sample and set

the length. This is in millisecond units and defaults to

the maximum available from the unused memory.
Hitting Sample now tells you which input(s) are being

used (1 for Mono, 1&2 for Stereo) and displays the

level of the incoming signal as a 15 -segment
horizontal bar. Without any kind of gain control, there's

no way of adjusting the incoming audio level to the

SX16. Cheetah have taken this option to cut down on

a pre -amp stage, so keeping cost down and reducing

input noise. This means that the accuracy of the meter

has to be relied upon for lack of distortion in the
sampled signal. Although the manual doesn't say so,

it appears to be OK to go up to the 12th segment of

the meter on a continuous signal, but not beyond.
Dynamic sounds can even peak as high as the 14th

segment. Apart from the slight increase in background

hiss on playback, the fidelity of the monitored sound is

very good, making it easy to take good samples.
Anyone with a Casio FZ sampler will appreciate what

happens when this is not the case (see review MT,

March 1990).

While the input cannot be adjusted, the monitor
output can. Parameter 24 allows you to set a value

which is a percentage of the output. So setting 50%

will give you half of the nominal volume.

To sample, you press any button. The SX16 goes

into trigger mode and starts sampling as soon as the

trigger threshold is exceeded. This can be adjusted by

parameter 23 from 0% which will start sampling
immediately a button is pressed, to 100% which will

need the peak of an explosion to set it off. A value

around 2% or 3% picks up the attack of a bass drum

but the degree of noise at the input will dictate how

low you can go. The display tells you that you are

"Sampling" and returns you to the display showing the

name of the sample at the end of the sampling time.

Press Play to hear the result. I have to admit that in

my experience with samplers, it is difficult to think of

any which are as easy to use as the SX16 in terms of

the basic taking of a sample.

With the first sample in memory, pressing Clear
removes it from playback but not from memory. This

lets you take the next sample by following the previous

procedure again. Let's say that you want to delete one

of the samples: "Select" that sample by scrolling
through the names and press Clear. The screen then

asks you whether you want to "1:Rename 2:Delete

3:Cancel" on the top line. How can this be shown
within 16 characters? The display scrolls. Excellent

idea.

If your first sample was titled Gorby then selecting

option 2 asks you "Are you sure you want to delete

Gorby? - 1:0K 2:Cancel". This is close to being idiot -

proof. The single- and double -arrow keys can again be

used to scroll through faster or move immediately to

the end of the message (useful once you know your

way around the machine).

The SX16 has a unique method for managing its
memory. Imagine that your naming procedure has not

been all it should have been and that you delete the

wrong sample. The SX16 doesn't clear that sample
from memory until you re -use the sampling space.
Consequently you can go through the process of
naming a new sample and setting the length and your

previous sample will re -appear. If the length you set is

different from the original then you either get hiss at

the end or a cut -down version.

LOOPING SAMPLES
SAMPLERS CAN BE used for a variety of purposes,

one of which is to emulate a natural instrument. As
the memory space of any sampler is restricted,
looping is used where a portion of the sample is
played over and over again to give the aural illusion of

a continual sound.

Selecting parameter 11 puts the SX16 into loop

mode and the sound starts to continuously play back.

The single/double arrows are then used for

SX,

CC

SCI

be like

chasers

os and 11

Torated the

for a

4 I DI
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"In my experience

of samplers, it is

difficult to think of
any which are as

easy to use as the

SX16 in terms of

the basic taking of a

sample."

fine/coarse alterations to the start and end points of

the loop depending on whether you press the Strt or

End buttons. The screen changes to "Loop set:
Start/End" although no numbers are displayed on

screen to show you where you are. This means that

you have to rely solely on your ears (could be another

first if you're an A&R man).

Most samplers use crossfade looping to create
glitch -free loops. This takes a small portion of the
sample before the start of the loop, copies it and
mixes it into the sample before the end of the loop.

The length of the portion is usually variable, with
small portions being used for the removal of slight

glitches. The lack of this option on the SX16 will
make smooth loops difficult to obtain. Akai's S700

had a "preset" version which worked at the twist of a

knob and the difference was quite stunning in terms

of loop continuity. I'd have liked Cheetah to have
offered a basic version such as this on the SX16.

A process called truncation is used to cut away
unwanted bits from a sample. Parameter 12 sets the

sample into looping mode and the start and end
points are adjusted, after which Enter permanently
deletes the parts of the sample outside of what is
being heard. This is a little awkward when working

with short samples such as bass drums, where it's

difficult to decide whether there is a gap or part of
the end of the sample is being cut off. You can
always exit truncate mode, listen to the sample and

re-enter for any fine adjustments.

OTHER SAMPLE EDITS
LET'S SAY THAT you've sampled a snare drum with

plenty of reverb. There's every chance that you'll
want to change the dynamics of the sound. Gating

the reverb is no problem - simply truncate the
sample. But what happens if you want to shorten the

sample and still have it sounding natural? Parameter

1 affects the release time; a value of 0 will give no
release time, 1 plays the entire sample while 2 up to

200 places a release time on the sample, with higher

values releasing quicker. This parameter is
independent per sample, but affects both halves of a

stereo sample.

You can change the playback pitch of a sound by

altering parameter 2. This sets the original pitch and

gives you a numerical as well as a note value - for
instance, 60 (C4). The numbering system is the same

as Roland's.

The response of a connected MIDI keyboard is an

unknown quantity and so Cheetah have offered seven

different velocity response curves for each sample;

fixed velocity where no matter how hard you press the

key, the velocity is taken to be 64; linear velocity
where the sound volume is directly proportional to

the key velocity; reverse linear so that higher velocity

gives lower volume and vice versa; exponential curve;

reverse exponential; logarithmic and reverse
logarithmic. The effect of these is explained quite
well in the manual and should let you create any feel

that you want. The three pairings of normal and
reverse curves are also useful for velocity crossfading

samples. As you can select any two samples to make

a stereo pair, and the velocity sensitivity acts
separately on each of them, you can create one
sample fading in as the other fades out. A similar
facility is offered for aftertouch response.

A low -frequency oscillator (LFO) is also available.

Depth as a percentage figure of the maximum and

Modulation rate from 1 to 400 (0.1Hz-40Hz) can be

set for each sample using parameters 13 and 14.

KEYBOARD SPLITS
WITH UP TO 16 samples in memory, the next step is

to place them across the keyboard. You may have a

selection of drum sounds or a set of multisamples to

assign to different notes. It's here that a degree of

confusion is likely to creep in.

Parameter 6 selects the MIDI channel you wish to

assign to a sample. Any note on this channel will play

this sample. Parameter 27 is the Global MIDI channel

and will play all samples assigned to splits, on this

channel. The global MIDI channel, or that for any
sample, can be set to zero, removing any sample or

the splits from MIDI control. This effectively means

that you can only have one program of keysplits in

memory at any one time.

Parameter 26 puts the SX16 into split keyboard

mode. The display shows "Split: choose 1", at which

point you select one of the samples in memory.
Pressing a key on a connected MIDI keyboard (say,

C5) will then show "Set on C5" - play a second note

while holding down the first (say, F5) and this
changes to "Set on C5 -F5" for a range of notes. You

then have the option of assigning either the second
half of a stereo pair to the same split or another
sample altogether. This may have been given a
reverse velocity sensitivity as mentioned before. If

one of the splits which you set up overlaps a previous

one, it will steal that part of the range from the other

split. So, any note on a keyboard can play back a
maximum of two samples.

While assigning samples to splits, you also have

the option to transpose the pitch of the samples so
that they play back correctly within that split. This
doesn't affect any transpose value that you may have

set under parameter 10 for individual samples.

Although the outputs are polyphonic, playing a note

a second time before the sample assigned to this
note has died out will silence the first note. There are

a variety of times when this is not an advantage, like

when a ride cymbal is being played. Parameter 37

lets the first note continue its natural course and will

continue to add notes up to the limit of the polyphony

setting.

DISK FUNCTIONS
AS EITHER A DD or HD (quad density) disk drive can

be fitted to the SX16, the formatting procedure takes

this into account and asks you which type of
formatting is in order. Don't try to cheat and format a

disk to quad density when the drive is only a double

density version - the SX16 will have none of it. Each

disk can be named and given a sequence number.

This is because the entire memory from an expanded
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HANDS ON
SHOW

PRESENTED
BY HOME

N

KENSINGTON TOWN FIN0°'

Get your hands on the latest recording and
MIDI equipment.

Over 50 stands, including all major
manufacturers and distributors, displayed in
two main halls and foyer of Kensington Town Hall.

SEE AND GET YOUR HANDS ON
-1- ill 430 Ft 4m. 4= 4C. cl ig I I

1*.C10401-0Gy

ootk

music
9 -Technology

5coT c&LRE

SATURDAY 13th OCTOBER

10am - 6pm

SUNDAY 14th OCTOBER

10am - 5pm

* The latest multitrack tape machines... from 4 to 24 track.

* Digital recording... from DAT machines to hard disk.

* Mixing consoles... a full range from all the major manufacturers.

* Outboard... from patchbays to digital multi -effect units.

 ono O ni.m r NM  11:10 11-11 am  

* Latest high-tech gear, including synths, sequencers, drum
machines, samplers, etc.

£5.00 daily or £1,50

weekend pass.

* A wide selection of music software (sequencing, editors, librarians,
score writers, etc).

* The very best in MIDI accessories.

Attend FREE seminars, demonstrations and live Feedback sessions!

High Street Kensington underground station, NCP car parking close by.

MUSIC GET YOUR HANDS ON - 'THE REAL LIVE SHOW'
MARKE Music MakerEXHIBITIONS Organised by Exhibitions Ltd. £1.00 OFF

Only one voucher per person



Flaying

to the responseof
the Akai S900/950,

I was most

surprised to find

that SX16 samples

were still clear one

or two octaves

down."

SX16 won't fit onto a single disk. The sequence
number will tell you whether disks are being loaded

back in the right order.

You can either save the entire internal memory
including all samples and parameters (ALL) or
individual mono samples with their own parameters,

by selection. The screen displays how much is to be

saved and how far through the process it is, in

Kbytes for the entire memory and milliseconds for
individual samples. This means that if you save the

entire memory, you can no longer load individual
samples from within the block. When loading, "*"
before the name signifies an ALL file.

Cheetah have realised that the most popular family

of samplers to date is Akai's S900/950/1000 and
have implemented the necessary software to read

the disks (again paying attention to the disk density

in the case of the S1000). The SX16 scans the disk

and reports on everything that is found including the

"fixups" protection file and programs, which it cannot

load. All samples are then shown along with their size

in Kbytes.

Disk loading on the review model SX16 was very

slow - a 4.5 second S1000 sample disk took over five

minutes to load. Happily, Cheetah acknowledged the

problem from the start and have since released
improved software that significantly reduces loading

times. They reckon this brings the SX16 in line with

other samplers currently on the market. Unfortunately I

wasn't able to put their claims to the test, but as the

company themselves were never happy with the
performance of the disk drive, it suggests they will

have dealt with the problem properly.

Failure to correct this problem shouldn't present

studio users with any insurmountable problems, but it

is going to make changing disks for live work rather

impractical. As it stands, however, any improvement

over the performance of the review model will be
most welcome.

FEEL THE QUALITY
SO MUCH FOR facilities, what does the SX16 sound

like?

To make 16 -bit technology available at this kind of

price, shortcuts have to be taken. One shortcut
Cheetah have made is to cut the number of DACs.
Instead of one per voice, several voices share a DAC,

using a technique called time slicing. The result is

that the precision of playback is not as good as it
would be with one DAC per voice.

The SX16 offers a variety of playback modes; 8 -

voice, 4 -voice, 4 -voice filtered and 2 -voice filtered. The

lower the polyphony, the better the playback
characteristics. The filtered modes take some of the

harshness away from the top end. At 48kHz, the
playback accuracy is pretty good but by the time you

get to 32kHz, top end loss is quite noticeable.
Sampling rates below this are of limited use. Indeed,

even the bass samples on the factory disk are
recorded at 48kHz.

Loading samples from an S900 disk and comparing

playback with an S900 (a 12 -bit sampler), shows this

lack of definition clearly. Downloading the samples

from both machines into Genwave (a sample editor)

and comparing the frequency/time graphs of the
waveforms showed them to be identical - which puts

the deterioration down to the output stage of the
SX16. A similar result occurred when identical
samples were taken on both machines. Why compare

with the S900? Because the RRP of the SX16 puts it

at the same position in the market as a secondhand

S900.

This isn't a criticism - to be honest, the SX16's
quality was higher than I'd expected, and in the
context of four -track recording, would be quite
acceptable.

However, this isn't the end of the story. One feature

which impressed me was the clarity of samples when

played back below their sampled note. Having got

used to the response of the Akai S900/950, I was

most surprised to find that samples were still clear

one or two octaves down. You can also change the

playback frequency to any value between 1kHz-99kHz

to fine tune the pitch of a sample, although the length

changes proportionately. This differs from the
Transpose option (parameter 10) which works via

MIDI. The SX16 accurately reproduces stereo samples

image -wise - no mean feat.

MIDI FEATURES
THE SX16 WILL respond to MIDI messages in all MIDI

modes including mode 4 (for use with guitar synths
and sequencers). It will also recognise MIDI patch

changes for selection of the individual samples in
memory, pitchbend, MIDI volume and sustain pedal.

However, for some inexplicable reason, it won't
respond to MIDI modulation wheel messages. This

defeats much of the benefit of having an LFO
controllable in this manner.

Cheetah have also realised that many Ensoniq
Mirage users will be likely purchasers of SX16s. To

this end, they have incorporated the software for a

Mirage MIDI sample dump - a welcome first to my

knowledge. If the sample being obtained from the
Mirage is too long to fit into memory, then it's
truncated; if it's too short, the rest of the space is
left unfilled. A message informs you which of these

has occurred.

The MIDI sample dump standard facilitates
transfer of samples between suitably -specified
samplers. Unfortunately, the SX16 will not respond to

a sample dump request. This makes life tricky when

dumping to software of a similarly limited nature. It is

possible, but the timing required in pressing the
button on the SX16 and the mouse button for the
computer is tight. The SX16 will receive samples from

other samplers by the same method.

Apart from being able to play a sample forwards

using the Play button, you can also play it backwards

by pressing the left-hand single arrow button. When

you press the right-hand arrow button it puts the
SX16 into Scratch mode - where you can play a
sample forwards by moving the pitchbend wheel on a

connected MIDI keyboard to the right and backwards

by moving it to the left. The further you move the
wheel, the faster the sample plays. The result is as
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close to scratching a record as is possible without

using a turntable. Perhaps this gives an idea as to

which market the SX16 is aimed at.

ADDON EXTRAS
WITH 512K MEMORY as standard, the sampling time

on the SX16 is short. Cheetah are selling a 2
Megabyte version for £1399 - £600 for an extra 1.5

Meg of memory, which seems pretty steep. Third

party 2Meg upgrades for the Akai S1000 are
currently around £300.

The disk drive can be replaced by a high -density

version, which will save twice as much data per disk,

for £150 plus £15 fitting charge.

Finally all editing, including sample waveforms, can

be displayed on a TV and altered using a joystick. The

internal card costs about £150 and a joystick a
further £25. I couldn't test this out, but my
comments regarding the lack of info on the display

could be solved by using this.

VERDICT
YOU'VE PROBABLY NOTICED that no comparison at all

has been made between the SX16 and any other 16 -

bit sampler. Such comparisons would be pointless
bearing in mind that at the price, the SX16 is not
intended to be a competitor to the likes of the Akai

S1000.

Many of the features on the SX16 have, however,

been very carefully thought out. In use, the buttons

and the scrolling display are very user-friendly, and the

average musician should only need the manual to

check the parameter numbers. Looping samples for

hip hop and house music is easy and the various
velocity curves make cross -fading of one sound to

another simple to implement.

Stereo sampling can allow you to achieve results

which you will only have dreamed of with a mono
sampler. Polyphonic outputs and access to most other

samplers either by disk reading or sample dumping -

there are many very good aspects to this unit.

On the down side, the SX16's sound quality is poor

when used in 8 -voice mode - Cheetah obviously
appreciate this, however, as the SX16 defaults to four -

voice filtered mode. Running in four -voice mode
restricts you to either four mono or two stereo
samples simultaneously. In other words, the
combination of sound quality and polyphony works

against you.

A little bit of me can't help but wonder what an
extra £100 on the asking price would have done to

the sound quality. Still, if you're a first-time buyer or

considering upgrading from a Mirage or one of the
samplers using quickdisks, the SX16 is well worth a

listen - be prepared to place your order, pay your
deposit and join the queue.

Price £799.95 including VAT.

More from Cheetah, Norbury House, Norbury Road,

Fairwater, Cardiff CF5 3AS. Tel: (0222) 555525.

PATIIIWORRS
PROFESSIONAL ORIGINA DS FOR T DAY' U I A

- LOOK AT THESE REALISTIC PRICES -
- DON'T BE FOOLED THESE ARE TRULY PROFESSIONAL SOUNDS -
DRUMTRAX 1

THOSE FORGOTTEN BEATS
Available again on this Classic Tape ...
Sample this!!!
The Soundmaster SR88 The DR-55(The Original Drum Beat)
The TR606 (Drumatix) The Boss DR 110 Dr. Rhythm)
The KORG KPR77 The Or. Bohm (Digital Drums)
all samples are recorded "dry" and with various "effects"

AVAILABLEgve
flange, phasing, echo/delay,. reverse -gate)

NOW!! for only £12.50 CASSETTE
£25.00 DAT

COMING SOON !!!!! (even as you are reading this)

DRUMTAX "PRO" ...
featuring The Sounds of ... 20 Drum Machines
(Seq. Tom, Mt, R5, TR808, Drumulator, RX11, RX21L -
to name but a few)

(Ring for Price Details and Availability)

KORG MI /r - 100 Pro Voices+Combis
(By Soundscape Productions) £15.00

KORG Mtn' - 100 Pro Voices+Combis (Vol. 2)
(By Soundscape Productions) £15.00

KORG M1/r - 100 Pro Voices+Combis
(By Soundbase) £12.50

KAWAI K1 - 128 PRO VOICES (Vol. 1) £10.00
KAWAI K1 -128 PRO VOICES (Vol. 2) £10.00
KAWAI K1 - 128 VOICES

(by Soundbase) £12.50
KAWAI K1 - PRO VOICES

(by Soundbase Productions) £12.50
ROLAND D110/D10/D20/D5 - 128 Pro Voices (Vol. 1) £10.00
ROLAND D110/D10/D20/D5 - 128 Pro Voices (Vol. 2) £10.00
ROLAND D110/D10/D20/D5 - 128 Pro Voices (Vol. 3) £10.00
ROLAND MT32 128 Pro Voices (Vol. 1) £7.50
ROLAND MT32 128 Pro Voices

(by Soundbase) (10.00
ROLAND MT32 128 Pro Voices

(by Soundscape Productions) £12.50

YAMAHA TX81 X11/27/100 128 Pro Voices (Vol. 2)
YAMAHA TX81 X11/27/100 128 Pro Voices

YAMAHA 128 Pro Voices (Vol.1) £10.000.0

£10

£12.50
YAMAHA TX8171uxR/510128 Pro Voices (per volume)

0 ?'Piairlpirs) £10.00
Vol 2 uitar nth
Vol 3 ells/Percussion
Vol 4 resslPipes

£10.00
£10.00
£10.00

Fre_e .D.,Patch/Libranan on request
YAMAHA Pro Voices

by Sounclbase) £7.50
YAMAHA FB01 5 Pro vnines (n.., volume)

01.9tiattlEgitts)
Vol. 2 lucked4s syn E18:88
Vol. 3 Sells/Multi X
Vol. 4 Brass/ ax
Vol. 5 lays/ flings

£10.00

E18:88
- free a Editor on request -

YAMAHA DX7/TX7 96 Pro Voices (by Soundscape Productions)
£10.00

WE ARE NOW DEALING WITH SOFT AND HARDWARE SO LOOK AT SOME OF THESE BARGAINS
SOFTWARE

Cubase St) (V.2) £475 C -Labs Editors (St)
Cubase Mac) V.1) £170£475 X-alyzer
Cubeat St (cut down version of Cubase) £275 Explorer MT32 (MT32, MT100, Et 0, E20, D5, D10, D20,D110
Masterscore St £300 D50, D550)
Notator St V.2.2 £465 Explorer M1
Creator St V.2.2 £465 Explorer 1000 (Matrix 1000, Matrix 6/6R)

£10589

Pro 24 St (V.3 £150 Digidesign's Sampler Editors (ST)
Pro 24 Amiga)(VC.3 + added facilities .i. interface) £275 Turbo synth (V.2) £250
Pro -12 S1 £70 Sound Designer (V.1.5) £250
Avalon £295 Keynotes (Si)
Steinberg Synthworks Editors (St) Chamelon (Patch Librarian) V.1.1) £85
Kawai KT Roland D110, D10, D20 D5, MT32 £120 Gajits:Sequencer One (St)
Yamaha DX/TX KORG M1//M3 Roland D50/550 Emu Proteus 4D Editor (D.5, 010, D20, D100) (St) (Amiga) £95
Yamaha DX/TX KORG M1//M3 Roland D50/550 Emu Proteus CM Panion Editor (St) (Amiga) £95
Yamaha SY77 (available very soon) £150 (Covers Roland's CM range of synths)

HARDWARE

STEINBERGS
Midex (midi expanon) £335
Midex plus (SMPT ) (Midi Expansion) £450
Key Expander £90
Avalon 16 -Bit D/A £335
SMP - 24 (rackmount SMPTE) (Midi Expansion) £875
C -LABS
Export (Midi Expansion) £110
Combiner (4 -key Expansion) £160
Human Touch (Audio Trigger) £140
Steady Eye (video timecode+SMPTE £375

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS EXCLUSIVE OFFER - BUY ANY OF THE ABOVE
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE AND GET SOME OF OUR VERY OWN ORIGINAL

SYNTH VOICES ABSOLUTELY FREE

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME FOR DEMONSTRATIONS AND SALES OF EQUIPMENT/SOFTWARE (with no obligation to buy) BUT STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE - 10 TILL 10 - 7 DAYS - 0424 436674
MAIL ORDER; MAKE CHEQUES/POs PAYABLE TO "PATCHWORKS" FREDERICK HOUSE 211 FREDERICK ROAD, HASTINGS, EAST SUSSEX TN35 5AU
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CORE

With 49 Albums

to his credit,

and appearances

on countless

others,you

might think

Chick Corea has

said all he can

say. But

Inside Out re-

establishes him

as an innovative

composer and

performer.

Interview by

Scott Wilkinson.

MAD HATTER STUDIO IS NESTLED IN A
secluded corner of Silverlake, a suburb of Hollywood,

California. From the outside, you can pass it by without

realising that much musical history has been made there.

On the inside, however, the warm wood -panelled walls

are adorned with album covers and artwork representing

a career that spans over two decades.

An entire organisation occupies the building,
primarily dedicated to the music of one man - Anthony

Armando (Chick) Corea. His prodigious musical output

is born of compositional, performance and

improvisational skills that seem almost too good to be

true (as evidenced by his seven Grammy awards and 26

nominations). He has also remained a pioneer in the use

of music technology, playing and, programming the most

sophisticated devices available throughout his long

tenure as one of the most celebrated composers and

keyboard players of our time.

His latest album, Inside Out, represents a culmination

of Corea's artistic vision for his quintet, the Elektric

Band. "Each record has gained in group -playing
richness", he says with understandable satisfaction. "And

this one has a particular group -playing impact to it.

When I wrote the music, I knew that the group was
going to gel like this, because it had been feeling really

good, even though it had been a year since we played. I

knew that the band was going to be ready to cook."

Corea was right about that - the playing on the album

is incredible. Not only is the ensemble tighter than ever,

each member of the Elektric Band - Corea on
keyboards, John Patitucci on bass, Dave Weckl on

drums, Frank Gambale on guitar, and Eric Marienthal

on sax - is a monster soloist in his own right.

In addition to Inside Out, the Elektric Band has three

studio albums and one live album under its collective

belt. The playing and writing on all of these recordings

spans tight grooves and exotic harmonies and melodies

with equal ease. A wonderful trio also lurks within the

band, bringing Corea, Patitucci and Weckl together to

perform and record as the Akoustic Band.

One very interesting aspect of Inside Out is the

manner in which it was conceived and produced, as

Corea is keen to explain. "This one started without any

kind of image references, verbal concepts or physical

concepts of space and time, no poetic images or
whatever. I approached the composition as an
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improvisation. Once I started composing I composed

the whole record in about six days, because it was a flow

and I just kept going with it. Then the music flowed as

an interaction of the emotions of the musicians.

"After the recording was finished (a week later), we

started looking at illustrations and trying to work out a

way to ground the music in some kind of concept or
imagery, and that's how we developed the list of titles

and the cover. For a long time, the pieces were known as

`Comp 1', 'Comp 2', 'Comp 3', 'Comp 4', 'Comp 5',
and 'Comp 6'. When we were first listening to the music,

some of the thoughts were toward grandiose and classical

titles, like 'Fantasy' and 'Symphony', but I thought 'I
don't want to stick it into a formalised classical
atmosphere', even though some of it might remind you

of classical music. So we came up with these titles that are

more in keeping with the spirit of the tracks."

Many parts of the album reflect an aura of chamber

music while others seem symphonic in their scope. His

comments led me to think (and ask) about musical
categories. How would Corea categorise his own music?

"It depends on with whom I'm communicating. I
might use the word 'jazz' with some people, but not
with other people because of what they think jazz is. Of

course, it degrades a work of art to try to say what it is,

because the actuality of it is itself. So, the way to
describe music is to put it on and listen to it, and that is

the music."

But aren't categories important and useful in some

cases?

"That's a very interesting question", he ponders.
"Life and commerce would tend to lead us to the answer

that they're indispensable for problems like which bin to

put the record in. But from my viewpoint as an artist, all

that categorising does is label a creation that has already

been created and define how it gets associated with
other creations. The function of art and creation is to
make something new, and you have the choice of
drawing upon old forms or not. It's possible to make
something that doesn't come from an association with

something else. But if someone else looks at it, they may

say, 'Yeah, that looks like a tree to me'. So, for me, the

usefulness of categorisation is practically nil.

"I like to talk about music in terms of its emotions",

he continues. "For instance, I might describe an intense

piece of music, or music that moves slowly, or music that

makes me feel incredibly serene, or music that makes me

feel like dancing. These are the kind of descriptions and

categorisations that mean something to me. Even so, it's

such an individual thing that what would make me
dance might not make the next guy dance."

THE LEVEL OF TECHNOLOGICAL SOPHIS-
tication on Inside Out is no less astounding than on
previous Elektric Band albums. This time, however,

Corea took a slightly different approach.

"I put together a certain number of synth sounds that

I played from the Yamaha MIDI Grand during the basic

tracks, and I had a pedal that would bring in these
sounds. I could have just the acoustic piano when the

pedal was off, or I could bring in these additional
textures with the pedal.

"I recorded the complete piano performance of each

basic track directly into the Synclavier sequencer, which

was locked to tape by SMPTE. After the basic tracks

were done, I revised all of the synth sounds in the
sequences and orchestrated my piano part. I could take

those MIDI performances and then turn them into
synth tracks. It turned out to be a very interesting way

to get the initial feel of the basic track performance,
along with later thoughts of orchestration.

"I often have thoughts about how particular phrases

would sound better with this sound or that sound after I

hear my basic track performance. Sometimes I've
attempted to replace the original performances with
synth overdubs. But this way, I retain the original
performance.

"The other thing that was somewhat unusual for me,

although I've done it a little bit before, was that I
worked with a programmer, Jay Oliver. The way in which

we interacted was interesting: I gave him an idea of how

I wanted certain patches to feel and respond, rather than

how I wanted them to sound. We came up with some

very interesting programming, especially on the TX816."

Concurrent with the release of Inside Out is an
extended tour of the US, Europe and Japan. The
American leg of the tour is already underway, and the

band should be in Europe between 18th September and
9th November before heading out to the Far East.

As you might imagine, touring with so much
technology poses its own set of problems. "The better

we get at it, the simpler we make things", Corea reports.

"One of the things that makes it difficult to use
synthesisers live is the amount of gear that gets put
together. It was getting so heavy that it was becoming

impractical to tour with so much equipment, requiring

more setup time, road assistance, technical assistance,

and so forth.

"What we had to do was rethink our whole touring
system. Dave's setup at the drums and my keyboard

setup are the most complex. Patitucci doesn't use any
synths, and neither does Eric. Gambale uses some stuff

occasionally. So it's really the keyboards and the drums.

Dave and I simplified our setups this past year, carved

the weight of the whole thing in half while maintaining

the level of sound sophistication.

"Unfortunately, one of the things that I had to do
was eliminate the Synclavier from my touring outfit. The

delicacy and size of the instrument demanded a lot of
care and setup. I was mainly using the Synclavier for
sequences, so one of the things we did was record our

sequences on DAT - although I won't be using many
sequences this year. As far as sounds are concerned, I
eliminated certain synths and did some sampling on the

Kurzweil 250."

WORDS FROM A MAN WHO'S BEEN THERE
and back. But surely technology has made a greater
impact on Corea's music than simply giving his roadies

hernias.

"Synthesisers, sequencers and samplers have been in

my area of music for a long time. I enjoy them because

there is a bubbling of creation that happens. But it takes

a commitment and an investment of time to learn a new

piece of technology. And I've also discovered that the

degree to which I understand the workings of a piece of

"I've also

discovered that

the degree to

which I

understand the

workings of a

piece of gear is

directly

proportional to

how well

I use it."
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"l can use

sounds built by

others and that's

totally valid - I

do that all the

time - but when I

get into it
myself, my own

music definitely

expands."

gear is directly proportional to how well I use it. It's
possible for me to hire Jay Oliver and say 'I want a blues

sound here and I want a trumpet sound here', select the

sounds, and then just overdub them. However, it's
another level entirely when I actually go into the
instrument myself and learn something about
programming it and how I can elicit sounds.

"Whenever I've spent time programming, I've always

come up with sounds and ways of music that are an
expansion for me. So, that's my key. I can use sounds

built by others and that's totally valid - I do that all the

time - but when I get into it myself, my own music
definitely expands."

How much influence, then, does the musician have

on the development of technology? In Corea's position

as a Yamaha endorsee, I imagined they would ask him

what he thinks of a new instrument idea, or what he'd

like to see in a new instrument, but this - curiously - is

not the case.

"It's more or less after the fact that I'm asked to have

a look at an instrument, and those considerations are
then used for the next product. I think that's pretty
much how it goes. Unfortunately, I've never gotten too

close up in the development of an instrument, although

I continue to think that it's a really good idea. I guess

it's just time-consuming and it would cost a lot of
money for the companies to really get deeply involved in

doing that."

But feedback from musicians is a valuable thing when

designing a musical instrument, isn't it?

"Yeah, I think so", he agrees. "On the other hand, if
you put yourself in the instrument builder's place, you'll

notice the variety of different ways in which musicians

use and approach instruments. I think that the
manufacturers basically try to see what would make an

instrument with the biggest attraction. I know that some

of the things I like about certain instruments is not
necessarily what someone else wants.

"I'll give you an example. I don't particularly like
keyboard controllers with weighted keys, with the
exception of a real piano like the Yamaha MIDI Grand,

because they're kind of a crutch. There's a weight on
each key, but the weight is only there to make you feel

like it's a piano. But when you play an organ keyboard

like the DX7 type of keyboard, it's fulfilling its purpose,

which is that of a trigger. All it needs is a velocity and

points at which it's on and off. I like synth keyboards
with a very loose, on/off action, but that's personal to

me. I think the consensus is that players like to have a
weighted keyboard."

COREA EXPRESSES HIS GRATITUDE TO L
Ron Hubbard in the liner notes of many of his albums.

"Hubbard's been a big influence on my life since 1968

in a lot of different ways", he says forthrightly. "Aside

from developing Dianetics and Scientology, he's also an

incredible writer of action, adventure and science fiction.

But it's his artistic sense and human sense that are
constantly inspiring to me. He found an ability to reach

out to so many people with very sophisticated ideas that

it set a standard for me."

Corea illustrates his point, recalling his own
background.

"My musical background is in jazz and improvisation.

When I was in school, most of my schoolmates were
listening to Elvis Presley, and later the Beatles and so

forth. Meanwhile, I was studying the music of Bud
Powell and Charlie Parker, and then Miles Davis and

John Coltrane. When I began to perform in front of
audiences, I found that there was a certain way in which

I could communicate and reach people based on this
style. But it left out, I don't know, 95% of the populace.

So, I became quite interested in what art has to do with

communication.

"Hubbard set a fine example for me with his own
writings and some of the writings that's he's done on
art. For instance, he wrote a series of essays called the

Art Series, which is a magnificent statement of the basics

of art. He includes the human factor in his philosophy

about what music is. He defines 'art' as a word that
summarises the quality of communication, not so much

as some kind of a technical thing. And to me, that's
actually what it is; music is a communication, even if it's

only a communication to me or those who like jazz, it's

still a communication. It's sharing an idea and a feeling

between one person and another. My study of
Hubbard's works keeps me learning new ways and paths,

and ideas about how to expand myself spiritually as a
musician as well.

"If I'm able to come to an understanding of my
intentions as a musician and how I want to communicate

and how I want to make people feel, I think it puts my

attention on what is actually occurring. This makes
technique a servant to communication, rather than the

other way around. It takes an edge off of me trying to

be such a perfectionist as a technician, which results in

me playing the piano technically better.

"You can watch any great skilled artist - dancer,
pianist, whatever - and you go `wow!'. But how much

attention do they have on their bodies? None. Look at

Baryshnikov throwing his body around the stage. Is he

thinking about which way his hand moves? God, no.
He's communicating this wonderful emotion through

the movement of his body, you see. So, that kind of thing

is clearer to me thanks to Hubbard. It's basically what I
needed to become a more well-rounded musician,
because I grew up in the pursuit of technique."

COREA'S CHOSEN TOOLS WITH WHICH TO
communicate his musical ideas, at least in the context of

the Elektric Band, are the synths, samplers and
sequencers that have become so sophisticated. But what

does he see in the future of these instruments?

"I like the trend of new ideas. I think it's great when

a guy in a company has a new idea for a piece of
software or hardware, or a new instrument or whatever.

The world keeps getting filled with these things, which

doesn't bother me at all. On the other hand, I don't like

planned obsolescence. If I had a company building
instruments, I would want to plan an infinite existence

into them. For instance, New England Digital have
created the Synclavier and they keep on refining it, but

the basic instrument is still the same. You can rely on it

being there. I like that aspect of it.

"If any electronic guys are listening out there who are

developing these ideas, one thing that I would like to
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see happen is a simplicity of use, fewer wires - fibre
optics is a great new direction - and a simplicity in the

user interface. You can't expect all users to understand

the fine intricacies required to put new devices together.

There should be a department in these companies that

considers the user before a product is designed. The
product can then be made comfortable to use. It's a
weak area, I feel."

Then what of the trend towards controls such as
"brightness" that are appearing on some instruments?

Such controls alter several individual parameters within

the instrument simultaneously while allowing the user to

manipulate a musically significant aspect of the sound

with a single control - technology is simplifying
instruments as it evolves.

"There will always be lots of levels and types of
instruments - some that are easier, some that are more

difficult. It depends on how deeply someone wants to
get into it. For instance, I don't know that I would be
completely content with a knob that said 'brightness'
without the ability to go in and tweak the six parameters

that it controls. It would be nice to have an instrument

with both options available.

"There is one thing I'd like to see", he continues
hopefully. "I recently purchased a Macintosh Portable

computer, which has helped me stay productive on planes

and in airports where I spend a lot of the year. So, now

I've got music notation software and a couple of
sequencers. But in order for me to use the laptop as a

sequencer, I would have to attach a MIDI interface, an

external synthesiser, and so forth. Can you see me in my

plane seat trying to get all of this stuff together? But it's

possible to put all that in the computer itself. That's what

I'd like to see. I'd like to be able to plug my headphones

directly into the laptop, take the alpha -numeric keyboard

out, replace it with a little two -octave music keyboard,

and sequence with a set of sounds on the hard disk. I
could actually do some composing and sequencing while

I'm on the plane without having to carry around a bunch

of additional gear. Now, I don't know how big a market

there is for that kind of a setup, but that's something I

would like to see for the musicians on the road."

And what about Corea's own future?

"1990 is going to be a year of performance for us
with Inside Out, and some new Akoustic Band
repertoire. In fact, we're going to try to include a few
trio pieces in the Elektric Band concert, since the three

of us are there anyway.

"Compositionally, I'm working on a piece for Eric
Marienthal's new record, which I'm also going to play

on with him. I'm also working on a piece for Dave
Weckl's new record. It's a special track that he's invited

Steve Gadd to play on. So it will be the two of them,
plus Anthony Jackson on bass and Jay Oliver playing

synths. I'm going to carve a piece out for that ensemble,

which should be a lot of fun."

Corea was eager to get home and get to work on
these projects after our conversation. But he was
scheduled to give another interview over the phone to a

Japanese magazine. As he was leaving an hour later, he

told me that the interviewer had said the new album is

so perfect, he was afraid the band would break up. I was

as pleased as the Japanese to hear this wasn't likely -

somehow, it just wouldn't be jazz without Chick.

EQUIPMENT USED ON
Inside Out

Chick Corea:
Korg MIR
Kurzweil 250

Kurzweil PX1000, GX1000, SX1000,
HX1000

Mac SE computer
Roland D550
Roland Super Jupiter

Studiomaster Mixing Console
Synclavier

Tannoy SRM-10B Monitors
Yamaha MIDI Grand Piano

Yamaha TX816s (2 racks)

Dave Weckl:

Akai 5900 Sampler (2)
Barciis Berry 2MC Signal Processors (2)

Hill Multimix 16 -channel Mixer

Simmons SDS5 & MX1
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 TOUCH SENSITIVE & AFTER TOUCH
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SUPERB QUALITY GUITAR
 INTEGRAL MIDI INTERFACE
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PACKAGE DEALS
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CASIO
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Sound Globs is a new PC composition program

that's already been used to compose a horror

movie score - is it really frighteningly powerful?

Review by Ian Waugh.

LIKE THE NAME; Sound Globs has a

certain ring to it, don't you think? But

what is it? Well, if you were to go
from the blurb on the back of the
manual I think you'd be hard pressed

to tell: "Move beyond the world of sequencers and

melody to the world of interactive textures. . . free-

form exploration. . . create a Performance Recording

of your improvisations... develop your ear for sound

textures as you work and play with Sound Globs... "

What Twelve Tone are actually trying to say is that

Sound Globs is an algorithmic composition program -

one of the very few for the PC.

Sound Globs requires an IBM PC or compatible, a

MPU401 MIDI interface (or compatible) and 560K of

free RAM (it can't use extended or expanded
memory). It supports Hercules, EGA, VGA and CGA

graphic cards, although not with the low resolution of

320 x 200. A hard disk is an advantage, as with most

things PC.

There are two main screens - the Edit Page in
which you create Textures - the music - and the
Performance Page in which you control the music in

real time. Operation is with the mouse and
parameters are changed by clicking on an area and

typing in a new value. Easy. As with most sequencer -

type programs, a multitimbral sound source is best

although not essential.

TEST YOUR TEXTURES
TEXTURES ARE CREATED in the Edit Page from a

range of parameters which control various aspects of

the music. You can create up to 24 different Textures

which are selected by clicking on one of the 24 boxes

in the Texture panel.

The twiddly bits are on the left of the screen. On
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the bottom left is the Parameter Ranges box which

controls the basic functions of pitch, duration,
loudness and polyphony.

Begin by clicking on Play. With the default values

(those on booting up), the program will repeat a
single pitch (A above Middle C) at average loudness

(MIDI value 64) at a speed of, er, we'll come to that

in a moment.

To change the range of pitches, we alter the values

in the Pitch minimum and maximum boxes. Leaving

the minimum at 0 and setting the maximum to 1 will

cause the pitch to vary between the base pitch (A)

and a semitone above (B flat). Setting it to 12 will
produce notes over an octave range.

A helpful feature is the Sample Graph in the upper

middle of the screen. Click in this area and you get a

statistically representative sample of the selected
pitches. Each line in the graph represents a note and

you can alter the time period over which the sample

is taken.

Below the Pitch is Horizontal Density. This
determines how often the notes sound in relation to

the program's pulse or Time Quanta (coming up
soon). With both minimum and maximum set to 1, a

note occurs on every pulse. Set both to 2 and the

notes sound on every other pulse. With minimum at 1

and maximum at 2, the occurrence of notes will vary

randomly between one and two pulses, as a click in

the Sample Graph will confirm.

Note, however, that this is not the same as
Duration. Duration is set in the next box down and,

as you would expect, determines the length of the
notes. If notes are occurring on every pulse and the

duration is longer than one pulse, notes will overlap -

providing your sound source is polyphonic. Again, you

can see the overlaps in the Sample Graph.

Vertical Density determines how many notes sound

at once - the polyphony of the piece - and if you need

Loudness explaining you're going to find the rest of

this review pretty hard going.

Textures can be copied from one to another so it's

easy to make progressive changes to a piece.

OUT OF TIME
ABOVE THE PARAMETER Ranges box is the Constants

area which sets the base values of various music
parameters. We'll look at the top one, Pitch Quantum,

in a moment (because it's a little more complex than

your average parameter).

Next is the Time Quantum which determines the

length of the "pulse" which is measured in
1/1000ths of a second. It defaults to 250, which will

play four notes per second (1000/250 = 4). Halving

this to 125 will double the speed (1000/125 = 8
notes per second). This, effectively, is the tempo
control although you can see it bears a more
mathematical relationship to the music than
traditional bpm.

If you play a Texture with a Time Quantum of 125

and want to create a triplet feel you have to do some

sums. You need a Time Quantum which is two-thirds

of the current one, that is: 125 x 3/2 = 187.5. To
help with calculations such as these there's a

calculator at the bottom of the screen. If nothing is

highlighted elsewhere, any figures entered on the
keyboard go into the calculator.

ANCHORS AWAY
BELOW THE TIME Quantum are the Pitch, Loudness,

Pitch Bend and Modulation Anchors. These simply set

the base values of the relative parameters. Altering

Pitch to 60, for example, will change the base note

from A to Middle C (MIDI note number 60). The
Sample Graph shows the position of the Pitch Anchor

so you can see the range of notes above and below it

which are likely to be selected.

A SENSE OF

REFINEMENT
WHAT WE'VE GOT so far will probably sound like a

couple of cats chasing a drunken frog over a
keyboard. With a minimum Pitch value of 0 and a
Maximum Pitch value of 24, the pitches fall into a
two -octave range. It's not particularly tuneful but we

can refine it. To do this we use the Probability
Distribution graph in the lower middle of the screen.

This can contain up to 50 rectangles known as
breakpoints (similar to the breakpoints on
envelopes).

Separate Probability Distribution graphs can be

selected for each of the parameters in the Parameter

Ranges box by clicking on a little square to the right

of the parameter. The left of the Probability chart
represents the minimum value of the parameter and

the right side represents the maximum value. The

breakpoints determine the
probability of an event
occurring across the range of

parameter values. With me?

For example, to make the
program select only high and

low notes and none in the
middle range, you raise the
breakpoints on the left and
right sides of the graph and
lower those in the middle. The

breakpoints are altered by
clicking and dragging - a fairly

simple procedure. The Sample

Graph shows all.

Now, is there a way to use

the Probability graph to

produce only selected pitches,

say a major scale? Yes, but
it's a little involved. The
obvious solution would seem to be to set the
maximum Pitch range to 12, set the number of
breakpoints to 13 (to include the top note of the
scale), raise the breakpoints of the pitches we
require and lower those of the ones we don't.

This almost works but the thing is, the program

bases the probability of selection on the ratio of the

area under the breakpoint lines (don't you wish you'd

studied calculus?) and using 13 breakpoints leaves a 0.

"With Sound Globs I

managed to conjure up

ethnic drum patterns,
meandering pentatonic,

oriental gamelan music,

atmospheric mood

music as well as a

manic out -of -tune

orchestra."
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"Sound Globs is an

incredibly powerful

program which gives

you a rare amount of

control over the

musical building

blocks, along with

incredibly high

degree of user -

interaction."

an

small area below unwanted pitches so they are
occasionally selected.

To completely overcome this we must use 25
breakpoints per octave and allocate two per note,
setting them both to 0 on unwanted notes so there is

no area under the graph at these points. It's
explained quite well in the
manual along with several
diagrams and although the
principle is easy to follow you

can see that a considerable
amount of work has to be
done if you want to work
within a particular harmonic
framework.

And this is a good time to
look at Pitch Quantum. This
value is used to divide the
octave into a number of
intervals. It defaults to 100,
the number of cents in a

semitone. From this you can

deduce that there are 1200
cents in an octave.

Setting the Pitch Quantum

to 150, for example, will
divide the octave into eight
equal intervals (1200/150 =

8). Set it to 200 and it skips every other pitch - the
semitones - resulting in a whole tone scale. Set it to

a value such as 110 and you get a decidedly out -of -

tune selection of notes. The program makes use of
pitchbend to produce these changes so your gear

must respond to this in order for it to work.

DRUM AND CHANNELS
THAT COVERS THE basic operation of the program but

not its full potential by any means. The Channels box

selects the MIDI channels the notes are transmitted

on. If more than one channel is selected, the notes

cycle through them. This can be very effective texturally

when using instrumental sounds and it can produce

very interesting patterns if linked to a drum kit.

If you can assign each drum to a different MIDI
channel, you can control the order in which the drums

play. Many multitimbral instruments have a dedicated

drum channel (Roland instruments use channel 10)

and assign drums to individual notes. In this case the

drums you hear will depend on the notes the program

selects and you may need to tackle the Probability

Distribution graph with a firm hand.

BEND AND MOD
THE BEND AND Mod(ulation) areas on the bottom

right of the Edit Page are used to determine the
amount and type of pitchbend and modulation which

is applied to a Texture. Collectively they are known as

Functions and five types of pitchbend and modulation

are supplied on disk.

The Functions are displayed graphically and you

can draw your own in the Function Edit screen. Each

Function can use up to 100 points, although the

manual is kind enough to point out that if the
processing gets heavy the program could lock you

out. In practice this should never be a problem, as

you should be able to create most effects using 30-

50 points.

THE PERFORMANCE

PAGE
SELECTING THE PERFORMANCE Page calls up a new

screen. When you access it, a copy of the Textures

are transferred to it from the Edit Page. This allows

you to work with them without destroying the
originals. When leaving the Page you can overwrite

the settings if you wish.

This is where things start to get interesting
because the Performance Page is poly -textural - it

lets you play more than one Texture at once. If this

sounds like a recipe for cacophony - you're right. But

the secret is to use it with care and restraint.

The lower half of the Performance Page contains

faders which can change parameter values in real
time. They work really well. If you position the pointer

in the slider and move it, a new value is shown at the

top but it only comes into effect if you click the
mouse. Clicking and dragging will continuously alter

the value and you can type a number directly into the

slider's box as usual. The sliders can be divided into

up to four groups, in which case altering one will alter

all the sliders in that group.

There are nine Ignore buttons in the top right of the

screen. Highlighting these will make any Texture
ignore its own values and use those of the current
Texture instead.

You can create up to 20 Program Sets which can

send a different program change number on each of

the 16 MIDI channels. This is fine until you come
across something like Yamaha's new SY77 which,

under certain circumstances, requires two program

change messages to select a voice (the first is used

to select one of its four banks). Yamaha's approach
may generally be regarded as a "good thing" but it is

decidedly non-standard, and while most dedicated
sequencers are flexible enough to handle it, programs

such as Sound Globs aren't.

In this instance I can't lay any blame at all at
Sound Globs' door but if Yamaha (and possibly the

other big musical instrument manufacturers) are
going to take liberties with the interpretation of the

MIDI spec, it means software developers may have to

build extra flexibility into their software.

From the Edit Parameter Limits menu you can
stipulate the range of values the various parameters

can take - for each Texture. In practice, I reckon the

defaults will suffice for even the most bizarre
application but the facility is there. Parameters such

as the Anchors are restricted to values between 0

and 127, the recognised range of MIDI values.

MIDI CONTROL
THE MIDI CONTROL menu lets you map external MIDI

controller input onto various functions. For example,
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MF2DD
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1 MB Capacity

YOU'VE HEARD THE TAPE -SEEN THE VIDEO -NOW TRY THE DISK!

THE WORLDS FINEST DISKS
FROM T.D.K. & KAO

 SERIOUS QUALITY FOR SERIOUS USERS  ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FREE DELIVERY
ON ORDERS OVER £50 .00

 BRANDED BOXED IN 10'S WITH LABELS

KAO T.D.K.
3.5" MF2DD 135 tpi double sided/double density £8.00 £10.00
3.5" MF2HD 135 tpi double sided/high density £17.50 £27.00

5.25" MD2DD 96 tpi double sided/double density £5.00 £8.50
5.25' MD2HD 96 tpi double sided high density £8.00 £10.00
KAO DISKAROO DISK WALLET CONTAINING
10 BRANDED MF2DD DISKS £10.00
KAO DISKAROO DISK WALLET CONTAINING
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KAO MF2DD 'BULK' DISKS 8 COLOURS
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50 100

1 megabyte 3.5" MF2DD BULK 50p £24.00 £48.00
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(PURCHASES OF 100+ DISKS WILL INCLUDE A 3.5" DISK DRIVE CLEANING KIT FREE)

ALL ABOVE DISKS ARE 100% ERROR FREE &
WARRANTED FREE FROM DEFECTS & AS SUCH

CARRY A 1 FOR 1 GUARANTEE
T.D.K.'DAT' TAPES -DA-R60 £6.00/DAR-R90 £7.00/DAR-120 £8.00

SEND/CALL/PHONE/FAX FOR FREE PRICE LIST
N.B. ALL PRICES INC VAT WITH FREE POSTAGE & PACKING

ON ORDERS OVER £50.00

K.C. VIDEO
6 & 8 DONCASTER ROAD SOUTH ELMSALL
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TEL: (0977) 649100
FAX (0977) 643312

CKURZWEIL AKAI KORG KAWAI

hi-tec
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KURZWEIL, K250 KEYBOARD/SEQUENCER/SAMPLER
R.R.P. £12,000 SPECIAL PRICE £ CALL' NOW!
KURZWEIL K1000, KEYBOARD. R.R.P. £1,728 SALE PRICE £1,299.00
KURZWEIL EX1000, EXPANDER. R.R.P. £1,675 SALE PRICE £1199.00
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KORG M-1 KEYBOARD R.R.P. £T499 SALE PRICE £1299.00
KORG WAVE STATION IN SOON ! KORG DVP1 & EX8000 TO CLEAR!

KORG KMS MIDI SYNC BOX R.R.P. £299 SALE PRICE £149.00
KORG KMT60 THROUGH BOX R.R.P. £75 SALE PRICE £49.00
KORG DRM-1 DRUM MODULE EX -DEMO CALL NOW!!
KORG MIR EXPANDER SALE PRICE CALL NOW!!
KORG A-3 MULTI FX SALE PRICE CALL NOW!!
KORG M-1 PCM CARDS R.R.P. £99 SALE PRICE £85.00
KORG M3R RACKMOUNT EXPANDER R.R.P. £899 SALE PRICE £599.00
KAWAI K1-11 KEYBOARD R.R.P. £695 SALE PRICE £499.00
'EFFECTS PROCESSORS" ART MULTIVERB £499 SALE PRICE £399.00
ALESIS MULTIVERB III R.R.P. £365 SALE PRICE £299.00
DIGITECH DSPI28 R.R.O. £399 SALE PRICE £325.00
KAWAI R -50E DRUM MACHINE R.R.P. £325 *2 ONLY BOXED* SALE PRICE £249.00
NEW IN - AKAI XR10 DRUM MACHINE R.R.P. £369
*4 ONLY IN STOCK NOW* SALE PRICE £325.00
AKAI S900 SAMPLER NEW £920
EVOLUTION EVS MODEL £280.00
AKAI ME -25 NOTE SEPARATOR SALE PRICE £79.00
KORG T-2 WORKSTATION WITH UPDATE WORTH £399.00 FREE!!
ONE ONLY SPECIAL £2520.00

TOO MUCH HI-TEC STOCK TO LIST MAIL ORDER ANYWHERE IN THE UK
l EXCELLENT AFTER SALES SERVICE + WE ACCEPT ACCESS, VISA
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you can use a key press on a MIDI keyboard to
change the Pitch Anchor, the velocity to change the

Loudness Anchor and so on. Program changes can be

used to select new Textures, MIDI channels and
Program Sets. MIDI controllers can be used to
change the Anchors, the Pitch and Time Quantum

values and the parameters in the Parameter Ranges

box.

It's nothing if not comprehensive. However, putting

all this together to produce meaningful results is
another matter. A general rule of thumb I've
discovered when working with algorithmic composers

is that little and fine is best, especially if you don't

want to stray too far away from some semblance of

tonality.

FOR THE RECORD
THE SESSION RECORDER will save to disk details of

the parameters in the Edit Page. You can view and

print the record with a word processor. It can be a

useful way of backtracking if you lose some incredible

setting but you may find you have a lot of data to
wade through.

You can save a Performance in standard MIDI File

format for loading into a more conventional
sequencer. It works on a "what you hear is what you

get" basis and records all mode functions and
program changes.

WHAT A PERFORMANCE
AS IF THIS were not enough. Sound Globs also
boasts a Performance Language. At a low level it can

be used "in command mode" to select a new Texture

or alter the value of one of the parameters. It can
also be used to "hold" any changes in order to
execute them all at once - you can't do this with a
mouse.

You can enter Performance instructions in the
Performance Score, rather like writing a mini
computer program. You can enter delays in order to

make carefully timed changes to the piece. This is
probably the smoothest and most controlled way to
create a score.

You can overdub events onto a Performance Score

by starting the score running and making further
adjustment as it plays. Changes will be incorporated

on subsequent playbacks.

SHOCKER
AS WITH ALL music programs, you get out of it what

you put in. Nowhere is this more true than when
working with an algorithmic composition program.

This is confirmed by a recent Digital Music press
release which reveals that Sound Globs was
instrumental (my abysmal choice of words, not theirs)

in the production of the music for the new Wes
Craven (Nightmare on Elm Street) film, Shocker. I

haven't seen the film so I can't comment on the
music, but I do know there are several
musicians/composers/producers who find nothing of

value in algorithmic composition programs so it's

reassuring to all (those who write 'em and those, like

me, who enjoy using 'em) to learn that they do have a

place in the commercial world of music out there.

The Manual is particularly good with an excellent

tutorial section which works you through the basic

procedures in some detail.

Included in the package is a Cakewalk utility which

converts the MIDI files created by Sound Globs into

Cakewalk workfiles. You also get a Sound Globs
Librarian program which helps swap Textures and

Functions between banks.

VERDICT
I MUST ADMIT that on first acquaintance with Sound

Globs I was a little less than enthusiastic about its

mathematical - as opposed to musical - approach to

composition. The main thing to bear in mind,
however, is that it is not, I believe, primarily intended

to produce stylised melodic output. Although this can

be achieved by judicious twiddling of the Probability

Distribution graph, it could have been made even
more accessible by the inclusion of a "tonally biased"

graph. Given that the vast majority of musicians will

be primarily interested in creating music with some

sort of tonal centre, it would have widened the
program's appeal.

However, during my time with Sound Globs I

managed to conjure up some effective ethnic drum

patterns (great fun, this!); some meandering
pentatonic, oriental gamelan music; some slow,
heavy, atmospheric mood music (lots of strings); as

well as something sounding like a manic out -of -tune

orchestra but with just enough order in it to make
the piece sound composed - if you allow for a little
artistic licence. Sound Globs' forte is, as the blurb

says, the creation of textures, and I can well
imagine its atonal output being used for a horror
movie score.

The program is incredibly powerful. It gives you a

rare amount of control over the musical building
blocks along with an incredibly high degree of user -

interaction. But I do wish that some textures has
been included on the disk so you could see what the

developers can do with their own program.

Finally, although pricing, to an extent, is subjective,

PC owners have always had to pay rather more for

their software than owners of other "lesser"
computers. The most well-known algorithmic
composition program, M, has recently seen a price

hike to £150 (although it'll cost you £185 if you have

a Mac), so Globs' asking price isn't extortionate. You

pays your money...

If you like what you've read so far - or if you're

wondering what I've been rabbitting on about for the

last three pages - I can strongly recommend you send

for the Sound Globs demonstration disk (fully
functioning except for save) which includes a 45 -page

manual. Yours for £8, refundable against a purchase

of the full program.

Price £175 including VAT.

More from Digital Music, 27 Leven Close, Chandlers

Ford, Hants S05 3SH. Tel: (0703) 252131.
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THE ULTIMATE STUDIO ACCESSORY?

VOLUME 2
DESPITE THE RAPIDLY falling cost of high quality
equipment, the pressure on both professionals and

enthusiasts to keep up with the very latest in technology
can still mean that budgets get stretched to the limit.
And when each new acquisition seems to expose as many
problems in your recording system as it solves, it becomes
increasingly necessary to choose equipment which is
precisely suited to your needs and to get the very best out
of it on a day to day basis.
Of course, the instruction manual is always there to show
you exactly how a piece of equipment works. What it
seldom does is explain when it is needed, why it is
necessary and where it should be used...
Building to a complete series, CREATIVE RECORDING is
being written to provide all those with an active
involvement in sound recording with a comprehensive
overview of modern recording practice. Whether you're an
absolute beginner, a serious amateur or a professional
studio owner, you'll find CREATIVE RECORDING a mine
of invaluable information.
Written by Paul White of Home and Studio Recording, the
CREATIVE RECORDING series is rapidly being accepted
as the standard work for home recordists and studio
technicians alike. Further additions to the series are
planned and will be announced as soon as they become
available.

CREATIVE RECORDING: VOLUME 1
EFFECTS AND PROCESSORS
Volume 1 is a modern sourcebook of information on all the
different types of effects and processors currently found in
the studio.
With chapters covering Compressors and Limiters,
Reverberation, Gates and Expanders, Delay, Pitch
Shifters, Patch Bays, Enhancers, Equalisers and Panners
as well as related areas such as Mixing, Production and
MIDI techniques, Effects and Processors provides the most
comprehensive coverage of this aspect of recording
process to date

CREATIVE

RECORDING

VOLUME 2
MICROPHONE AND RECORDING

TECHNIQUES

This, the second volume in the
CREATIVE RECORDING series,
takes the mystery out of choosing
and using microphones in a
recording environment. The
microphone is the first step in any
recording chain, and mistakes
made here are impossible to
remedy later. Volume 2 is
designed to help you avoid
making those mistakes, and
starts out by explaining how
studio microphones work, what are the strengths and
weaknesses of the different types available and, most
importantly, how to choose the correct one for the job in
hand.
It then goes on to cover specific techniques for vocal and
speech recording, classical stereo recording and various
methods of recording both rock and classical instruments
from the drum kit to the grand piano! Extensive use of
illustrations and photographs make even the more
advanced aspects clear and easy to understand.
Volume 2 concludes with a roundup of the world's most
widely used studio mics along with their characteristics
and popular applications.

CREATIVE

ENE
,ffiRONIONLS IAD
Dom, m MIKIS

CREATIVE RECORDING Volumes 1 & 2 are available
direct from Music Maker Books at £9.95 each (plus £1.50
p&p) or at the special offer price of £21.00 for both (inc.
p&p). Simply complete and return the coupon below, or
you can order by telephoning 0353 665577 and quoting
your credit card number.

Nu ook
verkrijgbaar in de
nederlandse taal.
Bel 020-6683906
Octogon Uitgevers
BV, De Flinesstraat

2, 1078 GB
AMSTERDAM

r
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT - ORDER TODAY!
Please send me the following (indicate number of copies in box):

Creative Recording Volume 1: Effects and Processors at

£9.95 + £1.50 p&p Ul copies

Creative Recording Volume 2: Microphones and Recording

Techniques at £9.95 + £1.50 p&p Ul copies

Creative Recording Volumes 1 and 2 at the special price of £21.00

including p&p j sets
I enclose my cheque for £ made payable to Music

Maker Books or charge my Access/Visa credit card number:

_ _ /
Expiry Date Signature

Name

Address

Postcode
Send to: Mail Order Department, Music Maker Publications,

Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs C137 4AF.
Please allow 28 days for delivery
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takes
It's that time of year, and I've just got back from

my annual sojourn somewhere incredible. I'm not

going to tell you lot where in case you decide shell

craters and war -torn buildings are your idea of fun

too. I'm relaxed and in a better mood than you've

any right to expect, so which lucky bugger is out

of the demo box first?

It looks like Ron Barnes and Peter Cook (the

Peter Cook?) are the lucky bugger(s) in question.

Courtesy of the exceedingly polite letter, I

discover the tangled web behind their musical

history; from 1982 to 1986 they were part of an

ensemble entitled Pack of Three, who played,

quote, "mainly in front rooms with very dodgy
equipment and consuming large quantities of
lager and wine". Eventually the boys recovered

from their drunken stupor, played a few gigs and

recorded some tracks at a local 16 -track. And the

first three tracks of the tape in question are none

other than those tracks. So why are Ron and Pete

after my opinion several years after the demise of

the band? It seems a reunion and reformation

might be on the cards, and it looks to me as
though they're seeking reassurance...

Barnes and Cook freely admit their musical

influences - classical, folk, rock - but to be brutally

honest, I didn't really need telling. The first three

tracks (their older material) carry the tell -tale
signs, not of '82, but of '72; though the songs
are perfectly adequate of their type (early-ish
Genesis, Floyd, King Crimson, Yes, need I go

on?), I find myself asking what exactly the point of

this band was; I should think they were OK playing

the local pubs, and they probably went down a
storm at the local folk festival, but they obviously

weren't aiming for chart success with this
material, and if their only reason for re-forming is

to play the local pubs again, they certainly don't

need my say so.

On to the next few tracks, which are recent
material, and for which there is no other word but

Diabolical. At least the early material had the
dubious virtue of being an honest throwback to

the '70s; the only value in much of this material

is kitsch value - I quote again, "Let's take a trip to

Tierra Del Fuego, you don't have to be a Dago".

The musical direction in evidence is confused to

say the least - I suspect the boys are still in the

habit of imbibing rather too much of the amber

nectar in the search for inspiration - although I

can pick up traces of Police -like overtones, only

ten years or so late.

Collective equipment includes Fender

Telecaster, Fender Precision Bass, Yamaha RX17,

Yamaha CX5M, Korg Poly 800, Casio CZ101,

72

Alesis Microverb, Alesis Micro enhancer, Fostex

X30, and Sony TC377 reel-to-reel. The use of the

above is pretty pedestrian on the whole (special

judgement reserved for 'Street Lights', a widdly

synthesiser extemporisation sequenced and
played on the CX5M - only one word for it;
garbage). Recording quality suffers from dullness,

probably a consequence of limited track width.

What more can I say? Hold on to your day jobs.

(How do I sleep at night?)

Back to the Future with Captain Black and
Friends, and an untitled two -track house/dance

tape which almost took me by surprise. The first

track, 'This is Techno-pop', kicks off with a slightly

weak groove from the Captain's TR909, which is

beefed up considerably by the entrance of a
bouncing bassline and sampled, distorted
sutained guitar power chords. These promising

ingredients are joined by a rapper pronouncing an

unintelligible rap with very little in the way of

presence or power. However, the house -style
piano riff helps take your mind off the rap for a

few seconds, and there's good use of samples

and synth patches, not to mention the very
competent and interesting rhythm programming.

It's nothing new in this day and age, but at least

it's a step in the right direction (and if Adamski

can do it?).

The Captain is using a near -classic blend of

current equipment to produce this very
danceable music; Atari 1040 ST, C -Lab

Creator, Akai S900 and Ensoniq ESQ1 samplers,

Roland D110 synth module, and Roland TR909

drum machine. Recording is onto a Tascam Porta

Two cassette multitrack, with mastering to a Sony

Pro Walkman, and sounds surprisingly good,
except where vocals come in, when there is a
definite boxiness and lack of any depth. However,

this is to be expected on a Portastudio, especially

bearing in mind that the only mic being used is a

Sony ECM909, which is unlikely to have a good

enough frequency response to accurately
reproduce the human voice. A decent mic and a

psychoacoustic enhancer would go a long way

towards preventing the Captain's raps from
sounding so thin and lightweight. A bit more of the

Alesis Midiverb on the vocals wouldn't go amiss

either.

The second track, 'Unleash the Fury', is a
much heavier, rap -influenced groove, and though it

initially didn't work as well for me as the first
track, I found myself being quite carried along by

the unrelenting beat and imaginative use of short

samples. The Captain certainly seems to know

what he's doing. I might stress here that dance

music isn't my favourite type of music (and I'm

not telling you what is). Put my (almost)
unqualified approval down to simply knowing good

music when I hear it - whatever the style.

Time now for a brief mention of some old
friends; devoted readers of Demotakes will no
doubt remember the less than glowing review we

gave The Officer's Club some few months ago.

Well they're back - in the guise of A Band Called

Twenty, but still composed of Mike Day, Tony
Gaeta and Vince Riccardi, and showing - I have to

admit it - an improvement in both songwriting and

arrangements. Congrats lads, I really didn't
expect it of you - and by the way, did you really

think I wouldn't notice it was you?

Having said this, all is not completely rosy in

the boys' backyard (where it seems the publicity

shot was taken); though they seem to have
abandoned the aggressively clubby early '80s

disco style demonstrated in the last tape, in
favour of an altogether more interesting off -beat

dance style, they still have things to learn. Though

the lead vocalist has improved almost beyond

recognition in confidence, projection and style, I'd

suggest they take a close look at some of their

backing vocals (especially, chaps in the second

track 'Secret Fields' - nix the wailing behind the

chorus), since they're a bit on the corny side
unless done very slickly and professionally.

On the instrumentation side, likewise I detect a

great improvement in quality - some very nice
touches in arrangements, like laid-back sampled

strings overlaid with reverby synth piano, and on

the third track, an interestingly moody analogue

bassline accompanied by sustained analogue -
style strings, joined by well -considered latin
percussion. This conspires to make me feel very

optimistic about the future of the band, but once

again, the dodgy backing vocals in the chorus

spoil things somewhat - whoever is singing,
please don't attempt vocal lines which are too
high for you; there's nothing worse for making

people (including me) cringe.

I find myself wondering whether the boys are

doing much in the way of gigging, since I'm sure

this would do a lot for their performance,
especially the vocalist. However, they seem to be

making much better use of their gear (Akai
S1000/700, Ensoniq SQ80, Tascam TSR8, Alesis

Quadraverb, Roland DEP3 and Steinberg Cubase)

than they were only a few months ago.

And all this just goes to show that a critical
panning in Demotakes should not mean the end

of the line for your musical aspirations: when the

going gets tough. . . Skum
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UNADULTERATED

p
Gordon Giltrap is acclaimed as one of the finest acoustic guitarists this

country has ever produced. This album is a personal selection of tracks,

some previously unreleased, which over the years have proved to be

firm favourites with guitar players.

From the memorable single 'Heartsong', through beautiful emotive

pieces such as 'Elegy' to the sheer unadulterated chops of 'Lucifer's

Cage', Guitarist is sheer musicianship. Available exclusively from Music

Maker Records.

To listen to tracks from Guitarist (album: f6.99, CD: £11.99 inc. p&p)

just dial 0898 666122.

To order, telephone

0353 665577
and quote your credit card number

(PC MIDI MUSIC SOFTWARE

We ore the exclusive European distributors for the following products: -

PRISM I6 -Track Sequencer Z:44
TEXTURE CLASSIC 24 -Track Sequencer £150

CAKEWALK 256 -Track Sequencer £150

CAKEWALK PRO 256 -Track Sequencer E244

SOUND GLOW Creative Music Software £175

TEXTURE LIVE/ E.59 CAKEWALK LIVE! E54

SIIOWTUNE MUS'IC PURL/VIER Egg

MUSIC QUEST PC MIDI CARDS from £129

PACCMAE Nag MOUE DEUS PACCUE MAU

MidiPok I + Showtune Music Publisher £250
MidiPok I + Laser Music Processor £319
MidiPok I + Casio MT240 Keyboard/Expander £269
PC MIDI Cord + Texture Classic (incl Texture Live!) £250
PC MIDI Cord + Cakewalk £250
PC MIDI Cord + Texture Gossic + Showtune Publisher £335
PC MIDI Cord + Cakewalk + Showtune Publisher £335
PC MIDI Cord + Music Printer Plus £595
PC MID/ Cord + Laser Music Processor £249

Call for details of our MONEY BACK GUARANTEE You can't local

DOgErfraLL, FAUDOMX I at-ioci
Pvica gGc(MGMaG' ¢ MISft elY1Ger PC H11011 em pd

*** S,ectal Offer Sava 1E341 ova RRP ***
We accept payment by Access/Barclaycard & Cash. All prices incl. VAT. P&P L2.50

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

Digital Music
Lam] 0705 252131 FAX 0705 268145

MIDI CONVERTERS

M2CV
Midi to CV converter for 1V/oct Monosynths. Assignable receive
channel & trigger type. Unit receives Pitchbend, velocity and
aftertouch each in varying amounts. Add to this basic single CV
converter the following options to suit your needs and you will have
the ultimate in control in one self powered box.

OPTIONS £110.00
2nd CV A totally independent CV/gate output on another MIDI

channel £25.00

SYNC 24 Sync 24 clock output for TR808, TB303 etc £25.00

Arp Arpeggiator trigger from MIDI clock £15.00

WASP Control and EDP WASP on a third MIDI channel £20.00

BBRAM Retention of all programmable parameters

Other analogue MODS.
T13303 Bassline CV/GATE inputs £35.00

SH101 Filter INPUTS £35.00

LINEAR CONVERTERS for HzNolt mans £35.00

MSYNC24 Standalone clock converter 24 & 48 ppqn £85.00

M4CV
4 channel 1U rackmount MIDI to CV converter, 4CV Gate and Filter

ouputs on independent and assignable MIDI channels. Each
receiving pitch bend, velocity, aftertouch and Med wheel
information. Each channel can respond to any or all in varying
amounts. Options available as M2CV but fitted with DINSYNC and
12 trigger outputs as standard £275.00

M -TRIGGER

1U 19" Rackmount unit having 6 trigger outputs for SIMMONS, UP5
Drum 'Brains' Triggers 0-10 Volt outputs and are variable in
accordance with Velocity information. Receive MIDI channel and

trigger notes are programmable £175.00

MIDI PROCESSING
MIDI Data Merger having 2 INs, 2 THRUs and 2 OUTs. INs are

mutable to OUTs and data can be filtered from either steam

selectively. Filtering of Note, pitchbend, controller, aftertouch
patch, realtime and exclusive information at the push of a button.

Also for synths with early or limited MIDI specs.
Ability to set split points on synths without ie DX7 I, DW800.
Ability for synths receiving all MIDI channels to receive on any MIDI

channel ie JP6, Prophet 600
Ability to have 3 thru outputs fitted to MERJ unit.
Filtering of controller data on specific channel etc £115.00

SPEECH

BV -12 VOCODER

A general vocoder with source and control inputs and 12 taps for
Filter level control. 1U 19" Rackmount format, at a price you can
afford £799.00

ORATRON

ORATRON is a speech synthesis system aimed specifically at the
music market. The unit is under MIDI control permitting sentences
to be constructed within the machine and then triggered or synced
to specific MIDI data. Pitch of the voice can be changed using the
Pitchbend wheel and volume is under velocity control. Add to this
metering (rhythm) control and you can create realistic speech
without uttering a word, and all storable in your sequencer £199.00

MIDI RETROFITS
JUNO 6/60 MIDI IN, THRU, OUT. Assignable MIDI channels, transmit

split point, patch changes etc £95.00
JUPITER 8 MIDI IN, THRU, OUT. Note information, velocity,
controller and aftertouch. System dumps, patch changes, splits and
more £115.00
TR808 MIDI IN & THRU. Receives note data with velocity on
assignable MIDI channel and/or MIDI clock (Start, stop and

clock) £95.00
DRUMULATORS MIDI IN & THRU. As per TR808 £95.00
PF10 & 15 Turn your PF into a useful Mother Keyboard, with split,
notes with velocity, patches, sustain and channels £115.00

THE KITS

Each kit consists of all parts to complete the modification. All are
internal updates requiring some soldering. Step by step
instructions.

MIDI LIGHTING
If you need an interesting light show fcir your act, but don't have a
spare pair of hands, let the MIDI LITES turn that spare sequencer
channel into a display with variety and interest. Just add the Lamps
and this 2U 19" rackmount unit will take control of 8 power
channels of up to 1KW per channel. (Loading can be lamp or spot
lamp loads). Control of channels is through note ON data or the
MIDI clock. Lamp on time is assignable as is the receive MIDI
channel. An internal light sequencer is also available for syncing to
the MIDI clock. Add to this a further 8 channels of power on another
MID channel and slave the POWER PACKS together and you are left

with a complete lighting system in perfect time.

MIDI GATE
This controller is aimed at acts that alreadMave a lighting desk.
The control has 6 output triggers with 0-10 Volt outputs. This
permits the brightness of lamps to be controlled from velocity and
allows gate on time to illuminate the lamp for a time representative
of note on/off data. The unit is 1 U rackmounting and can be set to
receive on any MIDI channel and be set to receive any MIDI notes.
Ultimate control over MIDI for existing light desks. -
MIDI LITE CONTROLLER £325.00
POWER PACK £215.00
MIDI GATE £225.00

SOUND MODULES
STINGER

The STINGER is a 4U 19" Rackmount unit incorporating
independent synth modules. Each synth is based on the EDP WASP

and each is under its own MIDI control. 2 oscillators per synth
means 4 oscillators per unit if both are set to receive on the same
MIDI channel, for that truly large analogue sound. Extensive MIDI
control, new features and loads of user control makes this a synth
to be reckoned with £499.00

M303+
A 1U 19" rackmount module featuring a dual channel MIDI to CV
converter built in, and a voice module based on the TB303 Bassline
fixed to one of the CV channels. All the usual control with filter
under MIDI control, makes this module both quick and easy to use.
Both CV and Gate outputs can also be used with any other suitable
monosynths. CHECK IT OUT £249.00

PHONE OR FAX

0722 743712

Groove Electronics
Unit 22,
Barnack Industrial Centre,
Kingsway Trading Estate,
Wilton,
Wiltshire. SP2 OAW ALL PRICES Ex. VAT



DR T'S Commodore Amiga Software

COPYIST

APPRENTICE
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Since its inception as Dr T's Copyist I, II and
III, this scorewriting program has undergone

many improvements - now it's available for the

Commodore Amiga. Review by Ian Waugh.

DR T'S COPYIST SCOREWRITING

program has been around for quite

a while now. It began life on the
Atari ST and IBM computers and
was available in three versions -

imaginatively christened Copyist I, II and III. Coming

up to date, these have been updated, had a change

of name to Copyist Apprentice, Copyist Professional

and Copyist DTP and are now being ported to the

Amiga. Copyist Apprentice (review version 1.62) is

the baby of the bunch and although it doesn't cost an

arm and a leg, it is still a feature -packed program.

Copyist Apprentice will run on an Amiga
500/1000/2000 but requires 1Meg of RAM. In
common with most Amiga applications - as all Amiga

owners know - you really need two disk drives, too.

SORCERER'S

APPRENTICE
APPRENTICE IS A music transcription and score

editing program and does not support MIDI
messages directly. It handles seven different file
types (music files, backup files, print data files, font

files, MIDI format files and various Dr T's sequencer

files) and makes extensive use of disks for storing

temporary workfiles as well as program modules. It

does a conversion process on KCS (Dr T's Keyboard
I
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G EOFF
WHITEHORN -

G EOFF

1111M0?
In these days of all too often mindless fretboard

frenzy, Geoff Whitehorn is a rare commodity -a

player of supreme touch and taste. Although no

.slowcoach when it comes to technique, Whitehorn is

revered by his peers for an ability to milk absolute

feel from every note. Combine this with perfect tone

and a sense of harmony which draws from blues,

rock and the best of British pop and you'll be

surprised that they're asking "Geoff Who?"

Available exclusively through Music Maker Records

on both LP and Compact Disc.

Listen to tracks from the album and order it on

Access/Visa by dialling

0898 666125

Please send me:-

copie(s) of Geoff Who? LP at £6.99 each

copie(s) of Geoff Who? CD at £11.99 each

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £

made payable to Music Maker Records or please debit my

Access/Visa account number:

expiry date

Name

Address

Postcode

Please include your full postcode and allow 28 days for delivery

Send To: Music Maker Records, Mail Order Dept.,

Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF

 UMUSIC t MAKER
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)1' Controlled Sequencer) and MRS (Dr T's MIDI
Recording Studio) files (to create a halfway -house

stream file) and it can handle standard MIDI files and

SMUS files. One -drive setups are for saints only.

On booting up you can specify the drive to be used

for work files. (Be sensible and choose a RAM Disk.)

You can also select the screen resolution. Medium is

640 x 200 and high is 640 x 400 pixels. You get to

see more of the score in hi-res but it shook my
Commodore 1084 monitor to bits. Practically it's
unusable except for a very brief global picture
although, helpfully, you can flip between resolutions

from within the program. At least it made me quit

drinking for a while.

CURSORS
THE MAIN SCREEN represents a blank sheet of paper

onto which you write your score. It is arranged in a

series of pages and each page can hold between 16

and 20 staves, although a sheet of 8" x 11" printer

paper can only hold about two thirds of this number.

Apprentice can only store a maximum of five pages

(Copyist Professional can store 50 and DTP 100)
which is probably quite enough for your latest single,

if not for the 12 -inch version.

There are two cursors: one is controlled by the
mouse, the other is the edit cursor which is
controlled by the cursor and function keys. It will jump

to the position of the mouse cursor with a left click.

The centre of the edit cursor is where most symbols

appear. The top line of the screen gives an X -Y
readout of the cursor position so you always know

exactly where it is.

Drop down menus control many of the program's

operations. Three symbol menus are used to select

notes, rests, clefs, ornaments and so on - 47
symbols in all. These are placed on screen at the
position of the edit cursor.

THE SWINGING SYMBOL
OTHER SIGNS AND symbols are placed using the

Amiga's keyboard. For example, bar lines are
inserted with three key presses: the first to tell the

system you want to enter a bar line, the second to

describe the line (brackets, regular, curly, end bar line

and so on) and the third to say how many staves it

crosses. Ties also require several key presses.

I can't really believe that it wouldn't be easier to

use the mouse - many other scorewriters do -
although I dare say this method was easier to
program. (A full list of symbols was supposed to be in

the appendix but these pages were blank. They didn't

have "This page intentionally left blank" written on

them, so I assume gremlins are to blame.)

As most symbols appear in the centre of the edit

cursor, you'd imagine that clicking the mouse cursor

exactly on a line or space would place the centre of

the edit cursor on that point. But it doesn't. The
centre appears a line or space higher. Still, you can

adjust. Notes are usually entered in three stages -

first the head, then the direction of the stem followed

by the duration - although there are special entry
modes to speed this up.

BOOK OF SPELLS
THE MANUAL CONTAINS a tutorial section which
explains how to enter a simple three -bar phrase. It's

clear and easy to follow, but musically it's
grammatically incorrect. For example, the first note in

a bar (including whole notes which last for the entire

bar) should be placed near the beginning of the bar,

not in the centre as the manual shows and directs. It

also tells you to join eight quarter notes with a single

beam. This is in 4/4 time and very non-standard. At

best they would be beamed in two sets of four. An

odd start for a notation program.

MODES
APPRENTICE USES FOUR modes for entering different

symbols. In Standard mode, notes and symbols are

entered at the cursor as described.

In Text mode, a variety of fonts are available,
although these may not print the way they appear on

screen (which slightly defeats the object of the
exercise). You need to take care using different fonts

if you want lyrics and notes to align.
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FRANK GAMBALE
Brave New Guitar

A Present For The Future

Live

A former pupil and then teacher at the Guitar

Institue of Technology in Los Angeles, Frank

Gambale has been hailed as one of the world's

most technically accomplished guitarists. After

spells with both Jeff Berlin and Jean Luc Panty he

joined Chick Corea's Electric Band.

Music Maker Records have available Frank's two

solo albums and now his specially priced Live

double album, which in Frank's words is

"...unabashed, unabridged, total blasting...".

To listen to tracks from Brave New Guitar and A

Present For The Future and order them on

Access/Visa just dial 0898 666121.

To listen to tracks from Live and to order it on

Access/Visa just dial 0898 666124.

RICHARD BAILEY
Fire Dance
Born in Trinidad, Richard Bailey's inimitable

playing style has established him as one of

Britain's most respected drummers and

percussionists. He has worked with a wide variety

of artists, from Bob Marley to Billy Ocean, and is

well known on the jazz scene for his involvement

with The Breakfast Band.

Firedance, his eagerly awaited debut album, is

certain to attract major interest from all drummers,

yet its range, combining rock, funk, jazz and

Afro/Indian rhythms with '80s drum patterns

ensures it will reach a far wider audience.

An album for those who appreciate great music.

To listen to tracks from Firedance and to order it

on Access/Visa just dial 0898 666169

V TAIL
INIFL

GORDON GILTRAP
Guitarist
Gordon Giltrap is acclaimed as one of the finest

acoustic guitarists this country has ever produced.

This album is a personal selection of tracks, some

previously unreleased, which over the years have

proved to be firm favourites with guitar players.

From the memorable single 'Heartsong', through

beautiful emotive pieces such as 'Elegy' to the sheer

unadulterated chops of 'Lucifer's Cage', Guitarist is

sheer musicianship.

To listen to tracks from Guitarist and order it on

Access/Visa just dial 0898 666122.

PHIL HILBORNE
Are You Serious?
Phil Hilborne needs no introduction to Guitarist

readers or to the multitude who've heard him play

- but we'll admit he's not high on the Radio 1 play

list! Now's your chance to change all that - and to

let your friends know just what they've been

missing.

These two original, instrumental tracks, 'Are You

Serious' and 'Duck And Dive', both produced by

Geoff Whiteham will leave you in no doubt that

Phil is a master in the art of rock guitar.

JERRY DONAHUE
Telecasting
An outstanding virtuoso of the electric guitar, Jerry

Donahue created a buzz amongst British guitarists

after his memorable appearance on Channel 4's

Equinox programme. From the legendary Fairport

Convention, he's joined the likes of Gerry Rafferty

and Chris Rea on record and on tour. This solo

album is a showcase for his highly developed

technique.

To listen to tracks from Telecasting and to order it

on Access/Visa just dial 0898 666120.

GEOFF WHITEHORN
Geoff Who? Geoff Whitehorn
In these days of all too often mindless fretboard

frenzy, Geoff Whitehorn is a rare commodity -a

player of supreme touch and taste. Although no

slowcoach when it comes to technique, Whitehorn

is revered by his peers for an ability to milk absolute

feel from every note. Combine this with perfect tone

and a sense of harmony which draws from blues,

rock and the best of British pop and you'll be

surprised that they're asking "Geoff Who?"

To listen to tracks from Geoff Who? and to order

it on Access/Visa just dial 0898 666125.

You can order any of these musical masterpieces by completing the form below, or by
telephoning 0353 665577 and quoting your credit card number.

r
Jerry Donahue Gordon Giltrap

Telecasting Album £6.99 Ul Guitarist Album £6.99j
Telecasting CD £1 1.99 j Guitarist CD £11.99j
Frank Gambale Richard Bailey

Brave New Guitar Album £7.99  Fire Dance Album

A Present For The Future Album£7.99  Fire Dance CD

A Present For The Future CD...£12.99  Phil Hilborne

Live Cassette £7.99  Are You Serious? Single £1.99j
Live CD El 2.99  Geoff Whitehorn

Please indicate number of copies in box provided Geoff Who? LP £6.99

Geoff Who? CD El 1.99jAll prices include p&p

£6.99j
£11.99

I enclose a cheque/postal order for

made payable to Music

Maker Records. Or please debit my

Access/Visa account, card number:

Name

Address

1

Postcode
Please include your full poskode and allow 28 days for delivery.

.111 OMM MR NW 1.0 11.1 M.

Send to: Music Maker Records, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire, CB7 4AF.



"Apprentice isn't

the most helpful of

programs, but

then many more -

expensive notation

programs could do

with a few lessons

in user friendliness

too."

In Keyboard mode, note heads are placed on the

stave with the QWERTY keys and the cursor steps on

after each entry. Chords can be entered by pressing

two keys simultaneously or by pressing two keys in

quick succession (so what if you want to think about

it?). You can enter half notes (hollow heads) by
pressing shift but the cursor doesn't step on two
spaces, you have to do that yourself.

A stem can be attached to the current note head

by pressing a direction key ("+" or "-" on the numeric

keypad) followed by a duration key (a numeric key on

the QWERTY keyboard). The manual has this order

the wrong way around.

Join mode is similar to Keyboard mode, but it has

additional commands for joining stems and adding

dots and flags. These aren't shown immediately but

when the notes are finally beamed. Accidentals must

be added in Standard mode. Beaming throughout,
however, is very flexible with a choice of up or down

stems and sloping or straight beams.

There are a number of block edit commands
including insert, erase, move, join stems and cut and

paste. A target area is highlighted by dragging a box

around the screen and a pop up box appears with the

options.

FOR THE CONVERTED
AS WELL AS a stand-alone score creator, Apprentice

should be of interest to anyone looking for score -
writing facilities for their sequencer.

The conversion of a sequencer file to an
Apprentice music file is a two -stage process - the
sequencer file is converted to a stream file which is

loaded into the program where it can be edited and

saved as a music file.

The manual runs through an example using a KCS

file. A conversions options window lists the tracks in

the file (up to a maximum of 12 tracks) and is used

to select one or two staves and their types for each

track. You can adjust the key signature, the time
signature and the number of bars per line and staves

per page.

Next, you import the stream file and up pops a
transcription options window which lets you decide
whether or not to use rests, page and bar numbers,

stems and beams, joined stems and so on. You can

also set note start and note duration quantise
values.

The demo piece turned out perfect in practice.
Very impressive indeed. But if you examine the
source file in KCS you'll find that it's a perfect piece

of music. For example, all notes are exactly the
correct length and fall exactly where they're
supposed to; there are no spurious rests and no
double notes. It's been entered in step time.

But musicians aren't perfect (at least none of the

musicians I know) and therein lies the rub. You need

a note -perfect recording (or one pretty close to it) in

order to get a note -perfect score. If your timing is

particularly sloppy you could have a major rewrite job

on your hands. It all depends on how accurate - and

complex - your original sequence is.

As the program is graphic -based rather than

music -based, you can't perform "musical"
alterations on the score. For example. if a music line

changes clef the score doesn't change with it - it

uses leger lines, lots of 'em. There is no transpose

function and inserting a new clef does simply that - it

does not transpose the notes following it.

You can transcribe drum parts, although the notes

are expected to conform to the assignment used by

Apprentice and you may have to make alterations in

the sequencer file. The moral of this story simply
reflects the old computer adage - garbage in equals

garbage out. The accuracy of the score you get out

depends on the accuracy of the data you put in. This

applies to any sequencer -to -notation conversion
program, not just Apprentice. If you want sequencing

and scorewriting facilities, you really can't beat an

all -in -one system which contains both the MIDI data

and the score (such as C -Lab's Notator, and
Steinberg's Cubase on the ST). On the Amiga, a
notation module is promised soon for Music -X, and

for the muso on a budget, Dr T's Tiger Cub with
score edit facilities is due for release on the Amiga

soon.

No, I don't reckon I'm being picky. If you want a
scorewriter to transcribe your sequencer files you
must be aware of the problems you could face
(there's more about this in the printout section). But

having said that, Apprentice probably handles the

vagaries of sequencer file conversion as well as they

can be handled.

PRINTOUT
THREE PRINTER DRIVERS are supplied - one for

printers supported directly by the Amiga, one for 9 -pin

Epsons and one for the HP Deskjet printer - and
executed from the workbench. The generic Amiga

driver doesn't support alternative text fonts, and the

other drivers use special music characters.

It took about 15 minutes to print a page on an
Epson FX80 but the printout is neat and dense and

altogether very impressive. However, some of the
notes in the demo file (the one converted from a KCS

file) printed rather too close together (using the
manual's parameters). You can stipulate how many
bars there will be on each line during conversion and

decreasing this value spaces out the notes rather
more, but you can't alter this once the score is in the

machine. Really dense passages, however, still may

not space out satisfactorily even with only two bars

per line. Also, if busy and quiet passages occur in the

same part, some "wide" bars may only have a couple

of notes in them.

This demonstrates the desirability of a more
flexible system of note spacing both for converted

files and for pieces entered manually. As each note

won't always be entered with its duration (it's
generally easier to enter note heads as a group and

then beam them), an auto spacing facility would be

useful. A facility to expand or compress a run of
notes into a given area could be a asset, too. It's all

very well being able to place symbols anywhere on

the page but, generally, you'll want the notes spaced

proportionally according to their duration. This is an
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area which could be improved on many graphic -based

notation programs.

VERDICT
IN OPERATION, APPRENTICE requires use of both the

mouse and the Amiga's keyboard. To help with the

keyboard commands an overlay is supplied which, after

cutting bits out, fits over the keyboard. It reminded me

of the controls for a flight simulator. A pop up help

facility is also available within the program.

Sorry, but I'm going to moan again. Mice and WIMP

environments have been around long enough now for

designers, surely, to produce relatively intuitive
programs without the need for such an aide-memoire.

You might expect this for a PC program, but not for one

which runs on a computer which comes with a mouse

and graphic environment as standard. But then Dr T's

programs do have something of a reputation for
"numeracy" (although new programs and updates are

becoming more graphical and icon -based).

I may be a bit of a philistine, but I don't really want

to learn a list of keystroke commands. At the very
least, during multiple key entries the program should

let you know what key you've pressed and what further

key(s) it is expecting.

I must also report that the program crashed several

times, usually when I was working from the
Workbench, but I'm quite prepared to concede that

this is probably more a result of the Amiga's "fragile"

operating system than the program.

OK, Copyist and I have our differences of opinion

but it's still a powerful piece of software. If you want a

program to convert your sequencer files to notation,

Apprentice will do the job - just remember the caveat

(and again, I make it clear this applies to any file
conversion program with no inherent MIDI facilities or

music intelligence of its own).

As a stand-alone music entry system Apprentice

fares very well, and even though I think it could be
more helpful, it's not alone in eliciting this opinion
from me - I reckon many more -expensive notation

programs could do with a few lessons in user
friendliness.

But then we come to the price. Apprentice is
certainly one of the cheapest notation programs for

any micro, and you have to do a balancing act between

price and performance. Once upon a time all programs

were command -driven - it just requires a little time to

become familiar with them. Perhaps we've all been

spoilt by mice.

If you have the time and you're on a budget - fine,

it's well worth looking at. But if you've really become

addicted to your mouse and reckon it should earn its

cheese, and you want 'something a bit more plug -in -

and -go, you may find Apprentice has too long a
learning curve to satisfy your demand for instant
gratification.

Price £79.95

More from MCMXCIX, No 9 Hatton Street, London

NWS 9PR. Tel: 01-258 3454.

1990 TIME FOR
SAMPLING??

NEWTRONIC W30/TX16W SAMPLE COLLECTION CHOOSE
YOUR SETS

NEWTRONIC PROPHET VS MANAGER Si WAVETABLE EDITOR

GEERDES U220 SOFTWORKSTATION
EDITOR/LIBRARIAN/24 TRACK SEQUENCER III

ANALOGUE???
SOUNDS 8 MIDI SOFTWARE FOR ALPHA JUNO/MKS 50/MATRIX 1000

XXXX???
NEWTRONIC MICROWAVE WAVETABLE
EDITOR/LIBRARIAN

NEWTRONIC D70 LIBRARIAN
NEWTRONIC SY22 LIBRARIAN/COMBINATION EDITOR
NEWTRONIC DX7 TO SY77 SOUND CONVERTER

GEERDES M1 /M3r/K1/4/D5/10/20/110/MT32/D50
SY77 SOFTWORKSTATIONS EDIT/LIBR/SEQUENCER

SEQUENCING???
GEERDES 1ST TRACKS V2.0 79.00
24 TRACK SEQUENCER/MIDI FILE FORMAT.1536 RESOLUTION

C -lab & Steinberg products available!!!
MIDI MIX COLLECTION
SEQUENCER SONGS FOR ATARI ST/MS DOS/080/MC500
LISA STANSFIELD/MADONNA/S.O'CONNOR/PHIL

COLLINS/BACHIII

CARDS???
NEWTRONIC ENSONIO VFX DREAMCARD (ROM or RAM)
NEWTRONIC Ml ,r71'213 ENTERTAINER SETSII,

1990 TIME FOR
NEWTRONIC

CARDS / SOUND DISKS / SAMPLES &
MIDI SOFTWARE

(ATARI ST / AMIGA / C64)

RING 081 659 0744
66 BEAULIEU AVE., LONDON SE26 6PW

Why fiddle about editing analogue tape with razor
blades to make your 12" mixes only to find that a little bit
you rather liked and could use is somewhere on the floor
- with Digidesign Sound Tools this is a thing of the past.

Sound Tools is a CD quality, 2 channel, hard disk, non
destructive editing system for the Atari Mega 4.

The biggest selling digidesignhard disk recording
system in the world Sound Tools
allows one to treat

sections of audio as if they were patterns on a drum
machine or MIDI sequencer.

Such MIDI sequencers come from C -LAB. C -LAB
Notator and Creator are probably the most powerful
software packages available for the Atari computer.

Realtime scrolling notation and extensive editing features
makes C-LAB's software a most attractive package for

the novice or the professional.

C LAB
SOFTWARE.

Digidesign and C -Lab are available for demonstration in our
recording studio. Telephone for further details

STUDIO DIVISION
396 Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, London SW9 Tel: 071733 6871
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VALHALA INTERNATIONAL GOLD
6101 & 6102 M1/M1R ROM Cards

The truest test of a sound is this: if it inspires you, if it

sends you running for your tape recorder, desperate to get

an idea on tape before the inspiration deserts you - that's

a damn good sound. Imagine you'd never heard a piano

before, what would your reaction be if someone then
placed a 9 -foot Bosendorfer in your living room? Wouldn't

that kick the creative brain cells into life? So what's this
all got to do with M1 voice cards? Well, although no-one
would claim that any of the programs (the M1 name for
patches) on these Valhala cards are going to change your

life, or form the basis of 300 years of concertos, sonatas

and etudes, they are good. Exceptionally good.

The sounds under the microscope here are the Valhala

International Gold B101 and 8102 cards. In common with

other manufacturers' cards, these come in the now
obligatory small plastic wallet but, suprisingly, no patch
list was supplied. Still, that made discovering the patches

contained all the more intriguing.

Firstly then, 13101. Primarily, this contains a fantastic
range of floaty, ethereal textures. Names such as
'Graveyard', 'Supersense', 'WatchingMe', 'Creepy',
'MovieMaker', and 'ImageMaker' give some idea of the
underlying theme of the card. These are all classic
sounds, and will undoubtedly show up pretty soon on
television adverts the world over. There is also a great
selection of warm pads, and delicate timbres -

'Emulator3', 'JMJy.2.0', 'Angelsong', 'Quireboys',
'MisterE2Me', 'MirrorRoom'... Fat analogue timbres are
also in evidence using overdoses of reverb to hide the
basic sterility of the digital sound. It's all enough to make
you want to re-record Oxygene using just your M1 and a bit

of imagination. There is also a smattering of strings, bass
patches, and an excellent rock organ. Sound effects are

well catered for, and are a lot more useful (and a fair bit

more scary) than your average monosynth filter sweep or

modulated white noise. All in all, very dramatic, very
uplifting, very exciting.

The second card, B102, is no weaker than the first,
although the emphasis is markedly different. Whereas
B101 majors on textures and moody atmospherics, 8102

adds pianos, strings, percussion, flutes, ('GalwayFlut' - die

for it), brasses ('Sax+Trumpt' - very bright), lead guitars,

and some further sound effects. The lead sounds are
particularly well represented. Ever wondered what a dead

guitarist might sound like through an echo unit and a rusty

phaser? Try 'CutterLead' for size. 'LeadGuitar',
'Feedback', and 'OSCarLead' are pretty self-explanatory,

and 'Backwards' enables you to play those reversed

George Harrison guitar licks that you've always loved
(haven't you?). That isn't to say that there are no typically

M1 atmospherics on this card. Try 'Enya', 'JmJ's Pad',
'Religious', 'Dreamy', and 'AtmosFerik' - there's
something here for everyone. Power playing is also well

catered for with 'AlbumStart', 'BigMovie', 'BiggestMl',
and many others supplying the business. Also, by way of

fun, there are a small number of D50 rip-offs - similar
name, same sound. And why not? Finally, the card also

contains a number of timbres clearly inspired by other
types of synth - analogue, PD, and FM.

Experimenting with both cards sends song ideas leaping

unbidden into yer head. The sounds just reek of SMPTE

and £1m recording studios, and will undoubtedly find their

way on to countless soundtracks, AV jingles, and videos.

Perhaps the best way to differentiate between these
programs and other synths' patches (and even other
manufacturers' M1 sounds) is that the Valhala patches
sound like Combinations in their own right - rich, textural,

loadsa movement. The last time that you heard sounds of

this quality emanating from a single keyboard you were
probably listening to an Emulator or a Fairlight.

If I had to find one criticism of the collection it would be

that there are a few too many atmospheric textures. But I

won't. With 200 almost uniformly excellent patches to
choose from, you really shouldn't mind a little self-
indulgence by the programmers. Speaking of the creators

of the collection, it's good to see that programmers can
have a sense of humour (13101 patch 69, 'Love Chord').
The dedication of the programming team seems to come

across every time you experiment with the cards. Even
using the moody or eerie sounds, you get the impression
that the people who were working on them were actually

enjoying themselves.

In conclusion, these cards contain some of the most
satisfying patches that I have heard in a long, long time.

The jaded ears of this MT reviewer have now been titillated

by timbres and effects that show just how powerful a
synth the M1 still is - even in 1990. At only £45 per card

(not cheap perhaps, but excellent value for money) these

patches will tempt you to make an M1 the major keyboard

in your rig. If they don't, I honestly don't know what will.

Now I'm off back to my M1R to have some more fun. I

suggest that you do the same. Gordon Reid.

Price £45 each

More From AMG, Hurst Farm Barns, Hurst Lane, Privett,

nr Alton Hants GU34 3PL. Tel: (0730) 88383.
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PLLEZI,SLE

Today must be my lucky day!

Please send me the following books:

Keyfax 3, by Julian Colbeck

Keyfox 3 is the latest edition of Julian

Colbeck's indispensible keyboard guide,

and contains over 300 assessments of

synthesisers, samplers, sequencers,

pianos and more.

Rockschool II

The second series of the BBC's

Rockschool focussed its attention on

new technology and its implications for

today's musicians, Written by the four

presenters: Dierdre Cartwright, Alistair

Gavin, Geoff Nicholls and Henry

Previously priced at E10.95, Keyfax 3 is

now on sale for a limited period at just

E7.95, inc. p&p. A saving of E4.50 while

stocks last.

Please send me copies of

Keyfax 3 at f7.95 each

Thomas, the book is an indispensable

guide. Even more tempting is the news

that Rockschool II has been reduced from

E9.95 to a ridiculously silly E6.95 inc.

p&p (a saving of £4.50). Act now before

stocks run out.

Please send me copies of

Rockschool II at 65.95 each

I enclose cheque/postal order for C. made payable to

Music Maker Books, or debit my AccessNisa account number

_ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ for the same amount.

Name

Address

Postcode

Please include your full postcode and allow 28 days for delivery

Send to: Mail Order Dept., Music Maker Books, Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

Or telephone 0353 665577 and quote your credit card number.

J

subscri p tions

THIS AD SHOULD DRUM

UP SOME ORDERS
Born in Trinidad, Richard Bailey's inimitable playing style has established

him as one of Britain's most respected drummers and percussionists. He

has worked with a wide variety of artists, from Bob Marley to Billy

Ocean, and is well known on the jazz scene for his involvement with The

Breakfast Band.

firedance, his eagerly awaited debut album, is certain to attract major

interest from all drummers, yet it's range, combining rock, funk, jazz and

Afro/Indian rhythms with '80s drum patterns ensures it will reach a far

wider audience.

An album for those who appreciate great music, available exclusively from

Music Maker Records.

To listen to tracks from Firedance (album: £6.99, CD: £11.99 inc. p&p)

just dial 0898666169.

To order, telephone

0353 665577
and quote your credit card number

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Please send me the next 12 issues of Music Technology commencing

with the issue.

I enclose Cheque/Banker's Draft to the value of£

Name

Address

Postcode

UK & Eire £19
Europe and Overseas £23

Europe (airmail) £34
Outside Europe (airmail) £44
Overseas payments (including Eire) must be covered by a Banker's

Draft in pounds sterling.

Send to: Mail Order Dept, Music Technology (UK), Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.



Take the high road to...

MCOTTISH
MUSICSr -IoW

Presented By Guitarist, Rhythm, Home & Studio Recording, Music

Technology , Home Keyboard Review and Hip -Hop Connection

Saturday 1st September 10 am -6 pm

Sunday 2nd September 10 pm

Admission £3 daily or £5.50 two day pass

Venue: S.E.C.C. Glasgow

Exhibitors: Over 100 stands with major manufacturers and distributors - hands on!

Live Music: Talented musicians playing and demonstrating throughout the

weekend

Travel direct by train or bus

Ample parking

:::MUSIC
:::MAKER
EXHIBITIONS

organised by Music Maker Exhibitions Limited.

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE 50p OFF ADMISSION
ONLY ONE VOUCHER PER PERSON
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MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's free classified section is the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers,
samplers, computers, signal processing gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio

engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to these pages first.
If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece

of equipment or looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band, we can help out there, too.
Just fill in the form at the end of this section, indicate which sub -section you'd like your ad to appear in, and send it to us by the date specified.

We'll do the rest - and it'll cost you no more than the price of a postage stamp.
If you buy and sell musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the regular classified section on the last page. And we regret we

can't answer any queries regarding free classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

KEYBOARDS
A £200 BARGAIN: Roland MKS7

plus Yamaha CX5 and software, inc

free MIDI lead. Trevor, Tel: (0283)

42956.

AKAI AX73, £300; FB01, £170;
Carlsbro Cobra amp, £150, all

excellent cond. Tel: (0252)
835268.

AKAI AX73 analogue synth, 6 -

octave, MIDI, immac cond, boxed,

£350 ono. Tel: (0222) 756932.
AKAI AX80,1.290; Siel DK600,
£270; Yamaha DSR2000, £350;

DX27, £220; CX5 MkII, £175. Tel:

081-997 2179, eves.

AMAZING GIFT: a rarely used

Casio HT3000, good cond, £325
Tel: (0225) 429321.

BIT MIDI master keyboard, 6 -

octave, 3 splits, sequencer, touch

sensitive, manual, £350. Tel:
(0924) 274039.

CASIO CZ101, £95 or swap for

something old - suggestions

please. John, Tel: (02518) 3235.

CASIO CZ101, £100; Roland S10,

£420; DX27, £230; Roland TR626

drum machine, £160. Tel: (0427)

615865.

CASIO CZ101, SZ1, 230S, all

£100 each, with manuals, power
supply. Doug, Tel: (0222) 223707.

CASIO CZ2305 synth, 100
presets, 20 rhythms, pitch

portamento, transpose etc, £95
ono. Tel: 061-980 6140.
CASIO CZ1000, boxed, as new,

£100; Yamaha QX21, £90. Mark,

Tel: 081-777 8169, eves.

CASIO CZ1000, £170 ono; MC202

sequencer, £100 ono; CS5

monosynth, £50 ono; HR16 drum

machine, £250. Craig, Tel: (0742)

750419.

CASIO CZ3000, good cond, plus

sounds on Atari disk, quick sale,

£200. Tel: (0264) 61940.
CASIO CZ5000, flightcase, £320

ono; Korg Poly800 II, £200 ono;

Roland TR505, £120 ono. Phil, Tel:
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CASIO CZ5000, £350; Yamaha

DX11, £360, both excellent cond,

flightcased, volume pedal, X -stand,

manuals etc. Tel: 081-946 1644,

eves.

CASIO FZ1, new, boxed, Yamaha

YC45D organ/pedals, offers/swaps

- effects, amp, mixer etc. Tel:

(0933) 50150.
CASIO HT3000, RAM card,

excellent cond, £120 ono. Tim, Tel:

(0264) 61940.
CASIO HT3000, £155; CZ1000,

£180; Roland TR707, £185; Casio

CSM1, £110. Ian, Tel: (0536)

510896.
CASIO HT6000, Kawai K1m. £470.

Derek, Tel: 091-438 0570, after
6pm.

CASIO U2 -8M multitimbral sound

module, £170 ono. Mel, Tel: (0742)

586328.
CHEETAH MK7VA master keyboard,

as new, offers? May p/x. Tel:

(0706) 50897.
ENSONIQ ESQ1 plus 350 sound

cartridge, £490; Roland TR505,

£95. Martin, Tel: (0734) 714036.
ENSONIQ ESQ1 multitimbral synth,

built-in sequencer, boxed, manual,

datacassette, excellent cond, home

use, bargain, £420 ono. Mark, Tel:
(0734) 598081.
ENSONIQ SQ80, mint, £700; black

Korg remote, £150; Apex stand,

new, £120. Tel: (0384) 378542,

eves.

ENSONIQ VFX, £900; Digitech

Smartshift, £500; Ensoniq EPS,

£850, plus many other items. Tel:

061-366 5081.
I'M EMIGRATING in October!! Akai

AX73, TX81Z, Tascam Porta 05,

Roland SH09, any offers? Gareth,

Tel: 091-284 6037.
KAWAI DC32 RAM card for Kawai

K5/K5M, brand new, £35. Michael,

Tel: 081-883 1870.

KAWAI K1M, mint cond, boxed,

manual, RAM card, extra sounds,

ST editor, £240 ono. Tel: (03543)

5239.

KAWAI 1(5, 16 -note poly, 15 -part

multitimbral, 2 cards, full

flightcase, £500. Tel: (0272)

632465, eves.
KORG C7000 electric piano, brand

new, minimal home use only,

£2100. Tel: (0865) 794064.
KORG CONCERT 7000 full-size

keyboard, MIDI, excellent cond,

£2699 new, accept £1800 ono.

Tel: (0342) 324373.
KORG MEX8000 memory

expander, 4 banks of sounds for

DW8000/Poly800/DW6000, as
new, £40 or swap K1 RAM. Tel:

(0454) 772237.
KORG POLY61, flightcase, good

cond, £200. Tel: (0525) 370100.
KORG POLY800 MkII, immac cond,

boxed, manual, £225 ono, swap for

Oscar (MIDI). Tel: (0642) 311727.

LEXICON LXP1, £370; Fostex M8,

£750; Seck 12:8:2, £720; 0110,
£375; TX81Z, £240. Tel:

Eastbourne 35621.

MINIMOOG with MIDI retrofit, vel

filter mod, original cond, £700 ono.

Chris, Tel: 081-739 5710, eves.

OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000, £350;

Teac 32-2B mastering reel-to-reel

machine, recently overhauled,

£400. Tel: (0803) 311672,
eves/Sundays.

OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000, editor,

extra sounds, £265; MC500
performance software, £50. Tel:

(06333) 65758, after 6pm.
OSCAR synth with MIDI in perfect

order, a British classic, £300 ono.

Tel: 071-435 7598.

OUCH! RD300s, stand, pedals,

leads, a sizzling £900, get it while

it's hot. Seth, Tel: (0202) 762371.
PROFESSIONAL gear here: Waldorf

Microwave, Akai MX76, Rhodes 73,

Toa SL150s, Harman Kardon amp,

Emulator II, 40U rack, plus more.

Tel: (0253) 827582/861423.
RHODES MK80, excellent cond,

couple of months home use only,

£1600. Gareth, Tel: (0482)
449090.

RHODES STAGE 73, spares,

HHIC100 combo amp, offers. Phil,

Tel: (0353) 861986.
ROLAND ALPHA JUN01, analogue

+ MIDI box, stand, manuals, £250.

Tel: (0206) 210754.

ROLAND D5, excellent cond, boxed,

as new, £450. Jim, Tel: 071-231

8393, eves.

ROLAND D10, boxed, £595 ono;

classic monosynth with knobs on!

£120 ono. Tel: (0525) 375703.

ROLAND D10, boxed, manuals,

£625 ono; 0110, boxed, manuals,
£450 ono. Simon, Tel: (0243)

775301, eves.
ROLAND D10, editor. 400 sounds,

£575; U110. £380. Tel: (0604)
642739, anytime.

ROLAND D20, latest ROM upgrade

by Roland. £775; Alesis MMT8,

£145. Tel: (0734) 668709.
ROLAND D20, boxed, manuals,

£875. Tel: (0242) 579185, eves.
ROLAND D20, 8 disks, memory

card, mint, either £860 or swap for

D50. Eric, Tel: (0742) 340889.
ROLAND D20, vgc, boxed,

manuals, disks, £750. Tel: (0242)

579185.
ROLAND D20, as new, disks, £750

ono. Crum, Tel: (0222) 383503.

ROLAND D20 synth sequencer,

home use, as new, £750. Tel:

(0273) 464329.
ROLAND D50, boxed, three ROMs,

best offer over £800 secures.
Andy, Tel: (0453) 752759.

ROLAND D50, card, manuals,

home and studio use only, £850.

Tel: 081-748 3847.

ROLAND D50, home use only,

perfect cond, manuals, boxed,

£800. Graham, Tel: (0234) 45920.

ROLAND D50 and ROMs, £850

ono; Kawai Kim, £275 ono;

Yamaha CX5M, £100. Tel: (0234)

871002.
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ROLAND D50, boxed, home use

only, mint, many extras, £800. Tel:

(0243) 572947.
ROLAND D50, £750; 1040ST and

Atari colour monitor, £550 (inc

software); Porta One, £300. Tel:

(0438) 723630.
ROLAND D110, multitimbral rack,

boxed, as new, £380; Roland

M64C cartridge, £20. Tony, Tel:

051-339 2686.
ROLAND D110 with Atari editor and

600+ extra sounds, £375, may

p/x. Tel: (0706) 50897.
ROLAND D110, PG10, card, £580;

Yamaha DX7 Mkl, RAM, £525;

Yamaha QX3, £400; RX11, £200.

Tel: 071-609 9698.
ROLAND E10, auto everything,

swap Technics SX700 or KN

keyboard, will pay cash difference.

Tel: 061-928 5946.
ROLAND E20, as new, £600; Kawai

K1m, £220 ono. Tel: (0536)

743523.
ROLAND E20, multi keyboard,

£750 ono; Alesis HR16 drum

machine, £150 ono, both immac.

Tel: (0226) 242307.

ROLAND HS60 keyboard, Yamaha

QX21 sequencer, good cond, £400

the lot. Tel: Chester 346772.
ROLAND JUN01, £200; Roland

Space Echo, £150; Hohner Pianet

T, £50, all ono. Tel: (0603)

700385.
ROLAND JUN01 and amp, good

cond, £300. Tel: (0277) 652931.
ROLAND JUN02, 128 great

sounds, fully programmable, boxed,

touch sensitive, £395. Simon, Tel:

(0474) 323835.
ROLAND JUN06, flightcase,

manual, £175 ono, or swap
Midiverb II. Tel: (0292) 316608,

after 6pm.

ROLAND JUN060, £330; DX9,

£200; TR505, £110; MR30, £100;
Nady wireless mic, £150; 100W PA,

£175. Nigel, Tel: (0727)
54447/38044.
ROLAND JUN060, 50W Casio amp,

reverb, stand, £350 ono. Tel: 051-

722 8210, after 6pm.
ROLAND JUNO 106, mint,

ungigged, stand, pedal, manuals,

£270. Tel: (0272) 734591/(0749)
342955.

ROLAND JUPITER 6 MIDI synth,

£450, or swap for Moog Prodigy

and £300. Mark, Tel: Tyneside

254672.

ROLAND JUPITER 8A, immac,

original manual, RX5, mint, boxed,

cartridge. Steve, Tel: (0909)

771581, eves.

ROLAND JX3P, excellent cond,

vibrato pedal, excellent edited

programmes, £300. Tel: (0276)

22946.
ROLAND JX3P polysynth, stand,

£295 ono. Lloyd, Tel: (0255)

435636.
ROLAND JX8P, perfect cond, new,

flightcase, so fat won't fit bedroom,

£600. Dave, Tel: (0925) 814385.
ROLAND JX10, plus programmable

PG800, 3 ROMs, 2 RAMs, all

boxed, as new, rich and deep,

lovely sound, £850. Steve, Tel:

(0254) 774554.
ROLAND MKS20, £450; Korg Ml,

£1035; E -mu Emax, £1400;

Yamaha DX7, £460, all ono. Tel:

081-462 6261.
ROLAND MT32, manual, £250;

TR626, boxed, manuals, as new,

£200. Chris, Tel: (0563) 33965.
ROLAND MT32, plus editor, £220

ono. Tel: Worthing 831346.

ROLAND MT32, vgc, boxed, PSU,

£270. Tel: (0268) 794755.
ROLAND MT32, fine cond, with

Leister sounds, £270. Robert, Tel:

091-388 6000, after 3pm.
ROLAND MT32, immac, boxed,

manuals, home use only, £240

ono. Tel: 081-994 1811.
ROLAND SH2, £85; TB303,

manual, boxed, £70; Moog Prodigy,

manual, boxed, £85; Opus -3,

£100. Tel: (0623) 651565.
ROLAND SH101, mint, £90;

MC202, £90, will deliver in

surrounding area. Tel: (0836)

359998, days/(0977) 511156,
eves.

ROLAND SUPER JX10, vgc, 6 -

octave, touch sensitive power

synth, manuals, cartridges, case,

£750. Tel: 081-361 0421.
SMPTE XR300, £140; Juno 60,

MIDI, £340; CZ101, £120; SH101,
£120, as new, manuals. Tel: 071-

584 0770.
SWAP my SH101 for Midiverb II or

any reverb in rack, I will add £30.

Tel: 071-704 9744.

2 x MEMORY expander for Ensoniq

EPS for swap or sale, perfect cond,

£130. Seamus, Tel: Ireland 095-

35885.

WURLITZER EP200, Korg DS8,

Yamaha CP30, Casio CZ101, Teac

144, £1000, will split. Tel: (0226)

756131.
YAMAHA DSR2000 keyboard

adaptor, carrying case, music

stand, manual, boxed, as new,

£375 ono. Tel: (09274) 26932.
YAMAHA DSR2000, built-in drum

machine sequencer, stand extra,

£550; TX81Z, £150. Tel: (0843)

603033, eves.

YAMAHA DX7, mint, 5 ROMs, hard

case, £500. Graham, Tel: (0234)

45920.
YAMAHA DX7 II, FD, excellent

cond, dust cover, case, books,

manual, £950. Chris, Tel: 071-361

0920.
YAMAHA DX7 II, FD, immac, home

use only, £850 ono; REX50 effects,

£150 ono; Porta One, £200. Chas,

Tel: (0582) 699239.
YAMAHA DX7S, boxed, manual,

never gigged, 3000+ pro sounds on

Atari ST disks, only £750. Tel:

(0273) 594197.
YAMAHA DX9, 16 -note polyphonic,

MIDI, voice tape, book, manual,

£305. Tel: 071-385 1394.
YAMAHA DX9, Simmons SDE

expander, must sell! Offers around

£350 for pair. James, Tel: (0609)

772631.
YAMAHA DX11, RAM cartridge,

hard case, £375. Tel: (03543)

5239

YAMAHA DX21, manuals,

split/layer, excellent cond, home

use only, £250. Tel: 081-423

6726.
YAMAHA DX21, as new, manuals,

box, plenty extra sounds, £280

ono. Derrick, Tel: 081-670 1514.

YAMAHA DX27, perfect cond,

home use only, manuals, £225

ono. Tel: Manea 511.

YAMAHA DX27, excellent cond,

manuals plus programming book,

£200. Chris, Tel: (0904) 690326.
YAMAHA DX100, mint, £150;

Casio CZ230S, £100, both boxed,

manuals. Tel: (0625) 34220.
YAMAHA DX100, excellent cond,

only £175. Niall, Tel: 061-456

9587, after 6pm.
YAMAHA DX100, flightcase, as

new, £120. Tel: (0202) 304491.
YAMAHA FB01 synth module,

£130, offers. Richard, Tel: (0536)
746113.
YAMAHA FB01, 8 -voice, £100;

Roland TR505 drum machine,

£115 inc PSU. Tel: 061-480 3656.

YAMAHA FE50, if nobody buys it

this time I'll cry! Perfect cond, only
£895. Tel: (0440) 85721, please?

YAMAHA SY77, boxed, as new,

£1495 ono, can deliver. Andy, Tel:

061-439 5190.

YAMAHA SY77, mint, £1595. Dave

Smith, Tel: (0602) 209394, 9am-

5pm.

YAMAHA TX7, £175. Tel: (0272)

632465, eves.

YAMAHA TX81Z, £200; Casio

MG500 MIDI guitar, £150; Yamaha

PSS680, 100 sounds,

orchestrations, £75. Tel: 021-358

7612.
YAMAHA TX81Z, boxed, mint, 352

sounds, £230; Roland TR505,

mint, £125. Mike, Tel: 021-354
8377.
YAMAHA TX81Z, with Steinberg

editor, £275; Alesis Midiverb II,

£110; Roland MC202, offers? Tel:

091-284 8115, eves.

YAMAHA V50 workstation, boxed,

as new, disks, £800; Alesis MMT8

MIDI sequencer, £150. Tel: (0304)

205932.

SAMPLING
AKAI S900, v2 software, many

disks, £750. Tel: (0629) 583550.
AKAI X7000 sampling keyboard,

boxed, mint, never used, best offer

secures. Tel: (0222) 701070.

AKAI X7000, excellent cond,

memory card, all leads, inc X -stand,

£450. Tel: (0992) 28173.
AKAI X7000 sampling keyboard,

memory expansion, £450; Ensoniq

Mirage, DSK1 plus library,

manuals, £400. Tel: (0304)
205932.

EMAX SE+ keyboard, boxed,

immac, £1300. Tel: (0225)

319662.
EMULATOR 11+, twin drives, SMPTE

8 -track sequencer etc, the

business! £2000. Tony, Tel: (0706)

78141.

ENSONIQ MIRAGE rackmount

sampler, MASOS, custom disks,

excellent cond, £380. Steve Payne,

Tel: (0202) 429343.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE, disks (30),

manual, excellent cond, £400 ovno.

Tel: (0202) 295786 or (0264)
66517.
EPS sampler keyboard, stand,

disks, home use only, mint, £950
ono. Tel: (0373) 812762.
MEMORY BOARD for Akai S1000

(2Meg), unused, £190. Tel: (0904)
628358.
PPG Wave 2.3, Waveterm B, large

library, spare circuit boards,

immac, £3000. Tel: (0225)

319662.

PROPHET 2000, mint, flightcase,

library, £495. Tel: (0254) 247199.
ROLAND MKS100, disks, OIR,

£275; Yamaha TX81Z module, OIR,

£175. Mark, Tel: (0706) 830000.
ROLAND MKS100, £275; Roland

S220, £425, both excellent cond,

boxed, manuals. Nick, Tel: (0376)

551830.
ROLAND S10, hardcase, disks,

excellent cond, £400 ono. Steve,
Tel: 081-658 6209.

ROLAND S10, flightcase, disks,

good cond, £500. Tel: (0277)
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652931.
ROLAND S10 sampling keyboard,

sample disks, £350 ono. Tel:

(0734) 584934.
ROLAND S10, plus disks, ungigged,

£400 ono. Harry, Tel: (0223)

420018, days/(0799) 40622,
eves.

ROLAND S50 plus library, £750;

D110, £350; MC500 plus Super-

MRC, £450, offers. Andy Powell,

Tel: (0527) 61992, days; 021-778

3154, eves.

ROLAND 0110 sample player,

boxed, £400; Eros Les Paul copy,

£100; EPS owners wanted to

collaborate. Tel: (0909) 566695.

ROLAND 0110, perfect, £450;
Yamaha DX7s, case, cartridges,

£650. Tel: 021-523 7727.

SAMPLER CDs, many orchestral,

drum percussion and GTR samples,

Prosonus, McGill, Sonic Images,

£20-30 each. Tel: 071-323 9218.

SWAP my D110/ESQ1 for FZ1

(10M), S330, S50 cash difference,

buy MKS100 cheap. Marlon, Tel:

(0493) 843859.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 sequencer, as new,

£140. Bob, Tel: (0707) 55594.

CASIO SZ1 sequencer, £50; Alesis

Microverb, £80; Microvox sampler

for Commodore, £30. Tel: 071-485

5440.
CHEETAH MQ8 sequencer, boxed,

as new, £99. Tel: 091-284 8686.
KORG SQD1 sequencer and disks,

only £140. Wow! What a groovy

price! Steve, Tel: (0202) 429 343.

PHILIPS MC100 microcomposer,

100 sounds, real/steptime rec,
tape, manuals, £100; Roland
Juno6, Groove MIDI. great analogue

sounds, £325 or swap, both ono

and mint. Tel: (0344) 56509.
ROLAND MC202 sequencer, £100
ono; CZ1000 synth, £170 ono; CS5

monosynth, £50 ono; Alesis HR16

drum machine, £250 no offers.

Craig, Tel: (0742) 750419.
ROLAND MC202, £90 ono; Korg

SQ10 analogue sequencer, £100

ono, both as new, buyer collects.

Tel: 051-625 6742.
ROLAND PR100, 4 -track

sequencer, with disks and

application book, £195. Tony, Tel:

(0222) 236036.
ROLAND W30, 16 -track sequencer

workstation, hardly used, mint,

£1250 ono. Lee, Tel: (0594)

24902.
ROLAND W30, 16 -track sequencer,

6 months old, hardly used,

guaranteed, sound library, £1350

ono. Nick, Tel: 081-568 6106.

YAMAHA QX5, superb sequencer,

hardly used, £165. Patrick, Tel:

(0604) 26984.

DRUMS
ALESIS drum machine, new,

unused, boxed, great bargain, £220

ono. Tel: 081-808 2344.
ALESIS HR16 drums, perfect cond,

£200. Tony, Tel: (0480) 66346.

ALESIS HR16, vgc, manuals, £220

ono; Tascam Porta 05, vgc,

manuals, £220 ono. Tim, Tel:

(0229) 53746.
CASIO RZ1 drum machine and

M&M, fully flightcased, 8:2 PA

mixer, £150 each. Del, Tel: 081-

347 1567.
KORG DDD1 rhythm box,

outstanding sounds, inc 2 extra

cards, £290; Roland MC202,

£150. Tel: 071-937 2271.
ROLAND OCTAPAD II (Pad80),

stand, manuals, £400 ovno; Korg

SQD8, £200 ono. David, Tel:

(04022) 29961.
ROLAND R5, immac, £310 ono;

Kawai K1M, RAM card, £250;

Dr T's KCS 1.7, Atari seq, £100.

Tel: (0737) 351794.
ROLAND R8, mint, boxed, manual,

£420. Tel: (0865) 53720.
ROLAND RHYTHM 77, preset drum

machine, 10 latin, 8 ordinary

patterns, £30. Tel: Brighton

304030.
ROLAND TR505, separate outs,

£90; Yamaha QX7 sequencer, £80,

together £150. Tel: (0332)

701289.
ROLAND TR505, manuals, home

use only, £100 ono. Tel: (0501)

32848.
ROLAND TR505, boxed, manuals,

£100; Trace Elliot 200W, 4x10 cab,

£260, no offers. Colin, Tel: (0908)

312187.
ROLAND TR626, mint, home use

only, bargain, £130. Tel: (0282)

74167, late eves.
ROLAND TR707 drum machine, as

new, £170 ono. Tel: (0734)

584934.
ROLAND TR707 plus TR727 latin

percussion unit, mint, £250. Tel:

051-260 6675.
ROLAND TR707 and TR727, both

expanded (M64C), mint, boxed,

manuals, £125 each. Tel: (0279)

418510.
ROLAND TR909, exchange for

Roland MT32 plus £50 or sell for

£300. Tel: (0904) 625657.
SIMMONS MTM analogue/MIDI

interface, large memory, many

effects, perfect cond, manuals,

£250. Tel: 071-232 2682.
SIMMONS SDS7, c/w stands,

leads etc, great sounds, £325;

Premier kit c/w cymbals etc, £295.

Tel: (0342) 323094.

SIMMONS SDS8, 5 -piece electronic

drum kit, ideal for sequencer

programming, reconditioned, £400.

Tel: (0822) 853730.
YAMAHA DD10, 100 rhythms,

MIDI, £65; Roland SH101 synth,

£85. Tel: (0656) 720321.
YAMAHA RX5, flagship drum

machine, perfect cond, £350 ono.

Tel: 081-500 6958.
YAMAHA RX7, 100 great drum

samples, £375 or exchange for

Roland TR808. Tim, Tel: (0564)

778839.
YAMAHA RX21, £120, will swap for

Casio CZ101 or CZ1000. Tel:

(0767) 601454.
YAMAHA RX21, boxed, manuals,

£90; ZX Spectrum with MIDI

interface and software, £45. Philip,

Tel: (0284) 754789.

COMPUTING
AMIGA A500, 1084, 1Meg,

sampler, MIDI, frame grabber,

games, £500. Martin, Tel: 081-543

2211, days; (0276) 71125, eves.

ATARI MEGA 2ST, and mono

monitor, plus external floppy drive,

excellent cond, £650 ono. Tel:

(0484) 651061.
ATARI MEGA 4ST, SM124 monitor,

as new, home use, "PC Speed"

hardware -based PC emulator worth

£300, software worth over £2000,

£1149 the lot. Tel: (0603) 698355,
days; 611144, eves.
ATARI 520, half-meg drive, SM124

monitor, Pro24, all boxed, manuals

etc, £250. Tel: (0203) 220373.
ATARI 1040, high res mono

monitor, vgc, £400 ono. Tel: (0525)

370514.
ATARI 1040ST, SM124 mono

monitor, £395; C -Lab Notator,

£300, other software available.
David, Tel: (0283) 790842.
ATARI 1040ST, mono monitor,

520ST (double -sided drive),

Cubase, Pro24, offers? May p/x.

Tel: (0706) 50897.
ATARI 1040STF, mono monitor,

Hybrid Arts Synctrack + Genpatch,

£600. Tel: (0629) 583550.
ATARI 1040STFM, Creator, Unitor,

monitor, other software, complete

package, amazing, £960. Tel:

(0353) 740 690.
BBC UMI 3S, 16 -channel

sequencing ROM, plus interface

and manual, £100. Nick, Tel:

(0702) 333258.

COMMODORE 64, 1541 drive,

datacassette, C -Lab ScoreTrack,

16 -track MIDI sequencer with

Scorewriter plus MIDI interface, the

complete package for only £250.

Tel: 061-872 5200.
CUBASE sequencer program,

unused, £250, any offer

considered. Ashley, Tel: (0604)

34946.
FOR Spectrum, EMR interface,

Performer, DX7 librarian, XRI

interface, multitracker, FB01 editor,

£180 ono. Tel: (0203) 402521.
HYBRID ARTS SMPTETrack II, 60 -

track Atari sequencer, powerful

graphic editing, sync's to SMPTE,

c/w MIDIplexer for 64 channels,

£400 ono. Delivery possible. Tel:

(0353) 663580.
JAMBOX MIDI interface/SMPTE

reader, generator for Mac

computer, £220. Tel: (0225)

319662.
PASSPORT Mastertracks Junior for

Atari ST, original disk and manual

brilliant! Cheap! £45! Tel: (0928)

563458.
REPLAY PRO sampler for Atari ST,

unused, still boxed, £100. Tel:

(0734) 785536.
RGB colour monitor, suits Roland

S50/330/W30 samplers, vgc, £95.
Tel: (07048) 74903.
STACY 4, 4Meg RAM, 40Meg hard

disk, Spectre GCR MAC emulator,

£2200. Tony, Tel: 081-690 7106.

STEINBERG DX/TX plus M1

editor/lib, £129 each; Yamaha QX5

8 -track sequencer, £150. Anthony,

Tel: 071-274 0822.
STEINBERG PR024, v3.0, with

dongle and manual, (Atari), any

offers, swaps? Tel: (0263)

768936.
STEINBERG PRO24, v3.0, boxed,

original, manual, dongle, receipt
available, £95. Mike, Tel: (0494)

30077.
VOYETRA Sequencer Plus, Mklll, v3

software for IBM PC and

compatibles, £240. Tel: 031-667

8613.
YAMAHA CX5, (no keyboard), DX7

editing, real-time sequencer, and

other software, £60. Tel: Brighton

304030.
YAMAHA CX5, voicing, composing,

software keyboard, £100; C -Lab

Creator, £150 ono. David, Tel: 071-

328 0825.
YAMAHA DX5M/SFG05 MSX, use

as expander, good cond, £95 ono.

Frank, Tel: (04027) 53873.

YAMAHA DX7, TX7, DX9 editor,

plus hundreds of voices for
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Commodore 64, £30. Tel: 061-998

3494.

RECORDING
AKAI ME204 MIDI sequence

arpeggiator, rackmount arpeggios -

programmable patterns, up and

down, variable gate and dynamics,

£80 inc delivery. Marcus, Tel: 081-

852 6662.
ALESIS MIDIVERB, the original,

boxed, preset list, PSU. Good cond,

unique sound, £125. Tel: (03543)

5239.

AMDEK 6 -channel stereo mixer,

£50; Yamaha drumbox, £25; Wem

mixer, £15. Offers! Mark, Tel:

(0782) 411589.
BEL BD80, 2 -sec delay (expandable

to 8 secs), £230; Nomad Axxeman,

£165. Tel: (0562) 67666.
BRENELL 1" 8 -track, £900; AHB

1616 mixer, £800; REV7 reverb,

£700, much more available. Tel:

(0753) 693240 for details.
CMS2 desk automation for

Soundtracks CM4400 console,

package cost £2500, sell £1000.
Tel: Reading (0734) 584934.

DRAWMER DL221 dual comp/lim,

£200; MTR dual noise gate,

rackmount, £130, both mint cond.

Tel: 081-688 0723.

EIGHT -TRACK recording studio

equipment, inc Tascam 38, Tascam

32, Ram 16:4:2, JBLs, excellent

cond, no split, £2270. Tel: 061-

792 0563.
FOSTEX A4 four -track open reel,

7.5/15ips, little use since recent
overhaul, including service manual,

good condition, £340 ono. Tel:

(03543) 5239.
FOSTEX, 8 -track, £700; Casio

CZ101, £100; Roland TR505,

£100. £800 the lot! Tel: (0522)
793564.
FOSTEX A8 multitrack plus remote,

£625; Fostex 350 mixer, £225;
UMI sequencer, BBC master,

40/80 drive, £475, or £1175
package. Tel: 081-367 5060.

FOSTEX A8 plus 350 mixer, boxed

with manuals and leads, £795. Tel:

081-898 9012.
FOSTEX M80, almost unused, 8

hrs recording, only £1000; Yamaha

TX7, mint, £200. Tel: 081-968

5403.

FOSTEX MODEL 20, excellent

cond, hardly used, £800 (centre

track time code). Seamus, Tel:

Ireland 095-35885.

FOSTEX X26, 4 -track, excellent

cond, used primarily as mixer,

£200. Martin, Tel: 081-543 2211,

days; (0276) 71125, eves.

FOSTEX 160, 4 -track

recorder/mixer, boxed, mint, £299.

Tel: (0733) 210358.
HILL K.SERIES mixer, 32 x 24,

Penny & Giles faders, full GPO

patchbay, extremely impressive,

£3500. Tel: (0757) 638106.
PRO -AUDIO stereo 10 -band graphic

equaliser, £100 ono. Tel: (0734)

584934.
REVOX B77 HS, 20 hrs use, rare

syml/sync facility, unique

opportunity, £685. Tel: Bolton

47321, eves.

ROLAND Space Echo, RE501,

£160 ono. John, Tel: (0273)

558647.
ROSS 8:2 mixing desk, full spec,

home use only, as new, £210;

Ibanez DM1000 digital delay, £85.

Tony, Tel: 051-339 2686.

SECK 6:2 mixer, hardly used, road

case, must sell, £240 ono. Dave,

Tel: 071-263 5343.

SIMMONS mixers (2), SPM8:2

rackmount programmable MIDI

controlled, 64 patches, £175 ono
each. Chris, Tel: (0272) 775747.

STUDIOMASTER PROLINE

18:4:8:2 mixing desk, boxed, mint

cond, less than 1yr old, loads of

inputs on mixdown, compact,

powerful, EQ, phantom power, four

aux, £1100 ono. Tel: (03543)

5239.

TASCAM A3440, r/r 4 -track, RX9

dbx, new heads, £450. Gary, Tel:

(0353) 723320, eves.
TASCAM 80-8, remote, varispeed,

leads, tapes, £695 ono; MM 16:2
mixer, flightcase, £175 ono;

Vocoder, £150. Tel: (0342)

323094.
TASCAM PORTA 05, £220; Alesis

HR16, £220, or swap HR16 for
Roland TR626. Tim, Tel: (0229)

53746.
TASCAM PORTA 05, 4 -track, two

Boss RCL10 comp/gates, excellent

cond, £300, may split, p/x. Tel:

(0706) 50897.
TEAC 80-8, DX8 dbx, half -inch

tapes, 64 -way patch panel, wiring

looms, £800. Tel: (0629) 583550.
TEAC 85-16B, dbx, £2995;

Soundtracs 16:8:16, £980; Q -play,

£70; JX3P, £245; M64C, £30. Tel:

(0462) 421485.
3M -M79 24 -track tape recorder

w/XT24 locator, vgc, £7000. Tel:

(0734) 584934.
VESTA FIRE RIX digital reverb

pedal, boxed, PSU, £65; Yamaha

PSS580 keyboard, £110. Tel:

(0273) 493659.
YAMAHA AM802, near new, must

sell, fantastic cond, £230 ono. Tel:

051-548 5829.
YAMAHA AM802 mixer, 6 mic/line,

2 stereo line inputs, 3 mono

auxiliary sends, 3 stereo returns,

vgc, £200 ono. Tel: 081-554 2691.

YAMAHA MT1X portastudio,

normal speed, dbx, £210 ono; Akai

ME25-5, 19", turns synth into

master, £50. Tel: 091-271 6403.

YAMAHA MT3X multitrack cassette

recorder, 6 -channel, 4 -track, EQ,

dbx etc, 3 months old, pristine,

offers. Kevin, Tel: (0708) 747740.

YAMAHA SPX9011, home use only,

boxed, mint, £350 ono. Pete, Tel:

(0454) 413217.

AMPS
CARLSBRO COBRA keyboard 90

combo, immac cond, bargain, £195

ono. Dec, Tel: (0254) 885723, after

6pm.

H/H Professional VX200 mos/fet
rack amp, £190. Tel: (0924)

274039.
MARSHAL 30W, 2x12 combo, dual

inputs, £100. Tel: (0734) 584934.
PEAVEY TNT150 bass combo, mint

cond, £230, no offers. Mike, Tel:
(0372) 378788 X218, work.
ROLAND JC120 Jazz chorus,

perfect cond, home use only, £400.

Tel: (0245) 268544.
YAMAHA A100 amp, Q100 graphic,

brand new, never used, £200, no

offers. Dave, Tel: (0702) 347373.

PERSONNEL
BRILLIANT vocalist wanted for

upcoming house track. Must have

energy/commitment. Pete, Tel: 071-

700 0632.
DANCE PRODUCER with 16 -track

studio, track record and latest

technology seeks new project. Tel:

(0831) 243474.
F.A.B. require keyboard player,

varied influences, into sampling

and sequencing, loads of gear not

necessary. Tel: 021-474 4417.

FEMALE vocalist wanted for House

project. Tel: (0223) 276311.

ITALIAN sound engineer, 25, seeks

proposals for European tours. For

detailed documentation send to:

Marco Trinchero, V.Piria 12, 10144,

Torino, Italy.

LYRICIST needs good melody

writer, country, pop, ballads,

interests in Germany already. Tel:

(0243) 574456.

VOCALIST, soulful M/F voice

wanted for chart/dance music.

Paul, Tel: 071-708 4833, 7-11

eves.

YOUNG TRAINEE seeks work in

London recording studio, 4 -track

experience, very eager. Ricky, Tel:

(04024) 51088.

MISC
ALTO saxophone corton, stand and

case, £350; Laney 100W, £130;

Tantek PSU plus 3 units, £40. Tel:

Bath (0225) 310788.

CASIO DA1 DAT, home use only, as

new, ideal for mastering, £649 ono.

Tel: (0603) 698355, days;
611144, eves.
DIGISOUND pitchtracker, real

expressive control of your CV

synth/modules using your voice(?),

£95. Tel: (02576) 2609.
ELECTRONIC music network tapes.

Send SAE to Penga, 85 Silver

Street, Kings Heath, Birmingham

B14 7QT. Tel: 021-444 0298.

HOHNER THE JACK electric

headless, stand and case, £195;

Gibson/Epiphone acoustic, £80.

Tel: (0225) 310788.
MIDI tape sync unit, locks

sequencers, drums (inc DIN sync)

to tape, £65. Tel: (0761) 221632.
NEUMANN KM841 mic, £180; AKG

C451E, £100, both in perfect cond.
Tel: 071-435 7598.

ROLAND GR77b, MIDI bass and

controller, excellent cond, £650;

Casio Horn, as new, £50. Tel:

(0545) 560164.
ROLAND GR700/G707, c/w case,

RAM cartridge. Want: FB01/MT32,

19" rack expander or similar, or

decent guitar plus cash or £435
ono. Ian, Tel: (0266) 46828.

ROLAND SVC350 vocoder, 11

filters, very rare, exceptional cond,
bargain, £450. Tel: (0603)
698355, days; 611144, eves.
SHADOW SH075 guitar synth

attachment, £175; Yamaha FB01

plus voices and editor, 125. Tel:

(0925) 813185.
SHURE SM124 headset mic, £100

ono; Roland Dimension C, £80 ono.

Tel: (0788) 817221, after 6pm.

SINGLE BEAM oscilloscope, fully

working, £100. Andrzej, Tel: (023

065) 473, after 5pm.

SIMMONS SDE expander, £95; Bit1

rack expander, £150, manuals. Tel:

(0924) 274039.
SOUTHWORTH MIDI interface for

Mac computer, £95. Tel: (0225)

319662.

STUDIO for sale: Atari, C -Lab,

Fostex M80, Seck 18:8:2, Korg

Ml, Roland S330, Alesis HR16,

lots more, £6000. Tel:

(0225) 310788.
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SWAP 2 x JVC CR4400E portable

video U-matic recorders and PZs

etc for music

equipment/computer, WHY. Tel:

(0349) 830839.
TANGS, JARRE, ASHRA,

SCHULZE, Sakamoto, Sylvian and

Kitaro all appear on compilation

LP. Part of rare German import

collection. 19 LPs (2 doubles) on

Innovative Communication label.

Also includes Peter Mergener,

Michael Weisser, Peter Seiler, etc.

Collectors items. Offers over

£120. Tel: (0223) 327216.
TEN YEARS of E&MM/MT, over

100 issues plus original E&MM

cassettes, offers. Steve, Tel:

(0403) 68292.
12U flightcase, with compartment

in top for sequencer/mixer, £95;

Shure SM10A headset/mic, £95.

Tel: (06333) 65758.
3411 rack unit in 64" high metal

cabinet with doors, £150. Tel:

(0629) 583550.
VESTA FIRE MR30, £65; CX5M

w/SFG05 etc, £100 ono. Gordon,

Tel: (0786) 824158, after 7pm
weekdays.

V50 USERS!!! Swap sounds, etc.

Interested? Write: A Yazdani,

Bryanston School, Blandford,

Dorset DT11 OPX.

WAH-WAH PEDAL, £20; ST

software - Quartet, £30, Music

Studio, £10; tuning fork, £5. Tel:

Cheltenham 510434.

YAMAHA REV5 digital reverb and

multi-fx, £600. Tel: 071-736 6125.

WANTED
AKAI 5612 factory and home

sampled disks. Write: Dave, Room

18, Budgenor Lodge, Midhurst,

West Sussex GU29 OAD.

AKAI 51000 sampler wanted. Tel:

(0603) 698355, days; 611144,
eves.

OMM OM* SSW 4404, .40 .WW We* 40* ROM

ALESIS QUADRAVERB wanted,

must be as new, £200-275. Paul,

Tel: Portsmouth (0705) 474081.

ATARI 1040 and monitor, swap

Teac A3340 4 -track, Viscount

rhythm unit, Korg micro preset,

Amstrad EX330 amp. Tel: (0259)

51702.
CAN someone w/CX5 and disk

drive take data off disk to

cassette. Trevor, Tel: (0283)

42956, please.
CHEETAH MD8 drum machine, pay

£70. Write: Mr Andre'nagy,

Av.Flora, 938, V.Jaguaribe,

Osasco, Soa Paulo, Brazil,

CEP06000.

CHROME stand and flex tidy (pair)

for Moog Taurus -II, mint cond

(please!). Chris, Tel: (0705)

828587.
ENSONIQ ESQM module, ESQ1

(rack), cash awaiting, fair price. Mr

Robertson, Tel: Scotland (0294)

63047.
FOUR -TOM stand/s for Simmons

SDS400 pads, reasonable price

paid. Steve, Tel: (0983) 298969.
HELP! anyone got backup

datacassette of Alesis HR16B

factory presets? Will pay £5!!

Dave, Tel: (0272) 864148.

KORG DRM1 and 707 ROM cards

wanted. Write: Sawas Georgiadis,

Seferi 15, Thessaloniki 543 52,

Greece.

KORG MONO/POLY, Roland

MPU101 wanted. Write: Joachim

Farbowsky, Tiroler Str.11 D-4500

Osnabruck. Tel: 01049 541

571711.
OBERHEIM 1000, MKS50, Juno1,

Studiomaster 24/8 desk or
similar. Tony, Tel: (0386) 750400.

OSCAR SYNTH, MIDI/non-MIDI,

must be in good cond, cash

waiting. Steve, Tel: Nottingham

(0602) 622846.
ROLAND CR78 drum machine,

good cond, will pay £100-120

depending on cond. Tel: 041-423

5485.
ROLAND CR78 compu-rhythm, any

cond. Neil, Tel: (0985) 50583.
ROLAND D50 w/PG1000, and

preferably case and sound cards,

all in mint cond, pay (up to) £750.

Stuart, Tel: (0434) 633363.
ROLAND OCTAPAD II (Pad80),

must be good cond. Bobby, Tel:

071-435 7598.
ROLAND P330 piano module

wanted, top price given. Tel: 051-

260 6675.
ROLAND 510 piano sample disks

to buy or borrow to copy please!

Paul, Tel: (0207) 580754.

SEIKO MR1000 sequencer, must

be reasonable price. Tel: 061-980

6140.
SEQUENTIAL Studio 440 master

disks or copies, cash waiting.

Justin, Tel: (03943) 3439.
VOYETRA Sequencer Plus,

DX7/TX7 voice bank(s) please.

Bank will do. Dave, Tel: (0532)

78632.
WANTED: Brenell Mini 8, 1" 8 -

track. Tel: (0379 76) 670 or
(0603) 592453.
WANTED: DX7 w/ROMs, hardcase,

book, cash waiting. Tel: 001-

740389, leave message/phone

number. Dublin.

WANTED: Roland MKS70, Yamaha

PF80/PF85, Yamaha TX802, Alesis

Quadraverb. Eddie, Tel: St Ives

(0736) 796805.
WANTED: Roland PG800/300,

Dimension D, SRV2000, SBF325,

A880. Synth/seq prog/player into
Tangerine Dream, Circa, UW

Sunlight. Tel: (0734) 580764.

YAMAHA CX5M software MIDI

recorder, SFG05 music input pad.

Douglas, Tel: (0292) 79136, after

6pm.

YAMAHA DX7 Mkl RAM and ROM

cartridges. Tel: 021-455 0566,

eves.
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CLASSIFIED

II

To advertise
in the

Classified
Section
Phone

Robert Last
on

0353 665577
MUSICIANS ALLIANCE - THE
MEMBERSHIP SOCIETY FOR ALL
MUSICIANS. INFORMATION, LEADS,
CONTACTS, OPPORTUNITIES,
SPECIAL OFFERS -EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO GET MORE OUT OF MUSIC.
DETAILS: MUSICIANS ALLIANCE (MT),
FREEPOST, LONDON SE4 2BR.

f r 5,4 I II  DI PI II kl

If you want cassette copies of the
highest quality delivered on time

at a price you can afford

g&r,01
--Pyor.,444/te,

Station House, Station Yord,
Hinckley, Leicestershire LE 10 1 UE

Tel (0455) 251551

FOR SALE
Music Production Company

South Manchester area.
Includes House, recording studio,

publishing company. business/goodwill
Highly profitable £120,000

061 962 8147

Classical Masterpieces on Disc!
Create your own performance? Rehearse a solo

part with lull orchestral accompaniment

Digital Music Archives have expanded their
Classical Masterpeices on Disc series to include 5

new works. Formatted for use with most of the
major MIDI -sequencers for the Atari ST. Mac, IBM
and Amiga, each disc contains the data necessary
for reproducing the full orchestral score of a work
from the Classical repertoire. An audio cassette

and manual are included with each disc.

New and available now!
Mozart, Serenade 'Eine Kleine Nachtmusili K.525

Beethoven. Violin Concerto D Major, Opus 61
Bach Brandenburg Concerto nos in

D Major BWV1050
Works for organ by Bach. Handel. Mozart

and Beethoven
Only £19.95 each,

Write or phone for full catalogue
Available from: Digital Music Archives  46b

Gascony Avenue  London NW6 4NA
 Tel: (011624-8774

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
TRAINING

Do you want to learn more
about MIDI or recording?
We are running regular

weekend, one week and
part-time courses in:
MIDI. Synthesis &

Sequencing
Recording Techniques

Courses for both beginners
and more experienced users.
We also offer consultation.
For more information call

MICROMAGIC LTD

(0924) 410880

Derek Dolt Professional
Music Services

Master quality demo of your songs send i60
per song (Includes 2 cassette copies).

Record your Band or Yourself Ilve f 10 per
hour. First class production guaranteed.

The Studio,
3 Shawns Crest,

Stafford ST I7 4PT
Tel: 0785 49370

ATARI ST USERS
New DATA DUMPER

from HardCore Software

Store your sounds on your Atari disk drive
via MIDI. Runs on any ST, colour or
mono. Quick, easy -to -use operation.

Now available for:
Kawai K1, Klr. Kim £14.95
Casio CZ101/1000/30000 £14.95
Casio CZ5000 LI 9.95

Others coming soon - write for details.
Cheques/PO, to: HardCore Software.
PO Box 974, Bournemouth BH6 5Y11

KINGSWAY
MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY
A NEW EDUCATION STUDIO IN CENTRAL LONDON!

16TR TASCAM/SOUNDCRAFT & STEINBERG
MIMIX SYSTEM/TANNOY QUAD/AKAI
1000S/S50/M1/DX711/D50/ATARI/MAC/IBM/MC500
SEPARATE 8TR TASCAM SUITE PLUS 688/246
PORTASTUDIOS SIMMONS/KIT/R5/R8
COURSES STARTING IN SEPTEMBER 1990
STUDIO MUSICIANS:

A flexible part time course aimed at musicians,
songwriters, singers and producers wishing to
develop their own material and present it to
record/production companies and publishers.
BTEC PERFORMING ARTS

A full time 2 year course with a bias towards
Music Technology and Studio work.

Interested and want more information?
Write to Colin McDonald, Kingsway Music &
Technology, Cierkenwell Centre, London EC1 R
OAS or leave your name and address on the studio
answerphone, 071 250 1759'

11111-11E ktUSIIC NATIPIA
The Music Matrix is a magazine on disk for computer musicians. There are 10 issues available of the ST Music
Matrix, and the first Issue for the Amiga is available now (PHONE FOR DETAILS)

The St Music Matrix contains new voice data, sequences, tutorials and Demo software in every issue. The Matrix
also runs a Public Domain Library with over 80 disks of software dedicated to MIDI - Our MIDI DATA DISK for
the ST COSTS ONLY £2.00

The following is a list of the instruments supported by the ST MATRIX.

ROLAND - D5/D10020/0110/D50/D550/MT-32 YAMAHA - FB-01/TX-81Z/DX7 KORG - M1/M1R KAWAI
K1/X1R/K4 - We have editors, new voices, programming tips and'articles revealing the secrets that the
manufacturers forgot to mention in their manuals for these instruments.

For newcomers to MIDI on the ST -Matrix 1990 Special - Over 1.5 Meg of compressed data for only £10.00
Original sequences in MIDI FILE STANDARD DAWNTUNES C10D0

The Matrix costs £10 for any issue (Amiga or ST) or £35 for 4 issues.

E2I
The Music Matrix is ONLY available from

The Music Matrix, Jongleur House, 14 Main Street,
East Wemyss Fife KY1 4RU. Phone 0592 714887

VISA

ARRANGING COURSES at Right
Track Studios. Beginners to advan-
ced with accommodation in lovely
Herefordshire surroundings. Cour-
ses tailored to your requirements,
based on David Etheridge's arrang-
ing series in H&SR. Phone him on
0432-72442 for details.

S900/950 SAMPLES
High quality, professional collection

- Full range choice - over 300 disks available
Preset Volumes, 25 disks £79.95

Individual disk. E4.00 each
Ali pros min. Of VAT and UK postage Access and Barclaycard welcom

Send or phone for lull listing
VALLEY STUDIOS

Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay
Road. Dyfed. 5d45 9T0 -VISA

AMADEUS
I 6 -TRACK MIDI STUDIO

ES + VAT
Fostex EIS / RSD MIxdown

Tascam 32 mastering
C LAB NOTATOR/CREATOR

MI / D50 / D 1 10 / DX7
Quadraverb / Midiverb

Drawmer Gate/Compressor
AKAI 5950 + lots more.

Excellent quality recordings at
unbeatable rates.
Amadeus Studios

Edgbaston, Birmingham.
For free brochure

Telephone 021 429 9628

(FZI:TITOV

Our pro quality samples
are selling fast -

Don't miss out!
Latest additions include

the best hoUse kits
(TR808 linn etc)

CZ101, MS10 SYNTHS -MORE

FX CALL FOR DETAILS.

TELEPHONE

08012 4017
Call us now and order our free

catalogue featuring our library

of over 90 disks.

Get jammin' with

MA

DUST COVERS

E N G

FOR YOUR KEYBOARD/ORGAN/SPEAKERS

PRODUCED IN THE UK BY PRAYBOURNE PRODUCTS, THE UK AND EUROPE'S LARGEST
MANUFACTURERS OF DUST C OVERS WITH 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

ALL COVERS ARE A SCULPTURED TAILOR MADE FIT AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF MATERIALS AND
COLOURS WITH STRONG, ATTRACTIVELY DOUBLE BOUND SEAMS.

DEALERS DISTRIBUTORS AND MANUFACTURERS!! HAVE OUR COVERS PRODUCED IN YOUR HOUSE
COLOURS AND WITH YOUR LOGO SCREEN PRINTED ON THEM. DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE ON

QUANTITIES.

FOR SAMPLE AND DIMENSION SHEET CONTACT:

PRAYBOURNE
MI Products

Head Office, Millsborough House, Insley Street, Redditch, Worcestershire B98 7BU.
Tel 0527-61221, 61759.

Telex 335540G Fax 0527 584037

EPS, S950, FZ1, MIRAGE SAMPLE LIBRARIES
We are Europes largest sample library with over 100,000 sounds ranging from Orchestral to
House, with sounds taken digitally from 'State of the Art systems'. Our EPS library is THE
LARGEST in the world, and our other libraries are catching up fast. ALL DISKS ONLY £8.50
EACH INC P&P., OR 5 DISKS FOR £40.00 OR 10 DISKS FOR £70.00 DEMO TAPE 90P
PHONE NOW FOR A FREE CATALOGUE (specify which library).

SAMPLE TAPES. Our sample tape collection currently features 11 high quality chrome
cassettes. Each cassette is jam-packed with multi sampled sounds.
VOL 1 "CLASSICS 1", VOL 2 "DRUMS & PERCUSSION",VOL 3 "CLASSICS 2", VOL 4
"ORCHESTRA 1", VOL 5 "CLASSICS 3", VOL 6 "SOUND FX 1", VOL 7 "HOUSE ATTAC1Z",
VOL 8 " CLASSICS 4", VOL 9 "WORLD MUSIC 1", VOL 10 "DRUMS & PERCUSSION"
2" features Drum sounds from the latest generation of Drum machines and Samplers.

NEW VOL II ANALOGUE 1, which features sounds from Prophet 5, Oberh 0131, Matrix 1000,
Mini moog, Wasp, Oscar, SH101, TB303, SH5, Yamaha CS80, and much more.
ALL TAPES £6.50 EACH OR ANY 5 FOR £28.00, OR ANY 10 FOR £54.00.
WRITE/PHONE NOW FOR FREE TAPE CATALOGUE.

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
STEINBERG CUBASE £495. AVALON £290. PRO 24 £150. DR T'S TIGER CUB £99. XOR
£224. DIGITAL MODE PRODIGY £99. INTELLIGENT MUSICS REAL TIME £224.
INTELLIGENT MUSICS 'M' £135. EZE EPS EDITOR £140.
FULL LISTINGS WRITE - PHONE.

MAKE CHEQUES/P.O. PAYABLE TO: DESERT ISLAND, 20 EDDINGTON ROAD, MILTON OF
CULCABOCK, INVERNESS 1V2 3DB. Tel: 0463 221488

ACCESS & VISA WELCOME.

ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
24 Track studio w. automation & Digital Programming suite

Digital Audio Concepts DASH and PD Formats Analogue/Digital Recording Processing Mixing and Editing.
Automation and synchronisation MIDI and SMPTE Time Code. Computerised Sound Mixing Consoles.
Analogue/Digital Sound Synthesis and Sampling Working with Various Bands and individual Artists.

Music writing. Song and orchestral arrangements , radio jingles and commercials TV/Film, sounds, local radio
operation, introduction to Pop promo production business practice in music industry.

Three -Month Intensive or Six Month Part -Time CERTIFICATE Courses In ANALOGUE
SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION

Modern 24 track sound recording and production introduction to Digital Audio Analogue/Digital Sound
Synthesisers and Sampling Keyboards. studio work with bands and individual artists, music for TV and film, song

arrangements for Record release.
DIGITAL SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

Digital sound recording DASH and PD formats, digital multi -track operation. Mitsubishi X-850 Rotary
Heads, Digital Recording, tapeless recording, Digital Synthesis/Sampling, Digital audio processing, mixing,

electronic and manual editing, computerised sound mixing console automation and assignable consoles MIDI
and SMPTE Time Code, their practical application in creative music production, MIDI controlling networking.

Triggering and sequencing ATRNTR Sypchronisafion.
CREATIVE MUSIC RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Creative application of multitrack recording & MIDI pfogramming techniques: Working with bands & solo artists;
TV/Film 8 radio sound production & post -production, SSL & Amak Mozart console automation systems: Music

composition & arrangement in a variety of styles. Recording & Mixing tricks -of -the -trade.
Many Former Students are now employed In TV/Video and Audio Industries

MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES
BON MARCHE BUILDING, 444 BRIXTON ROAD, LONDON, SW9 8EJ

Tel: 071-737 7152.071-274 4000, Ext 328, 323



SUITE DREAMS
TASCAM's goal since its very

inception has been to continually
bridge the gap between art and
technology.

With the development of the
MIDiiZER, the facilities of a

sophisticated video post production
suite are no longer an unaffordable
dream for the musician.

The TASCAM MIDiiZER is an
extremely versatile time -code based
synchroniser/controller designed for
a wide range of music and video
production applications.

In one unit the MIDiiZER offers
both MIDI to timecode and tape
transport synchronisation/control
capability. It is compatible with a

variety of MIDI equipment and the
new generation TASCAM recorders -
from the 644 and 688 MIDISTUDIOS,
through the 238 syncassette and TSR-
8 to the MSR-16 16 channel recorder.

In addition to basic tape transport

TASCAM

control, the MIDiiZER also features
record function selection, auto punch
in/out and auto -locator functions for
efficient, centralised transport control.

The MIDiiZER's unique com-
bination of MIDI and timecode means
that point location and auto record
control of a tape transport can be
referenced to MIDI bar/beat points,
allowing efficient, intuitive editing
and control.

The MIDiiZER can also be used for
control and synchronisation of most
VTR's and ATR's with the addition of
the optional IF -1000 interface.

Capable of handling ATR-MIDI,
ATR-ATR, ATR-ATR-MIDI or VTR-ATR-
MIDI system configurations, the
TASCAM MIDiiZER is an ideal choice for
control and synchronisation in virtually
any music production application.

See the MIDiiZER at your local
TASCAM dealer and you'll find that
your dreams have become reality.

TEAC UK Limited, 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YA. Tel: 0923 225235. Fax: 0923 36290
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